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Memo
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Copy: Clint Adler, Dave Barnes, Billy Connor, Ross Newcomb, Dave Waldo, Dan White

Status Report: CEM Workforce Development Programs

For many years CEM has been working on developing the engineering workforce - preparing
engineers for more responsible jobs - through our traditional MS programs and special courses
such as arctic engineering. In recent years, several trends havebecome apparent:

o There is a growing shortage of middle management engineers and other technical

professionals in Alaskan industry and the government agencies that administer
development projects.

o Newly graduated Alaskan engineers are offered good starting salaries and have little
financial incentive to postpone employment and pursue graduate courses - the knowledge
gap appears somewhat later in their careers.

o The engineering profession nationwide recognizes these trends and proposes more

education, a minimum of 30 credits after the BS, but implementation is developing very
slowly. Current proposals suggest a mixture of technical and managerial subjects is

needed.

With the support of AK DOT&PF, AUTC, and UA Workforce Programs, we have developed a
program, a graduate certificate in construction management, which suits the needs of the
constnrction branch of AK DOT&PF and had found good support with the construction branches
of other agencies and industry. It has also become clear that other, similar, programs are needed
and would be supported. However, while the management of construction is a narrow field, the
management of other project entities, perhaps lumped as "pre-construction," would need a
broader scope.

In order to assess what CEM has accomplished to date and give us facts to help plan for the
future, we asked professor of engineering management emeritus, Larry Bennett, to examine the
status of changes in engineering education, look over our current workforce endeavors, meet
with key managers in industry and government, and hold a roundtable meeting with key mangers
and leaders to examine their needs and the status of current and developing programs to meet
those needs. His reDort is attached and divided into four tabs:
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The current "BS+30" trends in the engineering education requirements for entering the

profession,

2. The outcome of stakeholder needs meetings in Anchorage, Juneau, and Fairbanks,

3. The evaluation of the graduate certificate in construction management, including a survey

of almost 100 students who have taken courses,

4. The report about the June roundtable in Anchorage, with appended comments and

supplemental material from the participants.

The report has many details, but here is my impression of the data with respect to future
workforce endeavors of CEM.

o The engineering profession, nationwide, believes that education beyond the BS, both

managerial and technical, is needed for minimum competency. At some point ABET
engineering schools will need to provide this, but that point is several years away. The

profession has recommended changes to the basic ABET criteria that are mostly

management and profession related.

o Alaskan industry and government agencies agree more education is needed and are

willing to support this education. They believe the concept should be extended to

technical professionals other than engineers, for example environmental scientists, right
of way specialists, and geologists.

o Alaskan industry and government agencies who administer development projects need

more engineers and technical professionals with managerial skills.
o There is often a need for technical skill development as well. For these technical topics,

our standard CEM courses often cover the area, but the courses are not packaged to suit

engineers who are working in the profession. Other training is so specialized that

nationwide training is more likely than CEM training, although the employers would
prefer training in Alaska by CEM.

o Students and employers who are engaged with the construction management program are

happy with it. They have no problems with video conferencing delivery, and

underserved groups in Southeast are very happy with it. Employers who are aware of the

construction management program would like it extended to pre-construction as well.
o It is very difficult to get key managers and employers to lead with details about the

course content they desire. On the other hand, they will offer very general ideas. Thus,

we should regard most frst offerings of courses as the frst step of an iterative process.

o Communications and similar topics are almost always at the top of the employers' lists of
needed education. Tab2 and pages 8-12 of Tab 4 provide a good summary of the needs.

Dr. Bennett's report provides important information for future program. Currently I'm pursuing
broadening some of the construction management offerings to encompass pre-construction
topics. If they work out, we could consider a second certificate program in pre-construction or
change the name to reflect both branches. .,4l",h ,'rJ 4u q Te)l a
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Closure Report
Engineering Workforce Programs Development Project - May-Jul), 2010

F. Lawrence Bennett, P.E.

July 27 ,2010

Introduction

During May and June 2010, the writer was engaged as a consultant to the
University of Alaska Fairbanks Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering to perform several tasks related to the development and training of the
Alaskan engineering workforce. The work was authorizeAby University of Alaska
Fairbanks Purchase Order FP03504 dated May 17, 2010. Notice to proceed was
given by e-mail from Robert A. Perkins on May 5, 2010.

The project comprised five tasks, of which this report is the fifth.

The tasks were defined as follows:

Task One: The BS+30 - Background and Current Status

. Examining the details and current status of the proposal to increase the
educational requirements for eligibility to take the professional engineer
examination by requiring an additional 30 credit hours beyond the bachelors
degree, based on written materials prepared prior to and after the approval of
the BS+30 resolution by NCEES.

. Preparing a summary of findings and a Power Point presentation
o Making a presentation to a group in the Fairbanks area

Task Two: Stakeholder Needs

o Ascertaining local training needs of working engineers, including the need to
meet the proposed BS+30 requirement, and how those needs might be met,
as a preparatory step prior to the Task Four roundtable.

Task Three: Summary and Evaluation of Construction Manaeement Graduate
Certificate Program Efforts to Date
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Compiling a brief history of the program's development and approval
Developing a database of all student participants to date, their contact
information, and the courses they took
Evaluating the course offerings with regard to

o Course content
o Course format, timing, and the like
o Teaching methods
o Other

Task Four: Roundtable on Graduate Eneineerine Blucation Needs in the BS+30
Era

o Holding a statewide gathering, whose primary purposes were a) to report on
Tasks One, Two and Three (and thus provide feedback on efforts since the
previous roundtable and workshop) and b) to solicit furttrer information on
graduate engineering education needs in the BS+30 era and how Alaskan
institutions can meet those needs

Task Five: Final Report

o Preparing this report

The body of this report is organized into descriptions of, outcomes from, and
supplementary materials related to each of Tasks One through Four.

o

O
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The BS+30 - Backeround and Current Status

The primary source of information for this part of the study was the American
Society of Civil Engineers, the group that has taken the lead in advocating for the
proposed change. Dr. Tom Lenox, ASCE's Executive Vice President for
Professional & Educational Strategic Initiatives, was especially helpful, as was Dr.
Jeff Russell of the University of Wisconsin Madison.

A number of documents gathered during the study are included following this
section of the report, as is the Power Point presentation summarizing the
investigation. Some key findings arc the following:

1. The National Council of Examiners for Engineers and Surveying (NCEES)
approved a resolution at its 2006 annual meeting in Anchorage, subsequently
modified in 2009, that called for a change to the model law related to
educational requirements for sitting for the Professional Engineer
("Principles and Practices") examination. Note that eligibility for taking the
Fundamentals of Engineering examination (the first of the two required
examinations) was not changed. NCEES is an umbrella organization of
registration boards (such as Alaska's Board of Registration for Architects,
Engineers and Land Surveyors) for all US states and other jurisdictions that
register engineers and land surveyors. As such, it has no enforcement
powers but can only develop proposals and encourage their approval and
implementation in the various jurisdictions, in addition to its many other
roles.

Extracts from salient portions of the current version of the proposed model law
and its associated model rules are the following:

l. As a Professional Engineer- The following shall be considered as minimum evidence
satisfactory to the board that the applicant is qualified for licensure as a professional
engineer.

c. Licensure by Examination @ffective January 1,2020) - The following individuals
shall be admitted to an 8-hour written examination in the principles and practice of
engineering and, upon passing such examination and providing proof of graduation, shall
be licensed as a professional engineer, if otherwise qualified:

(l) An engineer intern who satisfies one of the following education and experience
requirements:
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(a) Following the bachelor's degree, an acceptable amount of coursework
resulting in a master's degree in engineering from an institution that offers
EAC/ABET accredited programs, or the equivalent, and with a specific record of
3 years or more ofprogressive experience on engineering projects ofa grade and
a character which indicate to the board that the applicant may be competent to
practice engineering

(b) Following a master's degree in engineering from an EAC/tI-ABET-accredited
program, a sperific record of 3 years or more of progressive experience on
engineering projects of a grade and a character which indicate to the board that
the applicant may be competent to practice engineering

(c) Following the bachelor's degree, an acceptable amount of coursework ... from
approved course providers and a specific record of 4 years or more of progressive
experience on engineering projects of a grade and a character which indicate to
the board that the applicant may be competent to practice engineering

The portion of interest here is subsection c) above, for which "an acceptable
amount of courseworK'is described as

A minimum of an additional 30 credits of coursework, none of which were used to fulfill
the bachelor's degree requirement.

All 30 additional credits shall be equivalent in intellectual rigor and learning assessments

to upper-level undergraduate and/or graduate courses offered at institutions that have a
program accredited by EAC/ABET.

Of the minimum required 30 additional credits, a minimum of 15 credits must be in
technical topic areas, acceptable coursework shall be upper-level undergraduate and/or
graduate-level courses in engineering.

Other topic areas of acceptable coursework shall be upper-level undergraduate and/or
graduate-level courses relevant to the practice of engineering and may include
engineering-related science, mathematics, and/or professional practice topics such as

business, communications, contract law, management, ethics, public policy, and quality
control.

2. Although originally proposed for implementation by 2010 and later changed
to 2015, the current version suggests a 'ho-earlier-than-2020" target.

3. The proposal has not been without considerable controversy. The original
20fi6 resolution was approved by a vote of 35 to 26, with 9 not voting.
Notwithstanding strong arguments in favor, there is significant and strident
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4.

opposition. The attached Power Point presentation lists oft-cited arguments
on both sides.

ASCE has based its position on the BS-plus-3O in large measure on the
concept of the profession's need for a Body of Knowledge, that totality of
education and experience that qualifies one for professional practice. Thus,
the educational requirements for sitting for the Professional Engineer
examination are one part (albeit a large part) of that totality. The current
version of ASCE's Body of Knowledge (BOK2) runs to 191 pages (a bit too
long to be included here in hard copy!). A copy of the executive summary is
part of the attachments that follow.

Despite opposition by some individuals and professional organizations to
requiring more education as a prerequisite to licensing, every professional
engineering society that has spoken on the matter of present-day educational
requirements recognizes that more education, including continuing
education and professional development, is needed in order to keep pace

with an increasing complex society and its technological needs. Several
examples of such position papers are attached

It is clear that the proposal to increase educational requirements for
professional licensing will, if implemented, have a major impact on
engineering educational institutions. Visionary, forward-thinking colleges
and schools of engineering will examine the entire spectra of their bachelors-
masters programs, seeking to find the optimum positions in the five-to-six-
year timeframe for foundation, technical and professional courses. Such an
exercise will be a challenge, but it will also be an opportunity to devise best
practices for the needs of contemporary society. Note that the attached
"Analysis of Potential Impact ..." addresses this matter as well as other
impacts.

It should be noted that the BS-plus-3O movement is but one driver in the
pressure to provide more relevant and better education, training and
development opportunities for the engineering workforce. If there were no
such movement, there would still be a need to examine such educational
needs and provide responses appropriate to today's conditions.

8. Following this section will be found a large number of supporting materials,
in roughly the order they are discussed above.

5.

6.

7.
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9. An excellent source of information on ASCE's work and opinion on this
matter can be found at www.asce.org/raisethebar.

A Power Point presentation (hard copy attached) was made to the UAF School of
Engineering and Mines executive group on May 18 2010. It is planned to make a
similar presentation to the Engineering and Mines faculty after the beginning of the
fall 2010 semester.
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August 24,2009
Extract of 2009 NCEES Model LaWRules

(Resulting from 2009 NCEES Arurual Meeting in Louisville)

Model Law

130.10 General Requircments for Licensure

Education, experience, and examinations (as described,in ModelRules) are required for
licensure as a professional engineer or professional surveyor.

A. As an Engineer Intern - The following shall be considered as minimum evidence that the
applicant is qualified for certification as an engineer intern. A college senior or graduate of
an engineering program of 4 years or more accredited by EAC/ABET, or the equivalent, or
an engineering master's program accredited by EAC/ABET shall be admitted to an 8-hour
written examination in the fundamentals of engineering. Upon passing such examination
and providing proofofgraduation, the applicant shall be certified or enrolled as an engineer

intern, if otherwise qualified.

B. As a Surveyor Intern - The following shall be considered as minimum evidence that the
applicant is qualified for certification as a surveyor intern.

1. ..............

C. Professional Engineer or Professional Surveyor - To be eligible for admission to the
examination for professional engineers or professional surveyors, an applicant must be of
good character and reputation and shall submit five references acceptable to the board with
his or her application for licensure, three of which references shall be professional

engineers or professional surveyors having personal knowledge of the applicant's
engineering or surveying experience.

1. As a Professional Engineer - The following shall be considered as minimum evidence

satisfactory to the board that the applicant is qualified for licensure as a professional

engineer.

c. Licensure by Examination fEffective fanuary L,2O2O) - The following individuals
shall be admitted to an B-hourwritten examination in the principles and practice of
engineering and, upon passing such examination and providing proof of graduation,

shall be licensed as a professional engineer, if otherwise qualified:

(1) An engineer intern who satisfies one of the following education and
experience requirements:

2.

3.
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August20,2009
Extract of 2009 NCEES Model LadRules

(Resulting from 2009 NCEE$ {ryt ru1 Meeting in Louisville)

(a) Following the bachelor's degree, an acceptable amount of coursework
resulting in a master's degree in engineering from an institution that offers
EAC/ABETaccredited programs, or the equivalent and with a specific record
of 3 years or more of progressive experience on engineering proiects of a
grade and a character which indicate to the board that the applicant may be
competent to practice engineering

(b) Following a master's degree in engineering from an
EAC/M-ABET-accredited program, a specific record of 3 years or more of
progressive experience on engineering projects ofa grade and a character
which indicate to the board that the applicant may be competent to practice
engineering

(c) Following the bachelor's degree, an acceptable amount of coursework as

defined in Section 230.10 D from approved course providers and a specific
record of 4 years or more of progressive experience on engineering projects
of a grade and a character which indicate to the board that the applicant may
be competent to practice engineering

(2) An engineer intern with a doctorate in engineering acceptable to the board
and with a specific record of 2 years or more of progressive experience on
engineering projects of a grade and a character which indicate to the board that
the applicant may be competent to practice engineering.

(3) An individual with a doctorate in engineering acceptable to the board and
with a specific record of 4 years or more of progressive experience on
engineering projects of a grade and a character which indicate to the board that
the applicant maybe competentto practice engineering.
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August 20, 2A09

Extract of 2009 NCEES Model LawlRules
(Resulting from 2009 NCEES Annual Meeting in Louisville)

Model Rules

230.10 Programs Education Requirements Approved by the Board

A. Undergraduate Engineering Program

The term "an engineering program of 4 years or more" used in Section 130.10 A in of the
NCEES Model Law is interpreted by this board to mean:

t. A bachelor's degree in an engineering program accredited by EAC/ABET at the time
of the awarding of the degree. (The board may accept the degree if accreditation is

received within a prescribed period of time.)

2. A bachelor's in engineering not accredited by EAC/ABET, such as those programs

recently developed or programs offered by foreign schools evaluated bythe board as

being substantially equivalent to those programs which have been accredited by
EAC/ABET.

B. Post-Graduate Engineering Course Providers

The term "approved course provider/ used in Section 130.10 C.l.c of the Model Law is

interpreted to mean the following:

1. An institution that has an EAC/ABET-accredited program;

2. Aninstitution or organization accredited by an NCEES-approved accrediting body; or

3. An institution or organization that offers specifically approved courses that are

individually approved by an NCEES-approved accrediting body'

C. Post-Graduate Acceptable Coursework

The term "acceptable upper-level undergraduate and/or graduate-level coursework"
used in Section 130.10 C.1.c of the Model Law is interpreted to mean the following:

1. In technical topic areas, acceptable coursework shall be upper-level undergraduate
and/or graduate-level courses in engineering.

2. Other topic areas ofacceptable coursework shall be upper-level undergraduate
and/or graduateJevel courses relevant to the practice of engineering and may include
engineering-related science, mathematics, and/or professional practice topics such as
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August 20, 2009
Extract of 2009 NCEES Model LadRules

(Resulting from 2009 NCEES Arurual Meeting in Louisville)

business, communications, contract law, management, ethics, public policy, and quality

control.

D. Post-Graduate Minimum Required Education

The term "acceptable amount of courseworK used in Section 130.10 C.1.c of the Model

Law is interpreted to mean the following:

1. A minimum of an additional 30 credits of coursework, none of which were used to
fulfill the bachelor's degree requirement.

2. All 30 additional credits shall be equivalent in intellectual rigor and learning

assessments to upper-level undergraduate and/or graduate courses offered at
institutions that have a program accredited by EAC/ABET.

3. Of the minimum required 30 additional credits, a minimum of 15 credits must
complywith Section 230.10 C.1.

4. The term "credit'' is defined as a semester hour, or its equivalent, from an approved
course provider as defined in Section 230.10 B.
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Background on the NGEES Additional Education Initiative
Preparedby the NCEES Engineering EducationTask Force

May zoog

In 2ooo, NCEES President Richard Cottingham, P.E., P.S., assembled the Engineering Licensure Qualifications
Task Foice (ELQTF). The task force was mide up of rz NCEES members (later reaching r5 in zooz), including
representation from all four NCEES zones and four past presidents. In addition, several engineering-
organizations (Member Organizations) agreed to particrpatedirectly on the tas-k force by sending delegates.

naich had voting rigfuts on the task force and participated in the development of the report. The Member
Organizations were as follows:

' AmericanAcademyofEnvironmental Engineers. ABET
' American Couneil of Engineering Companies
' American Societyfor Engineering Education
' ASEE Engineering Deans Council
' American Society of Civil Engineers. American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers

' American Societyof Mechanical Engineers
' Canadian Engineering Qualifications Board

' Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers-USA
' National Society of Professional Engineers

Approximately ro other engineering organizations agreed to be Consulting Organizations. These organizations
weie provided information from the ELQTF deliberations and were requested to comment as appropriate.

ELQTT's charge was to perform a baseline review of the engineering licensure Exstem, consider the various
stakeholder perspectives in licensure, identifr issues and concems, dgvelop alternatives !o the cuqel! system,

and make recommendations for improvement. The task force focused on the three qualifications for licensure-
education, exgrerience, and examination-and considered other related issues such as the industrial exemption
and continuirig education. The full task force met for the first time in April zoor. NCEES President Ted
Fairfield, P.8., reconstituted ELQTF for Council-year 2oo1-o2 to complete its work. During the two-year
period, the task force held six face-to-face meetings.

Relative to the educational qualification for licensure, ELQTF noted several concerns. These included the
following:. Engineering has fallen behind other learned professions in preparing students for practice;

. Credit requirements for undergraduate engineering degrees have steadily declined;
' The depth of education in core subjects has declined;
' The knowledge base required for competent practice is expanding;. Greater specialized technical competence is needed than required in previous generationsi ald 

_. ABET crileria reflect an increase in the requirements for nontechnical training. This, coupled with the
decline in the total credit hour requirements, resulted in a reduction of the available hours for technical
training.



Based on these conoerrx;, ELQIT coneluded that "additional education beyond the current tz8 +l- credit hour
programs is necessary in the future to prepare students for engineering practice'and recommended that the
Moilel Laut be revised to require a bachelor's degree plus additional coursework fire task force did not
prescribe the amount of additional education that should be required.

The ELQTF report was issued in March zoo3 and presented to NCEES at each zone meeting in the spring of
zoo3 and at the Annual Meeting in August 2oog. At the zoog NCEES Annual Meeting in Baltimore, the report
was presented and accepted, and the Council approved the following motion:

Moue that the President consider charging L@G [the Licensure Qualifications Ouusight Group] usith
researching the conclusions and reeommmdationsmntained intheELQTFreportandpreparing
appropriate reummendations for NCEES ansideration.

NCEES President Robert Krebs, P.E., L.S., formed the Licensure Qualifications Oversight Group (LQOG) in
late zooz. LQOG was made up exclusively of NCEES members. It included representatives from all zones and
the fult range of NCEES membership-including engineering members, public members, emeritus members,
and administrators. Its charge was to reviewthe EIQEf'recommendations from the regulatoryperspective and
to bring specific recommendations forward for consideration by NCEES. The group had been formed before
ELQTF completed its report so that LQOG members could observe ELQU at its last meeting in January 2oo3.
NCEF^S President Donald Hiatte, P.E., reconstituted LQOG during Council-year 2oo3-o4 following the
approval of the ELQTF motion.

LQOG reported its progress to the Council at the zoo4 NCEES Annual Meeting in Cleveland. After
considerable discussion, the group agreed with the ELQTF recommendations on engineering education and
unanimouslypassed a supporting motion as follows:

Moue that the President ennsider initiating s process to determine specific reummendations regarding
additional engineering education for the purpose of licensre and prepare an implementation plan.

Ttre motion passed. NCEES President Jon Nelson, P.E., reconstituted LQOG for Council-year 2oo4-o5,
providing a second year ofdeliberation.

At the zoo5 NCEES Annual Meeting in Memphis, LQOG made a motion to add specific language to the Model
Iaru relative to additional education. The motion was based on several arguments similarto those of ELQTF:
. Other professions have increased their educational requirements, while engineering has effectively

decreased its requirements through the reduction in credit hour requirements;
. The curriculum emphasis has shifted, resulting in an increase in general studies and deerease in core

engineering subjects and subjects relating to technical breadth and depth;
. At the same time, 'the practice of engineering is becoming more complicated'and "the body of knowledge

required for the practice of engineering in the future and for the continued adequate protection of the
public health, safet5/, and weHare is beyond the scope" of the'traditiond four-year engineering curricula in
the U.S.'



the motion resulted in significant discussion, and it was amended on the floor as shown below (double
strikethrough and double underlines show amendments to the motion made at the Annual Meeting):

Moue that the tlnifortn Prrcedures and Legislatiue Guidelines Committee be clurged. uith incorporatiJtg
thefollouing language reqniring additional engineering edue.ation into the Model law and Model Rules

ffinless recommended otherwise by WLG in zoo6.

Graduationuithabachelor of science degreefromanengineqino progromoffourAears or more
Ius go additional credits fro

a_ a

ical

Ttre motion passed by a nalrow margin (3S in favor, z6 against, 9 not voting). Some of the argrments against
included the following :

' There is no evidence that there is a problem, e.g., the level of disciplinary actions for incompetence is
not on the rise;

' The recommendation in the motion is not well defined and could result in variable requirements from
state to state, leading to mmity problems; and

' The problem should be addressed byABET through accreditation.

Following the meeting, NCEES President Martin Pederson, L.S., charged the zoo5-o6 Committee on Uniform
Procedures and Legislative Guidelines (UPrc) to modiffthe Modellaus to require additional education as a

base requirement for licensure and to consider the language recommended by LQOG.

At the zoo6 NCEES Annual Meeting in Anchorage, UPI,G brought forth two motions. Ttrey addressed the
proposed language of the LQOG motion in tbre Model Laut (Motion 3) and added another requirement to the
Model Rules that-was not specifically raised by LQOG (Motion 4). Ttrey also revised the phrase "no sooner trhan

2o1oo in the LQOG motion by adding a phrase in both t}re Model Laut and, Model Rules stating that the
requirements would be effective January 1, 2015.

UPIG Motion 3 addressed the Model Lam and LQOG language requiring the "additional 3o credits of
acceptable upper-lwel or graduate-level coursework from approved course providers.' The UPlG_language
dt"pp"d theleference to coursework being "in professional practice and/or technical topic areas.'After
lengthy debate, the motion passed (Sg in favor, z7 against, 4 not voting) and the Model I'aw was thus
amended.

Arguments forthe motion included the following:
' The same and similar arguments raised at past meetings;. The proposed change emanated from a high level of study and deliberation not only in UPIG but also

LaOG and ELQIF, and ELQIF was a task force that included representation from a significant cnoss-

section of the profession;
' NCEES represents engineering licensure in the United States and should be the leader on this issue;

and. Adding the proposed language to the Model Lau: should help to engage in the debate other engineering
societies that represent the profession.

Arguments against the motion included the following:
' The same and similar arguments raised at past meetings;
' Additional data is needed to support the concept before the Model Lato is ehanged;

' Because the issue is not favored by a significant number of licensure jurisdietions, adoption into the
Model laut could result in serious comity problems;

,AB I credits



Several terms in the proposed Model Laut language need additional definition, and the changes should
not be adopted until they are completed; and
While the idditional credit hour approach may be appropriate for eivil engineering, it will not
necessarily be appropriate for other disciplines.

UPIG offered another motion to changetheModelRules to allowindividuals who complete five-year
engineering programs to request that tome of their credits, earyd as part of the_ir undergraduate_work, be

applied to thi go additional credit-hour requirement. Ttris motion was amended on the floor to allow
itidi"iauaf who complete engineering degrees "requiring more than rzo credits'to request credit forltours'in
exeess of rzocredits;be appfed to the 3o additional credit requirement This motion passed with little
discussion, but it created some concern later when it was interpreted by some as establishing a minimum
standard of rzo hours for bachelor's degrees. Establishing such a standard was not the intent of the clause. The

intentwas to recognize that not all engineering programs carrythe same credit-hour requirements and to
provide a mear$ to accommodate the differences.

At the zoo6 Annual Meeting, LIPIJG also recommended in its report that approved credits and approved course

providers needed to be defined. NCEES President Iouis Raimondi, P,.E., P.S., charged UPLG to address this
iecommendation during Council-year 2o,ei6-o'7, and UPIG brought back recomrnendatiorrs. However, upon
review of the recommendations and based on the discussion of the recommendations at the zooT interim zone

meetings, the NCEES Board of Directors requested that these recommendations not be qresented in the_ form
of moti6ns at the zooT Annual Meeting. Instead, the Board suggested that UPLG report its progress and
recommendations and pass them on to a separate task force for specific deliberation during Council-year
zooT-o8. UPLG agreed to the board's request, and no motions relative to the additional education
requirements wereoffered at the zooTNCEESAnnual Meeting in Philadelphia.

While there were no committee-generated motions on the initiative in Philadelphia, ttre Nevada Board
presented a motion from the floor to rescind IIPLG Motion 3 (the addition of the bachelor's plus 3o
requirement to the Model Lau:) passed by NCEES at the zoo6 Annual Meeting.

Nevada raised several points in presenting the rationale for its motion, including the following:
. The board ac}nowledged and corn-mended ASCE s effort to "raise ttre bar" in engineering education, but

pointed out that NCEES is made up of state-appointed licensing boards and is not the proper body to
bring about such change;

It noted that the additional 3o credit hours only address the education of those pursuing licensure
(approximately zo percent of all graduates) and thereby leave out the larger issues facing engineering
education;
It suggested that implementation will be very difficul! and

It noted the divisive nature of the debate within the Council.

Proponents of the initiative cited the following:
. the change is proposed for the future, and adequate time can be provided to work out the diffieulties in

implementation;
Ttre additional educational requirements are necessary toward fulfilling the Council's mission to protect
the health, safety, and welfare of the public; and

More time is needed to develop the definitions of acceptable coursework and approved course providers
before the Council makes a final decision.

After lengthy discussion, NCEES voted dorm the motion to rescind (r9 in favor, 4o opposed, tr not voting),
thus upholding the zoo6 decision.



In a re[ated matter at the 2oo7 Annual Meeting, the We.stern Zone presented a resolution resolving:

ThatNCEES strongly urgesABETtoirctirute a set of minimumnumber of credits that shallbe_required
to graduate with i tnchilor's degree in engineering; that a set pqcentage of the total required _credits
sttiltbecourlses definedby ABET as'engineering topics, consisting of engineering sciences and
engineering desigi appipiate to the shtdent's field of sntdy"; 9n! tlat the professional societies that
ovbrsee the ABET accreditation of each engineering program shall detennine these parameters.

This resolution passed (4r in favor, z4 opposed, 3 not voting).

Following the zooT NCEES Annual Meeting, NCEES President Gene Corley, Ph.-D.,_P.E., S.E., sent a letter to
ABET outtining the Western Zone resolution. fire resolution was discussed at a leadership meeting between
both organizad-ons in the fall of zooT and was part of a presentation of the additional education initiative that
t*'as -ale by NCEES to the ABET Board of Directors in Mardr 2oo8. 1* of the spring o{ 2o99, ABET had not
formally rejponded to the resolution, but indications from ABET are that the organization is not in a position
to implement such requirements.

ln zooT,President Corley also constituted a new task force, the Bachelor's Plus 3o Task Force, and charged it
with addressing the UPLG recommendations as well as devising a strategr,to assist Member Boards with
implementing the additional education requirements. The taskforce was also charged withaddressing
poientialbariiers to mobilitythat could resultfrom implementing the requirement and with developing
definitions for approved coursework and approved course providers.

At the zoo8 NCEES Annual Meeting in Minneapolis, NCEES passed several UPLG and Bachelor's Plus 3o Task

Force motions relating to the additional education initiative. One UPLG motion amended the previously
approvd, Model Laus-and, Model Rules language that added the additiond 3o credits as a requirement for
lidttsure. It moved the earliest effective date of implementation for the new requirements from zor5, as

origina[y passed, to the year zozo and footnoted the effective date for clarification as follows:

The implementation of tlese prouisfons in all jurisdicfions fs anticipated to take a number of Veors, so the

aAaaliffectiue dateusillvary by jurisdietion.Aminimum 8-year transitionperiodsubsequentto
adoptifr by a jurisdiction is-reenmmended to aIIw: jurisdictions and. pros_pective liensees to pr-epare for
theieu requiierrrcnrc. The zozo date utas selected as the earliest reasonable datefoy qdgnlon bq a
jurisdictioi based on a 4-Aear implementation period plus an &-gear transition periodfor first-time
liecnsare candidates.

Thus, the Council clarified that the effective date eontained in the Model Laut is intended to serve as an
example, not set a requirement or even a target at this point. Ttris motion passed with no discussion.

Another UPIG motion proposed modified Mode I Ruleslanguage relative to the motion passed 
-(as 

amended on
the floor) at the zoo6 Annual Meeting allowing credits taken in excess of rzo hours to potentially count toward
the additional 3o credits requirement. fire wording of the clause was revised
to state:

Effectiue January t, 2o2o, a graduate of an EAC/ABET-accredited bacealaureate program may request
tiat credits earned in q:cess of the institution's requirements for the accqtable degree be applied to



satisfu therquirementsfor an additional3o eedits of acceptableupper-lanelundergraduate and/or
g r aduate -Ias eI our seu ork.

The new language removed the specific reference to 12o credits to eliminate the implication that
rzo credit-hour programs rrepresent a minimum standard for bachelor's degrees in engineering.
This motion also passed with no discussion.

The Bacheloy's Plus 3o Task Force offered three motions. One motion calted for a committee to b9 thulged with
exploring the idea oflreating a clearinghouse to carry out activities needed to impJement the additional
educatioi requirements for licensure. firis motion passed with no discussion on the floor.

A second motion recommended chargng LIPLG with inco4rorating the M-ABET (a degree from an ABET-
accredited master's program) concepi iJto the Mo del Inw and Model Rules. This motion also passed with no

floor discussion.

fire third motion presented conceptual language defining the aeceptable courservork and approved cogrye

providers acceptaib in fulfilting the requirement. This motion created some debate. Ttre Rhode Island Board

ioi"ta out thit it would be diffieult to oonvince state legislatures to pass such languageginge, in_its opinion,
[h" l*gu"g" is rather vague and would require significant judgment i! its assessment. the board also noted

tne pos"siUtity of eliminaEng the 3o additional credits in favor of simply requiring a master's degree as the

eduiational requirement foi licensure. Following floor debate, this motion passed.

Atthe zooS Annual Meeting, the Council adopted an important resolution initiatedb-yth9w3s!9rn- 7nne,

which was subsequently tooainA ty the Southern Tnne and.amended on the floor. The idea behind this
resolution was to reopen the debate on the merits of requiring additional education p_no-r tolcensure_and to
identifypossible ahe;rative solutions to this concept. Propone^nts of the resolution felt that Member Boards

should'tiave an opportunity to revisit the issues relited to-the future requirements for additional education five
years after its first introduction by NCEES.

In essence, the Southern Zone resolution called for a written analysis of the following:
. Various Whereas statements, as appropriate;
. The potential edueational, professional, regulatory, and economic impact of the additional education

requirement; and
. Any'alternative solutions to the concept of additional education that migtrt have been or might be

identified."

After passage of this resolution, NCEES President Henn Rebane, P.E., constituted the Engineering Education
task Forcelformerly called the Bachelor's Plus 3o Task Force) forCouncil-year zooS-o9 and charged it to
address the resolution as well as to continue the work of defining the additional educational requirements.

Another charge required the task force to prepare a white paper addressing the history and issues involved in
the initiative. This paper is the task force's response to that charge.



Executive Summary

Destiny is not a matter of chance,

it is a matter of choice.
William Jennings Bryan, American statesman

The manner in which civil engineering is practiced must
change. That change is necessitated by such forces as global-
ization, sustainability requirements, emerging technology,
and increased complexity lvith the corresponding need to
identiff, define, ord solve problems at the boundaries of tra-
ditional disciplines. As always within the civil engineering
profession, change must be accomplished mindful of the
profession's primary concern for protecting public safety,

health, and welfare.

The profession recognizes the need for change. For example,
in |une 2006, the American Society of Civil Engtneers
(ASCE) convened the Summit on the Future of Civil Engi-
neering - 2025.nris gathering of civil engineering and other
leaders, including international participants, articulated a

global vision for the future of civil engineering. The visiont
sees civil engineers as being entrusted by societf as leaders

in creating a sustainable world and enhancing the global
qualrty of life.

Bodyof Knowledge

Even before the 2006 summit, the profession recogniznd the
need for change. Beginning in 1998, ASCEs Board of Direc-
tion adopted, refined, and confirmed ASCE Poliry State-
ment (PS) 46,s-'Academic Prerequisites for Licensure and
Professional Practic€z-which'...r.rpports the attainment
of a body of knowledge (BOK) for entry into the practice of
civil engineering at the professional levell' The policy
explains that this 1..would be accomplished through the
adoption of appropriate engineering education and e4peri-
ence requirements as a prerequisite for licensure.' PS 465
recognizes that the profession's principal means of changing
the way civil engineering is practiced lies in reforming the

CIVIL ENGINEERING BODY OF KNOWLEDGE FOR THE 215T CENTURY

The civil engineering pro-
fession is proactively pre-

paring for the future.

ASCEs Policy Statement
465 calls for attoinment of
a body of knowledge for
entry into the practice of
civil engineering at the
professional level.



The original BOKwos
refined in response to
stakeholder input and
recent developments in
engineering education
and practice.

The BOK will be fulfilled by
a combination of educa-
tion and experience.

manner in which tomorrods civil engineers are pre-
pared-through education and early experience-to enter
professional practice.

The permanent board-level Committee on Academic Pre-

requisites for Professional Practice (CAP3) is charged with
implementing PS 465. CAP3 developed an implementation
master plan, of which the BOK is the foundation. As one of
its actions, CAP3 created a BOK committee, which pub-
lished the first BOK (BOKI) in |anuary 2004.In response to
the expanding use of BOKI by various stakeholders, and the
questions asked and suggestions offered as a result of that
use, CAP3 formed the second BOK Committee in October
20A5. This committee was asked to produce a second edition
of the BOK report in response to stakeholder input and
recent developments in engineering education and practice.
The result is the refined BOK (BOK2) presented in this
report.

The BOK2 committee began its work by reviewing the 15

outcomes making up the core of BOK1.3 Also examined
were recent National Academy of Engineerirg reports,4'5
which aligned with BOKI, and other documents. Outcomes
are the heart of the BOK because they define the knowledge,
skills, and attitudes necessary to enter the practice of civil
engineering at the professional level in the 21't century.

Following careful deliberation, the original set of 15 out-
comes was expanded to 24 outcomes organized into three
categories: foundational, technical, and professional. The
evolution from 15 to 24 outcomes further describes the
BOK. Rather than add content, the larger number of out-
comes add specificity and clarity. (See Appendix H for more
detail.)

The committee adopted Bloom's Ta:ronomy, which is widely
known and understood within the education community, as

the means of describing the minimum cognitive levels of
achievement for each outcome. Figure ES-l presents the 24
outcomes and, for each one, the level of achievement that an
individual should demonstrate to enter the practice of civil
engineering at the professional level.

Fulfilling the Bodyof Knowledge

According to PS 465, the BOK yvill be fulfilled by means of
formal education and experience-that is, a bachelor's
degree plus a master's degree, or approximately 30 semester

CIVIL ENGINEERING BODY OF KNOWLEDGE FOR THE 21ST CENTURY



Outcome
Number
and Title

Level of Achievement

r23456
Compre-

Ihm,bdge hension Application Analysb Spthreiis Evaluation

Foundational

l. Mathematics

2. Nattrral sciences

3. Humanities

4. Social sciences

Technicol

5. Materiats science

6. Mechanics

7. Experiments

8. Problem recognition and solving

9. Design

10. Sustainability

I l. Contemp. issues & hist perspectives

12. Risk and uncertainty

13. Project management

14. Breadth in civil engineering areas

15. Technical specialization

Profasional

16. Communication

17. Public policy

18. Business and public administration

19. Globalization

20.l-@dership

21. Teamwork

22. Attitudes

23.Lifelong learning

24. Professional and ethical responsibility

IGy: I , I flrtion 
of the BOK tulfilted through the bachelor's

| - 
| 
degree

Portion of the BOK fulfilled through the master's

degree or equivalent (approximately 30 semester credits

of acceptable graduate-level or upper-level
undergraduate courses in a specialized technical area

and/or professional practice area related to civil
engineetug)

Portion of the BOK fulfilled
through the prelicensure experience

Figure E5-1. Entry into the practice of civil engineering at the professional level
requires fulfilling 24 outcomes to the appropriate levels of achievement.
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The refined BOK is the

foundation of the Policy

Statement 465 Masteir

Plon.

This report offers guid-

once to BOK stakeholders.

4

credits, and experience. Two common fulfillment paths were

developed-one involving an accredited bachelor's degree in
civil engineering followed by a master's degree, or approxi-
mately 30 semester credits of acceptable graduate-level or
upper-level undergraduate courses, and the other using an

appropriate bachelor's degree followed by an accredited

master's degree.

The roles of the bachelor's degree, the master's degree or
approximately 30 credits, and experience in fulfilling the

BOK are shown in Figure ES-1. A detailed version of the fig-
ure, known as an outcome rubric, appears as Appendix I and

non-prescriptive explanations for outcomes are presented in
Appendix I. These two appendices are the heart of this
report. The report presents two models for validating the

fulfillrnent of the BOK, one for each of the two previousty
mentioned common fulfillment paths.

This report stresses the foundational role of the BOK in
implementing the PS 465 Master Plan, noting how the CAP3

committee and its subcommittees build on BOKI. Also pre-

sented are ways the BOK could be used by prospective civil
engineering students, high school counselors, parents,

employers, and others.

Roles of Faculty, Students, Engineer
Intems, and Practitioners

PS 465 and the foundational BOK will reform the education
and prelicensure experience of tomorrow's civil engineers.

The resulting changes may raise concerns for some faculty
members, sftrdents, engineer interns, and those practitioners
who recruit, employ, supervise, coach, or mentor engineer
interns., Accordingly, the BOK2 Committee invited various
accornplished professionals, drawn from academia and prac-
tice and from the private and public sectors, to offer guidance
ideas. Their input Tvils used by the committee to create sepa-

rate gprdance for faculry students, interns, and practitioners.
That guidance is offered in this report in the hope that it pro-
vides useful insights and advice.

CIVIL ENGINEERING BODY OF KNOWLEDGE FOR THE 21ST CENTURY



The Next Steps

The BOI(2 Committee believes that this report wilt signifi-
cantly assist with further implementation of ASCE PS 465.

Accordi"gly, the report concludes with implementation rec-
ommendations for many stakeholders, including the CAP3

accreditation, licensure, educational fulfillment, and experi-
ence fulfillment committees; university departments of civil
and environmental engineering; employers of civil engi-
neers; civil engineering shrdents and interns; and other engi-
neering disciplines and organizations.

CIVIL ENGINEERING BODY OF KNOWLEDGE FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

The report concludes with
recommendation for
using the BOK to continue

implementation of ASCE

Policy Statement 465.



ASCE Policy Statement 465 on Academic Prerequisites for Licensure
and Professional Practice

Approved by the Commiftee on Academic Prerequisites for Professional Practice on February 15,20OT

Approved by the Policy Review Committee on March 9,2007
Adopted by the Board of Direction on April 24,2007

Policy

The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) supports the attainment of a Body of Knowledge (BOK)

for entry into the practice of civil engineering at the professional level. This would be accomplished
through the adoption of appropriate engineering education and experience requirements as a prerequisite

for licensure.

ASCE en@urages institutions of higher education, govemmential units, employers, civil engineers, and
other appropriate organizations to endorse, support, promote, and implement the attainment of the Body
of Knowledge for individualcivilengineers. The Body of Knowledge includes (1) the fundamentals of
math, science, and engineering science, (2) technicalbreadth, (3) breadth in the humanities and social
sciences, (4) professional practice breadth, and (5) technical depth or specialization. Fulfillment of the
Body of Knowledge requires additional education beyond the bachelo/s degree for the practice of civil
engineering at the professional level. The implementation of this effort should occur through establishing
appropriate cunicula in the formal education pro@ss, appropriate experience guidelines for the
wokplace, and related education and experience standards by the 55 engineering licensure
jurisdictions.

Admission to the practice of civil engineering at the professional level means professional engineering
licensure requiring attainment of a Body of Knowledge through appropriate engineering education,
experience and examinations. Fulfillment of this Body of Knowledge will typically include a combination
of:

r a baccalaureate degree in civilengineering,
. a maste/s degree, or approximately 30 coordinated graduate or upper level undergraduate

technical and/or professional practice credits or the equivalent
agency/organization/professional society oourses providing equal academic quali$ and
rigor, and

. appropriate experience based upon broad technical and professional practice guidelines
which provide sufficient flexibility for a wide range of roles in engineering practice.

lssue
The practice of civil engineering at the professional level means practice as a licensed professional
engineer.

The Body of Knowledge prescribes the necessary depth and breadth of knowledge, skills, and aftitudes
required bf an individu-al entering the practice of iivit engineering at the professional level in the 21$
Century. This Body of Knowledge exceeds today's typicalcivilengineering baccalaureate degree, even
when coupled with the practical experience gained prior to licensure.

The civilengineering profession is undergoing significant, lapid, and revolutionary changes that have
increased the Body of Knowledge required of the profession. These changes include the following:

. Globalization has transcended the historically recognized worldwide geographic boundaries
primarily as a result of enhanced communication systems.

r Inbrmation technology continues to make more infurmation available; however, the analysis
and application of this information is becoming more challenging.



. Complex systems are requiring integration of our knowledge and skills outside of traditional
subdiscipline focus.

o The diversity of society is challenging our traditional views and increasing our need for
improved i nterpersona I and communications skills.

. any clients are searching for leadership in new management approaches that equitably
manage risk as well as improve cost, quality and safety performance.

o New technologies in engineering and construction are emerging at an accelerating rate
o Enhanced public awareness of technical issues is creating more informed inquiry by the

public of the technical, environmental, societial, political, legal, aesthetic, and financial
implications of engineering projects.

r Civil infrastructure support within the United States is rapidly changing from a focus on
development and operation, to the innovative renewal, maintenance, and improvement of
existing systems, and the visionary development of new systems.

These changes have created a need for civil engineers to have simultaneously greater breadth of
capability and specialized technical competence than that required of previous generations. For example,
many civil engineers must increasingly assume a different primary role from that of designer to that of
program, project or team leader. The knowledge required to support this new need is found in the
combination of an appropriate baccalaureate education, additionaleducation, and experience.

Rationale

Requiring education beyond the baccalaureate degree for the practice of civil engineering at the
professional level is consistent with other leamed professions. The Body of Knowledge gained in the
formal civil engineering education process is not significantly less than the compatable knowledge and
skills required in other professions. lt is unreasonable to believe in such complex and rapidly changing
times that we c€rn impart the specialized Body of Knowledge required of professional engineers in just
four yearc of formal schooling while other learned professions necessitate seven or eight years. Four
years of formal schooling were considered the standard for medical, law and engineering professionals
100 years ago. While the education requirements for physicians and attorneys have been increased with
the growing demands of their respective professions, the requirements for the practice of engineering
have remained virtually unchanged. Today, many other professions beyond medicine and law require
education beyond the baccalaureate degree including pharmacy, architecture, occupationaltherapy and
accounting. Most likely, the retention of a four-year undergraduate engineering education has contributed
to the lowered esteem of engineering in the eyes of society, and prospective students and the
oommensuftrte decline in the perceived value brought forth by engineers relative to other professions.

Cunent baccalaureate progems, while constantly undergoing reform, still retain a nominalfour-year
education process. This length of time limits the ability of these programs to provide a formal education
consistent with the increasing demands of the practice of civil engineering at the professional level. There
are diametrically opposed forces trying to squeeze more content into the baccalaureate cuniculum while
at the same time reducing the credit hours necessary for the baccalaureate degree. The result is a
baccalaureate civil engineering degree satistactory for an entry-level position, but becoming inadequate
for the professional practice of civil engineering. The four-year intemship period (engineer-intern) after
receipt of the baccalaureate degree cannot make up for the brmal educational material i.e. the expanded
Body of Knowledge that would be gained from additional education.

The implementation of this concept will not happen overnight. While ASCE cannot mandate that it be
done in a specified time period or manner, ASCE will be an active partner with other groups and
organizations to accomplish this policy. The ultimate full implementation may not occur for 5 to 15 or more
years. Appropriate grandfathering for existing registered and degreed engineers will be part of the
implementration process. This concept is a legacy for future generations of civil engineers. However,
perhaps the most important aspect of the implementation of this policy is already in place. Within the U.S.
system of higher education, high quality, innovative and diverce masteds degree progr€rms cunently exist
in colleges and universities to support this concept. A growing number of govemment agencies, public



and private organizations, and professional societies now offer high quality on-site and distance learning
educational opportunities that can support attainment of the Body of Knowledge outside of college
c€lmpuses and as adjuncts to employee development. The active support of this policy by all of the
stakeholders such as the educational institutions, the registration boards, and the various employers of
civil engineers will be required for the implementation of this concept.

ASCE Policy Statement 465
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Executive Summary

This report is the result of an initiative of the National Academy of
Engineering that aftempts to prepare for the furure of engineering by

asking the question, 
*Vhat will or should engineering education be like

today, or in the nsar future, to prepare the next generation of students

for effective engagement in the engineering profession in 2020?" It ac-

cepts as a given that, first and foremost, engineering education must

produce technically excellent and innovative graduates, but it does not
attempt to define a "core" curriculum, recognizingthat individual insti-
tutions need to design their own. It asks, rather, how to enrich and

broaden engineering education so that those technically grounded
graduates will be better prepared to work in a constantly changng glo-
bal economy. It notes the imponance of improving the recruitment and

retention of students, and making th. learning experience more mean-

ingful to them. It discusses the value of considering changes in engi-

neering education in the broader context of enhancing the status of the
engineering profession and improvirg the public understanding of
engineering.

Although the report comments on education beyond the baccalau-

reate, its prim ry focus is undergraduate education, not the academic
engineering research enterprise. The success of academic engineering
research is undeniable. It helped shape this nation's industrial capabili-
ties and it continues to do so in an increasing degree as more complex
products and systems based on advanced technologies are emerging in

I
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the marketplace and in the social and economic infrastructure. Many of
the rnost hi-tech companies have been spun offfrom university research.

The end of the Cold 'War and the shift from defense work has put
pressure on universiry research to accept funding from industry for
shorter term product- or process-oriented research. Meanwhile, indus-

try has decreased its own in-house fundamental engineering research,

making it even more important that universities conduct advanced ba-

sic research. Thus, this is a part of the engineering education infrastruc-

ture that must be preserved, but, at the same time, it must not lead to

the neglect of the undergraduate engineering education experience. In-
deed, if domestic engineering students are energized by their under-

graduate education experience, it will enhance the possibiliry that they

will be retained and graduate as engine ers And aspire to advanced de-

grees through the academic engineering research enterprise.

In response to the issues facing undergraduate engineering educa-

tion, the committee presents a suite of recommendations in this report,

includitg the following:

The B.S. degree should be considered as a preengineering or
"engineer in training" degree.

Engineering programs should be accredited at both the B.S.

and M.S. levels, so that the M.S. degree can be recognized as

the engineering "professional" degree.

Institutions should take advantage of the flexibiliry inherent in
the EC2000 accreditation criteria ofABEI Incorporated (pr.-
viously known as the Accreditation Board for Engineeritg and

Technology) in developing curricula, and students should be

introduced to the "essence" of engineering early in their under-

graduate careers.

Colleges and universities should endorse research in engineer-

i.g education as a valued and rewarded activiry for engineering
faculty and should develop new standards for faculty
qualifications.
In addition to producing engineers who have been taught the

advances in core knowledge and are capable of defining and

solving problems in the short term, institutions must teach stu-

dents how to be lifelong learners.

Engineering educators should introduce interdisciplin ry learn-

Copyright @ National Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
This executive sumrnary plus thousands more available at http:/Aaruw.nap.edu
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ing in the undergraduate curriculum and explore the use of
case studies of engineering successes and failures as a learnitg
tool.
Four-year schools should accept the responsibiliry of working
with local communiry colleges to achieve workable articula-

tionl with their two-year engineering prosams.
Institutions should encouregedomestic studen$ to obtain M.S.

and/or Ph.D. degrees.

The engineering education establishment should p"tticipate in
efforts to improve public understanding of engineeritg and the

technology literacy of the public and efforts to improve math,

science, and engineering education at the K-12 level.

The National Science Foundation should collect or assist col-
lection of data on program approach and srudent outcomes for
engineering departments/schools so that prospective freshman

can bemer understand the "marketplace' of available engineer-

irg baccalaureate programs.

The repoft is grounded by the observations, questions, and conclu-
sions presented by the Phase I report, The Engineer of 2020: Visions of
Engineeing in the New Century. That report begins with a review of the

likely technological changes and challenges that will impact the world
and the engineering profession. It notes that a dramatic expansion of
knowledge is expected that offers exciting oppornrnities for engineering
to develop new technologies to address the problems faced by sociery. It
addresses the societal, geopoliticd, and professional context within
which engineering and its new technologies will exist. It notes that the

coming era will be characterizrd by rapid population growth, which will
contain internal dynamics that may affect world stabiliry as well as the

t)apes of problems engineers will face. Growth will be concentrated in
less developed countries where a "youth bulge" will occur, whereas in
advanced countries the population will age. Issues related to improving
q,r"liry of life through advanced technologies in some countries will be

lArticulation agreements establish rules that govern transfer credits that students earn

at one institution (typi*lly the community college) and are recognized and accepted by the

partner institution (rypi."lly a four-year institution) for particular major courses of study.
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contrasted with more basic problems such as access to water and hous-

irg in others. 'Sfithin countries, the demographics will change, includ-
ing in the United States, where the numbers of minorities will grow
rapidly whereas those of the traditional majority will decline in a rela-

tive sense. This has major implications for the future of engineerin g, I
profession where minorities and women remain underrepresented.

Although certain basics of engineering will not change, the explo-
sion of knowledge, the global economy, and the way engineers will work
will reflect an ongoirg evolution that began to gain momentum a de-

cade ago. The economy in which we will work will be strongly influ-
enced by the global marketplace for engineering services, evidenced by

the outsourcing of engineering jobs, a growing need for interdiscipli-
nary and system-based approaches, demands for new paradigms of
customization, and an increasingly international talent pool. The steady

integration of technology in our public infrastructures and lives will call

for more involvement by engineers in the setting of public policy and in
participation in the civic arena. The external forces in sociery the
economy, and the professional environment will all challenge the stabil-
iry of the engineering workforce and affect our abiliry to attract the

most talented individuals to an engineering career. However, amid all
these chdleng€s, exciting opponunities also will exist if the engineering
community takes the initiative to prepare for the future.

If the United States is to maintain its economic leadership and be

able to sustain its share of high-technology jobs, it must prepare for this
wave of change. Although there is no consensus at this stage, it is agreed

that innovation is the L.y and engineering is essential to this task; but
engineering will only contribute to success if it is able to continue to
adapt to new trends and provide education to the next generation of
studenm so as to arm them with the tools needed for the world as it will
be, not as it is today. It is within this context that this Phase II report
considers recommendations for changes in engineering education.

Reinventing engineering education requires the interaction of engi-

neers in industry and academe. The entire engineering enterprise must
be considered so that the changes made result in an effective systern.

Because most engineers work in industry and do not interact one-on-
one with people who directly benefit from their services, ?s do physi-
cians, lawyers, and teachers, the public is unclear about what most engi-

neers do, and second{y students (and their parents and advisors) have

poorly formed ideas about what an engineering education offers and
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ffiECUTIVE SUMMARY

how they can serve society through engineering practice. Engineering
needs to develop iconic images that the public immediately recognize

and respond to in a positive way. Those "icons" should include simple
images of the options for engineering education, their implications for
future career paths, and the image of a person who never stops learning.

This report is intended to begin a dialog about reinventing engi-

neering education, but it makes recommendations that are broader than
the curricular chdlenges indicated in the Phase I report. In the spirit of
considering engineering education as a qfstem and as part of a system of
systems, consideration is given herein to important factors such as im-
proving the public's understandi.g of engineering, its technological lit-
eracy, and K-12 education, which can have an important but indirect
effect on engineering in terms of encouraging secondary school stu-

dents to consider an engineering education and preparitg them intel-
lectually so that an engineering education is accessible to them.

Gopyright @ National Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
This executive summary plus thousands more available at http:/ttnruw.nap.edu



NSPE Adopts Position Statement on Engineering Education
Outcomes

At its April 2010 Board of Directors meeting, NSPE adopted a new position statement

advocating that certain engineering education outcomes be attained by engineers of all
disciplines who become licensed professional engineers. These outcomes,listed below, are not

currently required by existing accreditation criteria, and thus are not commonly included in
engineering curricula.

l. Apply principles of leadership;
2. Account for risk and uncertainty in the solution of engineering problems;

3. Apply principles of project management;
4. Explain where and how public policy is developed and how it influences engineering
practice;
5. Explain business concepts applicable to engineering practice; and

6. Apply principles of sustainability to the design and evaluation of engineering systems.

This position statement was developed by reviewing the "Body of Knowledge" reports that have

been prepared for two engineering disciplines, comparing the education outcomes recommended

in those reports and identifring the delta between current accreditation criteria and the

recommended outcomes, and determining which of those new outcomes apply to all engineering

disciplines.

As it was developed, this position statement was reviewed by a number of NSPE committees,

representing practitioners and academicians, as well as engineers of various disciplines. It is
interesting to note that the "what" of the list of six outcomes above was not significantly
controversial among these different groups. As long as what is meant by each outcome is

described adequately, there was general concrurence that a background in each of these topic
areas is needed for the professional practice of engineering. It is the "hof'that is controversial.

NSPE's position statement doesn't specifu whether these outcomes should be required in
baccalaureate education or in graduate programs; it simply advocates that these outcomes be

attained by the time of licensure. The "ho!r/'has been left to ABET and the National Council of
Examiners for Engineering and Surveying to determine the combination of accreditation criteria
and licensure requirements of the future.

This is a visionary step on the part of NSPE to advocate raising the bar for engineering licensure

requirements of the future. Rather than discussing degrees and credit requirements, this position
statement addresses the issue at a higher level in defining professional practice topic areas that

typically are not currently incorporated in the education of most engineers but are necessary in



the education of professional engineers in the interest of enhancing the protection of the public

health, safety and welfare.

Published Wednesday, May 05,2010 2:19 PM by Craig Musselman. P.E.. F.NSPE
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POSITION STATEMENT

EDUCATIONAL RE QTJIREMENT S

FOR ENGIIYEERING LICENSURE

Adopted by the IEEE-USA
Board of Direaorc,20 Nov. 2009

IEEE-USA endorses the need for engineering education to evolve to meet the increasing

technical and professional requirements for the practice of electrical engineering and supports the

efforts of the National Academy of Engineering to anticipate the future educational needs of
electrical engineers.(1) IEEE-USA is confident that the Accrediting Board for Engineering and

Technology (ABET) will adapt its educational program accreditation criteria to meet the

evolving needs for an electrical engineering career path.

IEEE-USA neither supports nor opposes the National Council of Examiners for Engineering and

Surveying (NCEES) decision to recommend that engineers who have successfully completed

accredited baccalaureatedegree educational programs be required to take 30 additional hours of
engineering education to become licensed, beginning in2020. IEEE-USA recommends that

NCEES work with ABET and concerned professional societies to ensure that the proposed

additional education requirement is better defined, and to develop a clearly articulated process by
which state licensing boards can ensure that individual applicants for licensure have met the

requirement. Such actions will better serve the career needs of electrical engineers and the public

need for an adequate supply oflicensed professional engineers.

IEEE-USA will work with the IEEE's Educational Activities Board (EAB) to ensure that

engineering education is consistent with the licensure-related needs of the IEEE's U.S. members.

This statement was developed by the IEEE-USA Licensure and Registration Committee and

represents the considered judgment of a goup of U.S. IEEE members with expertise in the

subject field.IEEE-USA advances the public good and promotes the careers and public policy

interests of the 210,000 engineers, scientists and allied professionals who are U.S. members of
the IEEE. The positions taken by IEEE-USA do not necessarily reflect the views of IEEE or its
other organizational units.

(1) See, e.g., Educating the Engineer of 2020: Adapting Engineering Education to the New
Centu{v (National Academy of Engineering,2005). Source:
http://www.nap.edu/catalog/1 I 33 8.html

IEEE-USA, 2001 L Street, N.W., Suite 700 Washington, D.C. 2003G5104 USA
Ofifice: +72027850017 r Fax: +1 202785 0835 r E-mail ieeeusa@ieee.org r Web' www.ieeeusa.org
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Bachelor's Degree Should Remain the Educational Requirement for
Engineering Licensure Says ASME
NEW YORK lan.22,2OO9 - ASME believes a four-year bachelor's degree from an accredited college or
university should remain the mandatory educational requirement for licensure as a professional engineer in
the United States.

Responding to a recent change the National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying (NCEES)
made to its Model law to increase the mandatory educational requirements for professional licensure, ASME
has released an official position statement making the case for the traditional four-year bachelor's degree
plus career-long continuing education.

'ASME believes that the typical scope of an ABET-accredited bachelor's degree has been demonstrated to
accommodate technical breadth and flexibility and the intellectual skills necessary for engineering graduates
to attain licensure as a professional engineer,'says the position statement.

The ASME statement, Mandatory Education Requirements for Engineering Licensure, is endorsed by
organizations that include the American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE), American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES),
the Institute of Industrial Engineers (IIE), the Instrumentation, Systems, and Automation Society (ISA),
Society for Mining, Metallurgy and Exploration Inc. (SME), the Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Engineers (SNAME), and The Minerals, Metals and Materials Society (TMS), representing more than 302,000
engineers.

The bachelor's degree, along with passing the Fundamentals of Engineering and Principles and Practices
examinations and successfully completing a four-year internship, *assure that the knowledge, skills, and
ethical standards expected from a professional engineer are attained,o says the statement.

ASME believes continuing education is an essential component for maintenance of one's engineering license.
The Society is a strong advocate of lifelong learning and sponsors continuing education and professional
development programs, including short courses, in many technical areas.

The NCEES plan, known as'Master's or Equivalent," proposes 30 additional credits or a master's degree, on
top of the bachelort, for licensure. ASME states that the higher educational requirements are unnecessary.

"There is no evidence to suggest that adding 30 credit hours, representing a full academic year of upper-
level undergraduate coursework or graduate-level coursework, will have a positive impact on the public's
health and safety," according to the position statement.

The higher educational requirements also could produce an adverse affect on America's ability to place an
adequate supply of engineers in the industrial worKorce, enabling the nation to compete technologically and
economically, according to ASME.

"Increasing the professional licensing requirements has the potential to reduce the supply of licensed
engineerc who are able to practice, therefore reducing the nation's technological competitiveness," says the
statement.

A companion Web site called Licensing That Works has been created by the partnering organizations listed
above to share information and collaborate on the need to maintain the current educational requirements.

Founded in 1880 as the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, ASME is a not-for-profit professional
organization promoting the art, science and practice of mechanical and multidisciplinary engineering and
allied sciences. ASME develops codes and standards that enhance public safety, and provides lifelong
learning and technical exchange opportunities benefiting the global engineering and technology communiff.

-#-
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lntroduction
At its 2008 Annual Meeting in Minneapolis, NCEES passed a resolution to investigate the potential

impact of the requirement for additional education prior to engineering licensure. The Council adopted

this requirement in the Model Low and Model Rules in 2005. The 2008 resolution describes a number of

concerns held by some NCEES Member Boards and others in the engineering profession that related to

implementation of the requirement. This resolution is known as the Southern Zone Resolution. As a

result of this action, President Henn Rebane, P.E., charged the Engineering Education Task Force

(formerly known as the Bachelo/s Plus 30 Task Force) with providing a written analysis of the following:

. The potential educational, professional, regulatory, and economic impact of the B+30

requirement; and

o Any alternative solutions to the additional education concept that have been or might be

identified (including items such as additional experience before licensure in lieu of additional

education).

This charge to the task force was to be completed prior to the interim zone meetings in 2009.

The task force conducted a conference call in October 2008 and held two face-to-face meetings (one in

December 2008 and the other in February 2009). This written analysis provides the results of the task

force deliberations.

Terms and concepts in the analysis
It is important to note a few key terms and concepts used throughout the analysis. First, the term

"maste/s or equivalent" is used to refer to the additional education requirement for engineering

licensure. This is a departure from the terms "bachelo/s plus 30" and "B+30" that were used by NCEES

after passage of this requirement in 2006. Since then, members of NCEES have wrestled with the

specifics of implementing it at the state level. A number of state boards indicated that it would be easier

to pass legislation if the requirement were called a maste/s degree in engineering or eguivalent.

Therefore, after the 2008 Annual Meeting NCEES began referring to this requirement as simply

"maste/s or equivalent," with one of the primary "equivalents" being B+30.

Second, the concept of a clearinghouse is mentioned throughout the analysis. The purpose of a national

clearinghouse would be to perform additional education-related services for Member Boards,

organizations and institutions, and individual applicants. The clearinghouse would be designed to make

the master's or equivalent requirement easier for Member Boards to implement. In response to a

separate charge-one that is outside the scope of this analysis-the Engineering Education Task Force

has developed a conceptual model of such a clearinghouse, which will be included in the task force's

2009 Annual Meeting report.



Finally, in all discussion of master's or equivalent, it is important to recognize that a degree earned from

a maste/s program accredited by EAC/ABET (known as an M-ABET degree) should satisfy the future

requirement for additional education. ABET has recently lifted its prohibition of dual-level bachelor's

and master's accreditation for the same engineering program at a college or university. This could, in the

future, increase the number of M-ABET degree programs and add another pathway to satisfying the

master's or equivalent.

Structure of the analysis
The impact analysis in this paper is presented in a question/answer style. The task force felt that this

style was most appropriate considering the number of individuals who contributed to writing the

content. The information presented is based on the experience and expertise of the individual task force

members.

The Engineering Education Task Force membership is made up of the following:

ll voting members from NCEES, including the chair

3 consultants, including a past president of ABET and the chair of the NCEES Committee on

Uniform Procedures and Legislative Guidelines

7 society resources, representing ACEC, AlChE, ASCE, ASHRAE, ASME, IEEE-USA, and NSPE

1 Board of Directors liaison and 1 NCEES staff liaison

During the course of the task force meetings, the group discussed conducting original research to

address the various issues. lt was quickly decided that there was not enough time or funding available to

conduct any serious research. Therefore, this analysis is the best effort task force members could

accomplish in the few months available with the information readily available to them.

The full text of the Southern Zone Resolution is in the Appendix. One of the directives of the resolution

is to develop a written analysis of the 10 Whereas statements, as appropriate. After developing the

analysis of the various impacts, the task force members felt that most of the Whereas statements were

addressed within the context of the analysis of each impact. Therefore, a separate analysis of each

individual Whereas is not presented.

The following sections analyze the potential impact of the additional education requirements in

educational, professional, regulatory, and economic areas. The paper concludes with a listing of

alternatives to the maste/s or equivalent requirement.



Educational lmpact
The task force studied the potential educational impact by forming answers to the following questions.

. What are the pathways by which a candidate can obtain the required additional education?

. How long will it take for a candidate to obtain the needed education by these pathways?

. What other educational factors should be considered?

The task force considered six pathways by which a candidate could obtain the education needed for

licensure in 2020, as shown in the table below.

Table Pathways to meeting additional education reguirements in 2O2O

*Accrues all or part of the experience requirement while completing the additional education

requirement
**B+30 option

ln the table, it is assumed that all full-time employment is acceptable for engineering experience and

that experience credit for graduate education cannot be counted if it is concurrent with employment

experience. The number of years of experience required prior to licensure varies depending on the type

and length of education. Candidates with a master's degree are allowed to waive a year of the four

years of progressive experience required for licensure. Candidates who earned the additional education

as an alternative to a master's degree (the "or equivalent" part of the requirement) are not allowed to

waive the year of experience.

Path Bachelo/s
Education

Additional Education Years for
Education
(8.S. = 4 years)

Additional
Years of
Experience

Total
Years

1 EAC/ABET a Engineering master/s degree
Fufl-time studento

B.S. + t-Z years 3 8-9

2 EAC/ABET . Engineering master's degree
o Part-time student
o Full-time employee

B-S. + 4-6 years 0* 8-10

3 EAC/ABET . Engineering master/s degree
. Executive format or

"weekend" format
. Full+ime employee

B.S. + 2 years 2* 8

4** EAC/ABET o Full-time student B.S. + I-2 years 4 9-10
5** EAC/ABET a Part-time student

Full-time employeea

B.S. + 44 years 0* 8-10

6 Non-
EAC/ABET

. EAC/ABET engineering
rnaste/s degree {M-ABET)

B.S. + 1-3 years 3 8-10



ln its discussions about the possible educational impact, the task force also addressed the following

questions.

Will there be a problem if it takes a long time to earn a master's degree?

Some universities have a time limit on how old a course can be and still be counted toward a maste/s

degree. Usually, older courses in engineering can be validated by some procedure because the

underlying theory has not changed.

Will engineering classrooms have room for the additional students who will be taking
courses because of the master's or equivalent requirement?

It is very likely that there will be room since the majority of engineering programs currently have

available capacity at the graduate level.

Will requiring more education increase the number of courses engineering faculty will
have to teach?
An increase in the faculty-teaching load is unlikely at the present time because most programs have

excess capacity for students. Many factors influence the number of courses that are assigned to each

faculty member to teach. lt is the responsibility of the university administration, starting with the chair

of the department, to make these assignments. Each institution will make these teaching assignments

according to its own needs and requirements.

Would an engineering dean be concerned about another accreditation visit for a master's
program?

Typically, a dean would be concerned about another accreditation visit because that visit would require

additional work on the part of faculty and staff. The additional education requirements outlined in

Table l would not require that any additional programs be accredited. An existing EAC/ABET-accredited

bachelor's program is all that is needed. The dean may elect to have a maste/s program accredited, but

M-ABET accreditation is not required to fulfillthe additional education requirement for licensure.

What is the difference between an accredited program and an approved course?
To ABET, a program includes the ability to change courses and create new courses. The concept of a

program includes the procedures to evaluate courses and their contribution to overall objectives. An

approved course for the additional education requirement is a standalone item. Any changes in the

course and all new courses would have to be approved by the same authority that approved the course

originally. lt is expected that non-university institutions will not set up the procedures needed to

establish a program. Thus, there needs to be a way for companies, laboratories, and professional

societies to get their courses approved on an individual basis. For these institutions, the expense of

setting up a full program may not be justified.



Will bachelor's-degree recipients with low grade point averages (GPA) have a problem

becoming licensed because their GPAs prevent them from being admitted to a master's
program?

Applicants to an engineering master's program are generally evaluated on several criteria, including

overall undergraduate GPA, GPA over the last 60 hours, Graduate Record Examination (GRE) scores,

original essays, etc. Students are routinely admitted on probation if they meet most, but maybe not all,

of the entrance requirements. Probation generally means that the student must have a B average after

the first 12 hours of graduate work; if the student does not earn that B average, then he or she will no

longer be in the program. There is sometimes an ability to waive an entrance requirement because the

candidate has an alternative criterion that can be used (such as using a passing score on the FE or PE

exam instead of the GRE). lt is not necessary that a candidate be admitted into a graduate program in

order to take graduate courses as a non-degree-seeking studen! such candidates would not be earning

a master's degree but would be able to earn credit for coursework that would qualify for the "or

equivalent" portion of the maste/s or equivalent.

Will graduate-level engineering courses be available by distance education or in an

executive or "weekend" format?
Such courses and engineering maste/s degree programs are already available by distance education and

in executive format. Two examples of these courses and programs are North Carolina State University

(engineeringonline.ncsu.edu) and lowa State University (www.ede.iastate.edu/Grad-Pro/|.lt is expected

that the number of engineering maste/s degrees available by distance education or in executive format

will increase with the demand for flexible locations and times.

Witl the increase in educational requirements for engineering licensure result in
bachelor's education reform in engineering programs?

While it cannot be stated that undergraduate programs will change as a direct result of the additional

educational requirements for licensure, the opportunity to reform undergraduate engineering programs

will be available. Currently, many undergraduate engineering programs have eliminated "breadth"

courses because of credit-hour limits and university core-curriculum requirements. lf a master's degree

increasingly becomes viewed as a degree required for practice, it is more likely that programs will shift

senior elective courses in very specific subjects to the graduate level. lf this were done, it could open up

room in the undergraduate programs to put back the breadth courses that have been removed.



Professional lmpact
In its discussions about the potential professional impact, the task force addressed the following

questions.

Wlllthe master's or equivalent reguirement affect the number of individuals who will
consider engineering as a career in the future? Will the requirement affect the number of

licensed engineers who might be available in the future?

The answers to these questions differ for three different Sroups of individuals:

. Pre-College lndividuals: For individuals who are considering an engineering career, the effects

will probably be minimal. They will be able to understand the requirements well in advance of

their decision and properly prepare for them. lt is anticipated that their response will depend

more on their impression of the profession, their level of interest in the profession, the efforts

by the professional societies to promote the profession, and economic factors. For individuals

with career plans that include licensed practice, the effect of the change would likely be similar

to the effect for college students discussed under the next bullet.

. College Students: For individuals who have decided on an engineering career that requires a

license and who will continue with their education to satisfy the additional education

requirements, the proposal adds a significant amount of additional educational time (a

minimum of 1to 2 years beyond the bachelo/s degree) and cost (addressed in this paper's

section on Economic lmpact). These factors could reduce the number of these individuals who

pursue licensure.

. Post-College Engineers: Those who decide to pursue licensure after graduation with a

bachelo/s degree will also be affected by the time (an estimated 4 to 5 years) and cost to

complete the additional education requirements. ln addition, there may be significant non-

economic costs while they fulfill the requirements, such as the impact on an individual's

personal and family life. These factors could reduce the number of these individuals who pursue

licensure. This is not a completely new situation in licensure. lt is fairly common for state boards

to address individuals who did not decide on a career in licensed engineering practice until after

college. Depending on the individual circumstances, some of them have to make significant

additions to their education and experience to qualify.

ln the Economic lmpact section, the task force considered it likely that the value of lifelong earnings

would offset the cost for pursuing the proposed additional education requirements. Some task force

members believe that individuals may not value such a long-term return in such a quantitative way. lf

that is the case, there could be a negative effect on those who choose a caretir as a licensed engineer.

Other members said that the need for licensed engineers will not diminish and that as the demand for

licensed engineers exceeds the supply, market forces will adjust and the shortage would be addressed.



What effect willthe master's or equivalent requirement and the potential reduction of
numbers of indivlduals that pursue licensure have on NCEES exam usage?

lf the number of individuals pursuing licensure drops, it would result in a corresponding drop in the

number of both Group I and Group ll PE examinations administered. This would have a financial impact

on NCEES that would have to be addressed. Perhaps of more concern would be the effect on the Group

ll exams. The Group ll exams are supported by lower numbers than the Group I exams. Consequently, a

drop in numbers for certain Group ll exams could result in the exams being placed on probationary

status.

lf the additional education requirement results in fewer engineers becoming licensed,
would this have a negative effect on the ability of licensed engineers to properly exert
responsible charge?

The task force noted that a reduction in the number of licensed engineers could result in licensed

engineers having to be in responsible charge of more projects. This may or may not have an effect on

their ability to properly exert responsible charge.

Would the master's or equivalent requirement result in better P.E.'s?

The task force agreed that raising the educational standard should eventually result in a more

knowledgeable, capable, and better-educated engineering workforce, which could be reflected in an

improved quality of services by licensed engineers.

Will the new reguirement increase the perceived stature of the engineering profession?

The task force decided that although this is not a primary driver of the initiative, the stature of the

profession might improve as a result of the maste/s or equivalent requirement.

What have other learned professions recently done relative to educational requirements?
Many of the learned professions, including architecture and accounting, have increased their

educational requirements. This fact does not necessarily mean that engineering should follow suit, but it

is an indication that the concern currently being considered in our learned profession has also occurred

in others. Since part of the definition of a learned profession includes "specialized knowledge gained

through formal training or education," this fact should not be ignored. ln addition, it may be of value to

look at the lessons learned by the other professions.



Regulatory lmpact
The task force interprets the regulatory impact of the master's or equivalent requirement to mean the

effect it will have on Member Boards as they license professional engineers beginning in 2020 and

thereafter.

One of the primary concerns of Member Boards is the perceived difficulty in implementing the Model

Law/Model Rules additional education language and the associated clearinghouse in their jurisdictions.

State legislators may have an easier time passing additional education legislation that looks like a

maste/s degree, or equivalent, than legislation that look like the B+30 requirement. Under the

bachelo/s-plus-a-maste/s-or-equivalent scenario, the B+30 pathway is one of the equivalents (see

pathways 4 and 5 in Table 1 in the Educational lmpact section); therefore a jurisdiction could bypass the

B+30 requirements and enact just the master's requirement if it felt the former was too difficult to

implement.

How will the additional education reguirement affect comity?
Like everything else in the NCEES Model low and Model Rules, the master's or equivalent concept

becomes a national guideline once the effective date is reached. The Model Law and Model Rules,

however, are simply that-a model. They exist for the use of individual jurisdictions to the extent a

jurisdiction wishes to use them. lt follows that the master's or equivalent requirement will have no

regufatory lmp-a if no jurisdictions choose to adopt the Model Low and Model Rules in their statutes.

The regulatory impact will occur after a jurisdiction adopts the additional education requirement in its

statute. The most obvious impact is that individuals will not be able to obtain their first license in that
jurisdiction without meeting the requirement. This could initially decrease the number of first-time

licensed engineers in that jurisdiction if individuals choose not to fulfill the new education requirement.

lf individuals desire to practice in that jurisdiction, the impact will be less because they will choose to

fulfill the requirement.

Additionally, comity will be affected for non-Model Law Engineers properly licensed in other

jurisdictions but only if the jurisdiction with the maste/s or equivalent requirement will not

"grandfathe/'the engineer for being licensed praor to the effective date.

The number of engineers who meet the Model Law Engineer 2O2O designation could increase as a result

of a desire to receive national comity through the Council Records program.

It should be noted that comity issues between jurisdictions currently exist. With regard to the additional

education reguirement, comity will be affected if an individual Member Board has different

requirements for the credit split between technical and nontechnical courses or different

interpretations relative to what is considered a technical course versus a nontechnical course or if
individual Member Boards accept different equivalents. Jurisdictional differences in the definitions of

acceptable coursework and providers as well as the percentage of engineering and non-engineering



coursework could also affect comity. In another case, comity could be affected if a Member Board

accepts only the maste/s degree while not accepting the "or equivalent" portion of the master's or

equivalent requirement.

Another potential impact of the maste/s or equivalent requirement could be comity affected by the

equivalency of maste/s degrees. lf, in the future, only a small percentage of maste/s programs are

accredited by ABET, some NCEES Member Boards may not deem all maste/s degrees equivalent, thus

affecting comity.

How wlll enforcement be affected by implementation of the additional education
reguirement?
Another regulatory impact could be an increase in unlicensed practice. This could occur if the maste/s

or equivalent requirement results in fewer licensed engineers. There could be instances where more

unlicensed engineers are performing thework, which could result in more plan stamping.

In the above case, the regulatory impact is assumed to be the result of fewer individuals becoming

licensed because of increased education requirements for licensure. lf the number of individuals who

become licensed after the maste/s or equivalent goes into effect does not significantly decrease over

time, then the impact will not be more significant than it currently is.

The number of complaints/disciplinary actions resulting from incompetence could decrease if the

additional education requirement produces a population of more highly educated, competent

professional engineers.

Wlll the master's or equivalent requirement increase the workload of Member Boards?

A potential Member Board impact is an increased workload. This could result if a particular Member

Board chooses to review applications individually rather than relying on the clearinghouse. In addition, a

Member Board administrator and his or her staff could spend more time answering questions from

individuals seeking clarification on clearinghouse issues. This impact is expected to occur mainly during

the initial stages of a jurisdiction adopting the master's or equivalent requirement and is not expected to

be a long-term impact.

How could the clearinghouse potentially diminish the regulatory impact?
In allthe examples cited above, it is criticalthat a highly functioning clearinghouse be in place to

facilitate greater national uniformity in the application of the new requirement. The clearinghouse will

also need to create a level of trust so that Member Boards will not feel compelled to exhaustively review

the record of every individual applying for licensure. With a clearinghouse in place, the regulatory

impact could be minimized.



Economic lmpact
The impfementation of the Model tow provisions requiring a master's or equivalent will have an

economic impact on applicants and their employers due to the cost of the additional education borne by

those engineers who otherwise would not obtain a master's degree. Some engineers'salaries will likely

increase. There will be an economic impact on the public in that the cost of engineering services may

increase to cover the cost of additional education and increased salaries.

What percentage of current engineers would potentially meet the master's or equivalent
reguirement for licensure if it were in effect today?
The task force reviewed data from several sources in addressing this question.

. The task force looked at responses from an NCEES survey of 19,100 examinees who sat for the

FE, PE, FS, and PS exams in ELSES states in October 2008. There were 8,231 respondents, of

whom 3,395 took the PE exam. When asked to indicate the highest engineering degree they had

completed, 70 percent said a bachelo/s,26 percent a master's, and 4 percent a Ph.D.

. Data from the American Society for Engineering Education for the United States in 2006-07, the

latest year for which statistics were available, indicate that the number of maste/s degrees

awarded in engineering was roughly half (50.4 percent) the number of engineering bachelo/s

degrees awarded. This percentage has increased in recent decades. Some of those who receive

master's degrees are foreign born, and some of them return to their native countries. The

percentage of graduates with M.S. degrees varies widely by discipline; it is 40 percent for civil

and environmental engineers, most of whom are licensed, and 64 percent for electrical and

computer engineers, most of whom are not licensed. The percentage is lower for chemical and

mechanical engineers: 23 and 27 percent, respectively.

. Data from several exam administrations in Texas indicate that about 40 percent of PE examinees

had an advanced degree at the time of examination. Some of these advanced degrees were in

business.

Based on the available information, the estimated portion of current engineers who would have been

required to attain additional education for initial licensure if the requirement were already in effect is

about 50 percent or somewhat higher.

Will P.E. salaries be affected?
Salary survey information and an analysis of the survey data was provided by the National Society of

Professional Engineers Licensure and Qualifications for Practice Committee. The salary survey data from

a sample of about 12,000 professional engineers indicate that the median career-long salary differential

between P.E.'s with a master's degree and P.E.'s with only a bachelor/s degree is 5.5 percent over the

course of a 30-year career. This translates to a 3O-year increase in compensation of a present value of

575,000 if the spread between salaries does not increase over time with inflation and of 5125,000 if the

spread does increase with inflation.
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Some engineers receive a compensation increase when they receive a P.E. license. In cases where the

additional engineering education requirements delay the time of licensure for one or more years, this

additional compensation might be received later. After completing the additional engineering education

and becoming licensed, engineers may have improved prospects of advancing to positions of greater

responsibility and higher compensation, and they may have increased long-term employment security

due to increased skills. Future salary differentials may or may not be consistent with historic data.

What does it cost to earn a master's degree in engineering?

The cost of obtaining a maste/s degree in engineering varies widely based on the institution, delivery

method, and program. Many conventional master's engineering programs that require a thesis may take

an average of 18 months as full-time students in residence at a university. Project and course-only

maste/s degrees, as well as accelerated "executive" M.S. degrees, are becoming more common; full-

time students can typically complete them in one year. High-quality graduate engineering distance-

learning options are now available in most engineering disciplines, allowing an engineer intern to take

one course at a time and obtain a maste/s degree while working full time. Costs for tuition, fees, and

book for 30 credits of graduate engineering education by distance learning are currently in the range of

518,000 and up. Costs for aftendance at a university with living expenses included are in the range of

S20,00(F25,000+ per year.

Who will bear the cost of the additional education?
The cost of additional engineering education may be borne by engineers early in their careers, when

earning power and available assets are limited. The cost may be partially offset by scholarship grants for

some engineers or by contributions from some employers.

Engineers'employers will also experience an economic impact, either through higher salaries or through

employers' partial contributions to employees' cost of education, or both. Many employers currently

share in the cost of tuition for some employees. These contributions may continue at current levels or

may be reduced as demand increases, perhaps placing more of the burden on the individual.

Engineering employers will have to adopt appropriate policies to dealwith the possibility of losing an

engineer to a competitor or other employment following the employe/s sharing in the investment in

additional engineering education costs.

In some engineering disciplines, compensation for engineers with maste/s degrees is significantly higher

in industry than is the case in the "built environment." Some perceive there to be an associated risk that

engineers with master's degrees will move away from the built environment to industry.

Accurately estimating the national economic impact of this change in the engineering profession would

require far more resources than are available to the Engineering Education Task Force. Taking a

simplistic approach with the information and resources currently available, one might estimate based on

historical data that salary levels for 60 percent of engineers might increase an average of 5.5 percent
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over the course of their careers, resulting in a ballpark estimate of the overall impact on the cost of

engineering services in a range of 3 to 4 percent. This is the cost to be weighed against the subjective

benefit of a more qualified professional engineering workforce and improved protection of public

health, safety, and welfare resulting from engineers' increased knowledge and skills.

Alternatives to the Master's or Equivalent Reguirement
As mentioned in the introduction to this paper, this section addresses the Southern Zone resolution's

request for alternatives to the current additional education requirement. Two things to note are that an

EAC/ABET engineering bachelor's degree is assumed to be a prerequisite in all of the alternatives and

that the amount of hours and years mentioned below are merely suggestions and would need to be

analyzed if the Council decides to move in one of these directions.

During the discussions about what alternatives to present in this analysis, the task force deliberated on

whether to include rescission of language about the additional education requirement that the Council

voted to add in the Model Law and ModelRules in 2006. A motion was made to accept all of the

alternatives listed below, including one about rescinding the current definition. A motion was then made

to amend the original motion by removing "rescission" as an alternative. The amendment passed by a

6:5 vote of the task force members; the nonvoting society resources took a straw poll vote and were

equally split. The task force then voted on the amended motion to present the following alternatives as

shown below. The amended motion passed by a 7:2 vote.

What the task force presents here is a list and not an analysis of the viability or equivalency of the items

in the list. Just as the master's or equivalent has been researched and developed over a number of

years, these alternatives would need to be further studied and defined in the future.

A. Continuing education between the FE and PE exams
Simif ar to the continuing education required in the Model Law for a P.E. to maintain a license,

individuals who are beginning their engineering career should also be expected to continue their

education. During the period in between taking the FE and PE exams, the candidate would be

required to take courses totaling 150 contact hours {approximately 10 college credit hours) in areas

germane to the applicant's area of practice. As with the present additional education requirement,

criteria should be developed that would allow either credit or noncredit courses to be accepted. ln

its discussions, the task force envisioned that the contact hours were to have more rigor and

assessment than most jurisdictions' requirements for a professional development hour. The

clearinghouse function in this alternative would be to ensure that the provider and the coursework

were of the rigor and assessment appropriate in advancing the applicant's ability to practice as a

professional. The hours taken by the applicant should supplement the professional experiences

gained during 4 years of professional practice.
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B. Continuing education between the FE and PE exams with mentoring

This alternative includes all of Alternative A described above, plus the implementation of a

structured mentoring.program that would assure the quality of the professional experience. This

could be a program similar to Canadian, Australian, and architecture programs.

For example, the architects have developed an intern development program that requires an

architectural intern to have two mentors who are registered architects; one is the intern's

supervisor and the other is selected by the intern. Specific professional categories that apply to the

work environment are identified. The intern is mentored for 700 hours over 3 years and must

submit documentation along the way on what he or she has covered.

Continuing education between the FE and PE exams with 5 years' experience

This alternative includes all of Alternative A described above, except that the hours taken by the

applicant should supplement the professional experiences gained during 5 years of professional

practice.

Master professional engineer

This alternative is a market-driven approach where an individual's knowledge in a specific discipline

would be enhanced by additional education. The idea of a master professional engineer as consistent

with what is done in the United Kingdom with the chartered engineer designation. In the United

States, the master professional engineer concept is similar to that of the structural engineer in

discipline-specific title act states. Most individuals who pursue the discipline of structural

engineering will major in civil engineering with an emphasis in structural engineering. They then go

on to graduate school to specialize in structural and get a maste/s degree either in structural or civil

engineering. The master professional engineer license would be available only to those choosing the

additional education path, but it could be broadened to any engineering discipline offering a

maste/s program.

In this alternative, the P.E. licensing requirements with regard to education would revert to those in

effect prior to the 2006 change tothe Model Low,i.e., an EAC/ABET bachelo/s degree and 4 years

of experience.

c.

D.
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APPENDIX

Southern Zone Resolution Passed by NCEES at the 2OOg Annual Meeting

Concerning the bachelor of engineering degree plus thirty credit hours (B+30) as a requirement for

engineering licensure

WHEREAS, Some have expressed support of the concept of additional engineering education for all

engineers (not just those who choose the path to professional licensure); and

WHEREAS, Some believe that the educational community will adapt to teaching students the

fundamental body of knowledge needed to be entry-level engineers in the profession; and

WHEREAS, Some believe that technology allows for greater efficiency in analyzing and solving

technical problems, using less classroom and study time than at previous times; and

WHEREAS, The B+30 concept, as currently constructed, only impacts the engineers who become

licensed; and

WHEREAS, Some contend that the engineering licensure process should not be compared to other

professions; and

WHEREAS, Some question the strength of the correlation between credit hours required for the

bachelo/s degree and the competency of entry-level engineers via items such as lower

FE/PE pass rates, the production of less competent practicing engineers, or other

measures; and

WHEREAS, Some are concerned that placing additional curriculum requirements would adversely

affect meeting a perceived shortage of licensed professional engineers in this country; and

WHEREAS, The B+30 concept has been opposed by some professional engineering organizations; and

WHEREAS, The B+30 concept may not be easily adopted into individual state statutes and, where

adopted, some are concerned that comity between states will be put into jeopardy; and

WHEREAS, The 2007 NCEES resolution regarding a greater effort to include ABET in the goal of

additional education has led to discussions between these organizations' leadership;

therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That the NCEES president charge a committee/task force (and it is recommended that this

committee/task force be the current B+30 Task Force) with the development of a written

analysis of 1) the above listed points as appropriate; 2)the potential educational,

professional, regulatory, and economic impact of B+30; and 3) any alternative solutions to

the concept of additional education that have been or might be identified (including items

such as additional experience before licensure in lieu of additional education, etc.). The

purpose of these reports would be to allow NCEES jurisdictions to make better-informed

decisions regarding B+30. lt would be expected that this analysis could be completed by

the time of the 2009 Interim Zone Meetings.
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'ln a time of drastic change, it is the
learners who inherit the future. The
learned usually find themselves
eguipped to live in a woild that no
longer exists.' -- Eric Hoffer, self-taught
social philosopher

UAF College of Engineering and
Mines Executive Group

May l8 2010
Larry Bennett, P,E.

UAF Engineering Emeritus

A quick outline

> The Engineer of 2020
) Historical Context
> Proposals and Positions
> What does it mean for UAF

Eng ineering?

The Engineer of 2020 Crietien, ABEr,
2OO7, borrowed from NAE)

> Strong analytical skills
> Practical ingenuity
> Creativity
> Strong communication skills
> Understanding business and

management principles

Some alphabet soup ,..
, NAE

. National Academy of Engineering

> NCEES
" National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying

) ABET
" ABET lnc. (formerly Accreditation Board for Engineering and

Technology)
) NSPE

" National Society of Professional Engineers

T ASCE
" American Society of Civil Engineers

) IEEE
" Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

> ACEC
" American Council of Engineering Companies
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) What should be the academy's
roles in preparing these engineers
and supporting them as they live
their professional lives?

A Century of Professional Preparation

9

E
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e,13z
>ul

I
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Trends and Pressures

> Expanding knowledge base
> An increasingly complex world resulting in

the need for greater specialized technical
competence

> Addition of non-technical courses to the
curriculum (ABET, core curriculum, etc)

> Decrease in BS credit hours

Engineer of 2020, con'd

> Understanding the principles of
leadership

r High ethical standards
> Strong sense of professionalism
> Dynamism, agility, resilience,
flexibility

> Lifelong learner

r-:

A Concern?
150

g 14o
E
Eo 

13o

120

1925

i:'i

NCEES Recent History
) 2001 Engineering Licensure Qualifications

Task Force Established
) 2005 Begins process of changing Model Law
> 2006 Adds language to Model Law

[educational requirement to qualiff to take PE exam]
Graduation with a bachelor of science degree from
an engineering program of four years or more
accredited by FAC/ABET, or equivalent, plus 30
additional credits from an approved course
provider(s) in upper-level undergraduate or
g rad uate- level cou rsework i n p rofessional practice
andlor technical topic areas. The additional
education requirements would be implemented no

than 201 0.
:.:.i
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NCEES, con'd

) 2008 - Bachelors Plus 30 Task Force
Established

) 2009 - Reaffirms basic position; changes
some words

> 2Al 0 - Begins exploring alternatives

NSPE

) NSPE (2002) ?fiU, the continultg nfid
expanslon of kttoYledge tqulred to pacfrce -

. ., NSPE belleves that ffitffil e@rw@
dud*x4 W Ure four Yw ABETilHC
dqrw, rtilbe rquildlnotderto meetthe
formal academlc prcprafron nwxsary for
the pncffice of englne*ing at the pofxslonal
level (llcensurc) ln the 2lst cenfury. "

ASCE, con'd

r ASCE (2004) - BOKI defined | 5 outcomes
) (2008) - BOK2 defined 24 outcomes
> (2005) +30 semester credits of acceptable

upper-level undergraduate or graduate
courses in professional practice or technical
topic areas. The +30 program does not
have to lead to a master's degree.

Other history, guickly

) NAE (Educating the Engineer of 2O2O (2005))
"lt is evident Urat the exploding body of
science and engineering knowledge cannot
be accotnmodated within the context of the
tnditional four year baccalaurcate dqtee. o

> oThe B.g degrce should be considercd as a
prcengineering or'engineer in tnining'
degree. Enginering ptrynams shqtld be
accrcdited at bot, the 8.8 and n.8. lwels
so that the n.S. degrce can be rccognized
as the engineertng 'prcfessional' degree.'

ASCE

) ASCE (l 998, rev 2007) Policy Statement (PS)

465-Academic Prerequisites for Licensure
and Professional Practice ... "...supports the
attainment of a body of knowledge (BOK)

for entry into the practice of civil
engineering at the professional level...
accomplished through the adoption of
appropriate engineering education and
experience requirements as a prerequisite
for licensure."
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Body of Knowledge

) SWEBOK
> EnvE BOK

) CE BOK

To Take Profiesslonal Enqfneer (PE) Exam,

you must be Englneer fntern (El) and

I[ff*+ Experience
or

M*+ Experience
or

3 Experience

Knowledge, skills, & attitudes
necessary to ENTER into the
pracUce of civil engineering at
the professional level.

BOK Outcome Titles
Technical

5. Materids science
6. Mechanics
7. Experirrcnts
8. Problem recognition &

soMng
9. Design
I O. Sustainability
I l. Contemporary/ Historical

issues
I 2. Risk & uncertainty
| 3. Project management
| 4. Breadth in CE areas
I 5. TECHNICAL DEPTH

Foundational
l. Mathenratics 3. Humanities
2- Natural sciences 4- Social sciences

Professional
| 6. Communicatitn
17. Rrblic policy
l8- &rsiness &

publk adminlstratist
19. Globdization
20- Leadership
21. Teamwork
22. Attitudes
23. Ufelorp learnirqg
24. Proftssional &

ethical rcsponsibility

Finally, the gist of all this ...

What do the Model Law/Rules say
as of now?

First, they are effective no earlier than
January l, 2O2O in any licensure
ju risdiction.

They still require a combination of education,
experience and examination.

To Be an Engineer Intern (El) -

B-* FE Exam
or

B + M'"-+ FE Exam

Model Law Section 730.f 0 e020)



And whatis the +30 ?
) 30 credits of courses equivalent in rigor to

upper-level undergraduate or graduate courses.

) At least I 5 credits in engineering
GLL 30 credits can be in engineering!)-

> Remainder of credits can include science, math,
and/or professiOnal praCtiCe topics (such as business,

communicitions, contract law, nranagptnent, ethics, publk policy, &
qualtty control)

> From "approved course providers.'

7126/2010

Who ane'approved counse pnoviders?'

) Institution with EAC/ABET programs.

> Institution/organization accredited by
an NCEES-approved accrediting body.

) Institution/organization that offers
specifically approved courses approved by
an NCEES-approved accrediting body.

TopTen tisconceptions

Now and later .,,
Today

F------rl

I rox 0n{ticir) |

I

Tomorrow
--- tbrc

; 
focurcd

I eor texpncitt

PorrSly mrc
<omprohcmlvc

With rpaci,rlty
<crtificrt'ba
option

Arguments Against This Change
High school students are better prepared-

BS curriculum is already too rigorous'
Modern teaching resources promote efficiency-
Shonage of engineers will be exacerbated-
Costs will increase (for i*dividual and/or employer)
Experience is key . . . not more education.
ABET can/will/should take care of this.
Life long learning is the answer.
Advances in the cognitive science will solve proble

Only licensed engineers are affected by solution.

Arguments For This Change

Increased complexity of professional practice
has increased BOK to enter profession.

Globalization requires additional knowledge,
skills & attitudes to compete in the global
market place.

Expanding BOK requires additional education to
protect public's health, safety, & welfare.

Other proposed solutions (to date) are not
viable (e.g., ABET, experience, etc.),

:' '.. ::|
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Other voices .,.

> IEEE-USA (2009- 'tEEE-ttsA endorses the
need for engineering education to evolve to
meet the increasing technical and
professional requirements . -. "

Council of Examiners for Engineering and
Surueying (NCEES) decision to recommend
that engineers who have successfully
co m pl eted a ccredi te d ba cca la u rea te - deg re e
educational programs be reguired to take 30
additional hours of engineering education to
become licensed, beginning in 2020."
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This just in ...
> April 2010 -- NSPE Board of Directors

adopted a new position statement advocating
that certain engineering education outcomes
be attained by engineers of all discipf ines
who become licensed professional engineers-

doesn't specifo whether these outcomes should
be required in baccalaureate education or in
graduate programs; it simply advocates that
these outcomes be attained by the time of
licensure. The "how' has been left to ABET
and NCEES ...

I . Apply principles of leadershiP;
2. Account for risk and uncertainty in the
solution of engineering Problems;
3. Apply principles of project management;
4. Explain where and how public policy is
developed and how it influences engineering
practice;
5, Explain business concepts applicable to
engineering practice; and
6. - Apply principles of sustainability to the
design and evaluation of engineering
systems,

So what?

> Sure, change in licensure is coming,
but ...

> Even without the "BS+30" movement,
university prograrns still need to
respond to changing needs and
conditions.

> What do employers think they need?

> What should UAF Engineering be
doing now?









Stakeholder Needs

This task consisted of a series of three luncheon meetings held in Anchorage,

Juneau and Fairbanks on June 1,2 and3,2010. To the meetings were invited key
engineering managers, some of whom would be participating in the up-coming
June 22 roundtable. The purpose was to hold pre-roundtable discussions about

training needs for working enginees, h paxt as input for the roundtable. The

dates, venues, and participants, in addition to the writer, were as follows:

Anchorage. June 1. Southside Bistro

Dick Cattanach
Randy Kinney
Dale Nelson
Steve Shrader
Lance Wilber

Juneau June 2 Canton House

Brian Goettler
Colleen lvaniszek
Kate Mickelson
Rich Pratt
Ricardo Rodriguez
Vic Winters

Fairbanks. June 3. Zach's at Sophie Station

Janet Brown
Pat Crisenbery
Ron Gebhart
Lon Krol
Jim Loftus
Jeff Putnam
Frank Richards
Paul Schneider
Steve Titus
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To provide structure to the discussions, a brief questionnaire was given to each

participant. Discussion then followed, based on responses to the questionnaire. A
copy of one such questionnaire is attached.

Although responses to the questionnaire were varied as well as difficult to
summarize because of the open-ended nature of the questions, some patterns

emerged. Attached are 1) two lists of those needs identified by at least two
participants for younger and older engineers, ffid 2) two graphs with similar data

but limited to high priority needs.

For younger engineers, the results were similar to responses from previous surveys,
with communication identified as the highest priority need, followed by
environmental laws, regulations and permitting, various technical specialties, and
project management. Attached is a list of needed training in technical areas.

The results for older engineers suggested that mentoring of younger engineers by
more senior pefiions was the area in which training is most needed. Though
different from results of earlier studies, this need was confirmed in discussions at
the later roundtable, and it thus becomes a need that must be addressed. Other high
priority training needs for older engineers were leadership and supervision, project
management, environmental law, regulations and processes, scheduling and
schedule management, ild communication.

These results were presented at the opening session of the June 22 roundtable, as

will be seen in the report from that meeting.
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Anchorage Luncheon June 1.2010

Training Needs of Working Engineers

It is likely that your employees have some unmet needs concerning what they should know to do

their jobs well. There are probably many reasons -
o An expanding body of knowledge, advancing technology
o A more complicated world, more complex projects, motre demands on engineering

services
o Fewer credits taken as undergraduates
o Changing job responsibilities
o An involved public
o Changing regulatory environment
o Likelihood of the adoption of the BS+30 requirement, stipulating 30 credits beyond the

bachelors degree as a prerequisite for professional licensing
o Educational requirements for continued professional licensing
o The need for additional depth knowledge (in the technical specialty) and breadth

knowledge (in both technical and non-technical areas)

Please list the four or five most important unmet taining needs of your younger. as-yet-
unregistered engineers. Try to be specific: If "communication"" what kind and for what purpose?

Highlight the top one or two needs.

Please list the four or five most important unmet training needs of your more senior. probably
registered engineers. Highlight the top one or two needs.



Training needs of vounger engineers

from June L - 3,2010 luncheon meetings

Communication
Written communication skills

Oral communication skills

Environ law, regs and permitting
Technical specialties
Project management

AutoCAD

Constr docs, dsn stds & spec writing
Dealing with people

Big picture -- project thinking
Construction ma nagement

Meeting management

Technical writing
Law for engineers, incl liability
Engineering economics; life cycle costing

QA/qc
LEED; green build
Safety

Regu lations; regu latory fra mework
Multi-tasking

LL

r0
9

7

7

5

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2



Technical training topics identified at luncheon meetings

o Gradittg
o Drainage
o Bridge design details
O HVAC
oEE
o Water
o Timber
. Tidal
o Surveying



Training needs of older engineers

from June L - 3,2010 luncheon meetings

Mentoring
Leadersh ap / su pervision

Project mgffit, incl parties' roles

Environ law, regs & process

Scheduling; schedule mgmt
Communication
Budgeting; budget mgmt
Lifelong learning

Personnel relations

LEEDI Green Bualdl Energy

Legal aspects, incl liability
Risk management

Decision making
Legal aspects

Eth ics

Liability

Contract management
Time management
Working in regulatory environment
Public speaking

Business writing

8

6

5

5

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
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Summary of Survey of Construction Management
Graduate Certificate Course Takers
Spring 2008 through Spring 2010

A questionnaire was designed, using the survey instrument Survey MonkeyrM, to
assess reactions of students who have taken at least one of the eleven courses given
to date in the Construction Management Graduate Certificate Program, to
determine the extent of their satisfaction, and to solicit suggestions for future
courses and for otherwise improving the program. On July 22,2010, a request was
sent by e-mail to the 95 students whose e-mail addresses were available; those 95

were nearly all of the students who have registered for at least one class. Three
requests were returned as unknown; thus, we conclude that 92 requests were
received. Two reminder e-mails were sent subsequently - on July 29 and August
16. As of the close of the day on August 18, 2010, 57 surveys had been returned,
for a return rate of 62Vo of the 92 requests.

Attached are a large stack of graphs and lists that summarize the Survey Monkey
study. They are:uranged as follows:

Four graphs and one spreadsheet that sununarize the quantitative questions
about individual courses

A set of graphs and lists for each of the 11 course. Note that these

documents are presented with all information for one course, followed by all
information for the next course, and so fonh. By rearranging the papers, one
could see the results for the first question for each of the 11 courses,

followed by the results for the second question for each of the 11. courses,
and so forth

. A set of graphs and lists summarizing general questions about the
management of the courses and program

A quick summary of the quantitative results for the eleven courses is the following:

96Vo (lO7 of 111) said course content was very relevant or relevant to their
job.
97Vo (106 of 109) said course content was very relevant or relevant to their
personal professional growth.
88Vo (90 of 102) said the workload was appropriate for a one credit graduate
course.

Page I of 2



. 96Vo (103 of 107) were very satisfied or satisfied with the instructor and

instmctional methods.

The last set of responses indicates widespread satisfaction with the course
presentations so far. 98Vo of respondents are very happy or happy with the twice-
a-week schedule and the one-credit modular packaging. 98Vo find the time-of-year
scheduling very convenient or convenient. 89Vo are very happy or happy with the

3:00 to 5:15 PM class schedule. l00%o found the locations convenient and the
facilities adequate. 83Vo did not think the video-style presentations were
disruptive. 93Vo are very likely or likely to take at least one course within the next
y€il, if the subject matter is appealing and the time and place are convenient.

Finally, perhaps the most satisfying result was the overall summary question:
"Overall and all things considered, how positive was your experience with the
construction numagement certificate program course(s) you have taken so fat, on a
scale of I to 5?" 93.5Vo of respondents rated their experience in the top two
categories, with 50Vo checking the top category, very positive.

Survey and summary by
F. Lawrence Bennett, P.E.
BENNETT ENGINEERING
August 18, 2010
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Summary and Evaluation of Construction Management Graduate Certificate
Prosram Efforts to Date

This task was part of the on-going effon to provide up-to-date information about

the construction management certificate program, its participants, and its courses,

as one means of improving the content and presentation of old and new courses.

The present effort involved compiling a list of students who have taken at least one

course in the program and then surveying them to evaluate attitudes about

relevancy of the course content, instuctor effectiveness, and such housekeeping

matters as facilities, scheduling, and interactive video hansmission.

To date, eleven one-credit courses have been given since inception in spring 2008.

Several courses have been given in multiple sections. The investigation revealed

the names of 98 individuals who registered for at least one of the courses. Of
those, 95 e-mail addresses were available. A listing of those e-mail addresses is
included after this text.

The evaluation was conducted using an Internet-based survey instrument called
Survey Monkey.rM A hard copy of the questionnaire, which is available on-line,
is included here. Each student was notified by an e-mail message that included a
link to the questionnaire and was asked to complete the survey.

The 95 e-mail messages were sent on July 22, 2010. Ultimately three were
returned as undeliverable. Thus, a total of 92 students should have received the
request to participate in the survey. As of July 27, data from 23 responses have

been received, for a 25Yo response rate early in the response period. Responses

will be accepted for one month, until August 22,2010, after which Survey Monkey
will accept no further responses, if any are forthcoming.

As can be seen on the questionnaire, questions were asked about each of the eleven
courses and about the schedule, packaging (one-credit courses), location and
facility, and time-of-year. An opportunity was also presented to give an overall
evaluation, to offer comments, to suggest other courses, and to indicate the
likelihood that the student would take another course.

Pending additional returns, this report summarizes responses to date only for the
latter part of the questionnaire, leaving until later a sunmary of data about
satisfaction with the eleven courses. The general responses are overwhelmingly
positive and indicate satisfaction with the program to date. There are also helpful
suggestions for making the program even better.

3-l



On the pages following the questionnaire, charts summarizing those responses will
be found. Also, lists of responses to the open-ended questions are given.
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CM Program Course Suruey

What time of year is best for you?

Response

Gount

17

answered guestion

skipped guestion

17

6

Response Text

1 Late fall. Early spring. Jul 23,2010 5:00 AM

2 Winter Nov thru March Juf 23, 2010 2:37 PM

3 fall or spring Juf 23, 2410 5:00 PM

4 Fall through Spring Jul 23, 2010 5:22 PM

5 Winter Juf 23, 2010 5:56 PM

6 Spring Jul 23, 2010 5:59 PM

7 Feb - Mar and Oct to Nov wiff be good for me. Juf 23, 2010 6:09 PM

I spring and fall Jul 23, 2010 6:54 PM

9 Winter Juf 23, 2410 7:00 PM

10 Early Jan. thru mid-March or October/November. Jul 23, 2010 8:01 PM

11 early winter Jul 23, 2410 8:08 PM

12 November thru March, going into April get to be too late in the year. Jul 24, 2014 532 PM

13 Winter Juf 25, 2010 6:37 PM

14 Winter Juf 26, 2O1O 2:52 PM

15 October, March, April Jul 27,2010 5:25 AM
16 Late fall through early spring Jul 27,2010 5:38 PM

17 We are very busy during the summer months with project and inspection related
work. Thus, fall, winter, and early spring are best for @urses.

Jul 27,2A10 6:00 PM
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CM Program Course Suruey

What times of the year should we avoid?

Response

Gount

ansvered guestion

skipped question

17

17

6

Response Text

1 All others. Ju 23,2010 5:00 AM

2 April thru Oct Ju 23,2014 237 PM

3 summer Ju 23,2010 5:00 PM

4 Summer Ju 23, 2O1O 5:22 PM

5 Summer @nstuction season Ju 23,2410 5:56 PM

6 Summer Ju 23,2410 5:59 PM

7 Summary consfuction season and end of year holiday season. Jul 23, 2010 6:09 PM

I summer construction season Jul 23, 2010 6:54 PM

I Su mmer/Construction season, Juf 23, 2010 7:00 PM

10 May, September, December Fairbanks is the most seasondependent place I

have ever lived. When ifs hunting season, everyone is gone. In May, everyone
wants to get oubide or is already out on their Construc'tion sites.

Jul 23, 2010 8:01 PM

11 summer Juf 23, 2010 8:08 PM

12 Thankgiving and Christmas weeks. would be nice to start mid November, so
more courses could be traken in a given year.

Jul 24,2010 5:32 PM

13 May, June, July, Aug Juf 25, 2010 6:37 PM

14 construction season Jul 26, 2O1O 2:52 PM

15 Summer, obviousfy Jul 27,2O1A 5:25 AM

16 Summer Construction - late spring through early fall. Jul 27,2A10 5:38 PM

17 Summer Jul 27,2010 6:00 PM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please add commcnts on schedule, location, facility, and the like.

Response

Count

answered question

skipped guestion

I

14

Response Text
1 I appreciate the segmented class topics. The ability to pick and choose a one

credit course allows me to manage what class I feel is the most time/commitment
efiective.

Juf 23, 2010 5:00 AM

2 Overall, interactive video style presentation was good but mildly disruptive due to
technical issues (l think the issues had more to do with the fiacilities capabilities).
Location of facility was convenient and the facility itself with the exception of the
video conferencing issues was onvenient as well. Timeframe was slightly
disruptive to work scheule, but it was managable.

Juf 23, 2410 5:59 PM

3 None. Juf 23, 2010 6:09 PM

4 See prior section conceming stretching the schedule a little to provide time for
study and problem researc*r.

Juf 23, 2010 6:54 PM

5 Caution with video presentation. Instructors must be more familiar with equipment
to avoid disruptions.

Jul 23, 2010 7:00 PM

6 As allthe participants are fulltime employees and many have families, please do
not ovedap the courses as this means the participant has class M T W & Th plus
homework. Also, having a small gap between the classes, even if it's just means
starting the next class on a Wednesday .vs. a Monday, would be helpful. This
gives the student time to close-out and process the material from the previous
class and mentally prepare for the next. Also, if we could get the reading material
for the class ahead of time, this would be wonderful! Some classes have a lot of
reading and it would be helpfulto begin at least skimming this before the class.
Repetition and practical application of the knowledge leamed are the best ways to
retain what has been taught.

Juf 23, 2A10 8:01 PM

7 Please start earlier in the winter. Jul 24,2010 5:32 PM

8 In regard to question 9. The interactive video was occasionally disruptive when a
microphone wasn't set up properly or the like.

Juf 26, 2010 8:08 AM

9 All things considered, this is an excellent system for delivering meaningful
educational opportunities around the state. I suspect it could be effectively spread
to other states if there is a need.

Jul 27,2010 6:00 PM
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CM Program Course Suruey

What course topics should we plan to give over the next few years?

Response

Count

answered guestion

skipped question

12

12

11

Response Text
1 Managing Change. I was unable to take that course last spring due to a

scheduli ng conference.
Jul 23, 2010 5:02 AM

2 Managing Multiple Projects
Professional Communication Methods

Jul 23, 2010 2:38 PM

3 Claims, public interaction, contracts Juf 23, 2010 5:02 PM

4 Aftemate Procurement Methods, Arctic Engineering Jul 23, 2O1O 5:22 PM

5 More in depth GPS surveying. How to use CPM in contract defay disputes. Juf 23, 2010 6:49 PM

6 Actually, the list of various topics presented so far looks great. My problem is that
they are not offered in S.E. AK as often as Anchorage or Fairbanks.

Juf 23, 2410 6:59 PM

7 - Collaborative Leadership for Engineering and Technical Projects and Programs Jul 23, 2010 7:A2 PM

8 same Jul 23, 2010 8:08 PM

9 I will have to think about this and get back with you. This spring I had some ideas,
but they have faded ftom memory right now.

Juf 23, 2010 8:25 PM

10 How to deal with personalities (they make the project succeed or fail).
how to survive in a political world.
Writing lanalyzing change orders
How to write a successful request for proposal.
Advanced scheduling
Advanced boot camp

Jul 24,2010 5:35 PM

11 Faults and failures in construction. The gray area of changing/not changing pE's
stamped drawing.

Jul 27, 2A10 5:26 AM

12 Construction Claim Case Studies - may change over a few years.
Construction Negotiation - any course in negotiation is good.

Jul 27,2010 5:40 PM
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please leave any other comments and suggestions in the box below.

Response

Count

answered question

skipped guestion

8

8

15

Response Text

1 Thanks for offering the @urses. Jul 23,2010 5:02 AM

2 Keep up the good work! Jul 23, 2010 2:38 PM

3 None Juf 23, 2010 6:49 PM

4 The more statewide engineering education opportunities you can offer the befter. Juf 23, 2010 6:59 PM

5 Definitely need to work on improving outreach, marketing of this program. I

couldn't find in catelog or online.
Juf 23, 2O1O 7:02 PM

6 This is a wonderful program! | hope it can be marketed to other sections of DOT,
other govemment offices and consultantsi/contractors. I only found out about the
program ftom a ftiend as I wasn't looking to take classes, therefore had not read a
UAF catalogue lately.

Juf 23, 2010 8:25 PM

7 Keep it up. Would like the courses to meld with the graduate program in
engineering management.

Jul 24,2010 5:35 PM

8 Keep up the good work! Jul 27,2010 6:03 PM

1of1
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Summarv..of QuantitatiYe Qugstions for 11 C.gurses

Relevant to Job Relevant to Personal Professional Growth

Very relevant 53 47.7Yo Very relevant 48 44.OTo

Relevant 54 48.60/o Relevant 58 53.z%o

Not relevant 4 3.6Yo Not relevant 3 2.8Yo

LLL LOO.OTo 109 LOO.O%

Workload Appropriate Instructor and Instruction

Yes 90 88.TYo Very satisfied 50 46.7Yo

No L2 LL.$Yo Satisfied 53 49.s%o

LOz LOO.OYo Not satisfied 4 3.7Yo

LO7 LOA.OYo
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CM Program Course Suruey

ItUhat was your primary reason for taking this course? 'B,a ?teToRE

Response

Gount

12

answered questlon 12

skipped question U

Response Text

1 lnterest, and it counted towards my graduate degree in Engineering Management. Jul 23, 2010 4:55 AM

2 lmprove leadership & management skills. Jul 23, 2A10 3:58 PM

3 I didn't take this course, but the survey would not let me go past this without
answering

Jul 23, 2A10 4:08 PM

4 Masters Degree and Continuing Education Jul 23, 2A10 8:06 PM

5 opportunity to better myself Jul 24,2010 12:23 AM

6 Desire for knowledge of the subject matter. Jul 24,2010 3:55 PM

7 See how other people dealwith the typical construction management issues and
gain from experience to possibly apply for personal practice.

Juf 29, 2010 1A:23 PM

8 It was outside of the way I usually think and also touched on one of the
Department's weak points.

Juf 30, 2O1A 7:29 PM

I Job offered, and I wanted to expand my skiff set. Juf 31 ,2010 3:51 PM

10 It was included in the program, and offered at the right time. Aug 17,2010 12:07 AM

11 To obtain continuing education credits for my professional registrations and for
training for my job as a project manager

Aug 17,2010 3:50 PM

12 To achieve better working relationships. Aug 18,2010 4:O2 PM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please add comments about the course content, with suggestions for
changes. fitqQtqUrlE

Response

Gount

answered question

skipped question

7

49

Response Text

1 Excellent @urse. Instructor was a liftle neurotic. but did contribute to the overall
purpose of the class.

Juf 23, 2010 4:55 AM

2 Excellent course and instructor was very knowledgable and credible. Juf 23, 2010 3:58 PM

3 The course was very reading intensive with 2 textbooks to digest in 6 weeks. the
final exam exercise was left to the student to create a scenario and analyze it with
respect to the course content. This left me unsatisfied, and a bit confused on
whether I performed conectly or not. I did not recieve a marked up vercion of the
final paper. I would suggest a less reading intensive ooulse, and a homework
scheme that does not involve as much time and writing.

Jul 24,2010 3:55 PM

4 Several homework assigments were very time-consuming. I did not have much
time to adequately address the problems. April is a very busy time before
construction season for DOT

Jul 29, 2O1O 1O:23 PM

5 Keep it as is. Juf 30, 2A1O 7:29 PM

6 This was a good basic class. Aug 17,2A10 3:50 PM

7 A little more fleshed-out text. Aug 18,2010 4:O2 PM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please add comments about how the material was presented, including
suggestions for improvements B ' 

,o -12 t7o pe'

Response

Gount

answered question

skipped question 49

l

Response Text

1 Expectations often changed without warning or purpose. Since everyone is
already extremely busy, they should be clear throughout the course, starting with
the syllabus - and not change based on whim.

Jul 23, 2010 4:55 AM

2 During the beginnning of the course, too much reading and homework for working
professionals. This was remedied.

Jul 23, 2010 3:58 PM

3 The material presented was excellent. Very salient to the organization that I work
for.

Jul 24,2010 3:55 PM

4 Some topics (scheduling) -there was a distinct lack of time to cover material in
breadth to prepare for the time-consuming (and confusing) homework.

Jul 29, 2010 1A:23 PM

5 Dr. Herman did a great job. Workload was a bit much at first, but was fine tuned
as the class went on (expected for first try and all).

Juf 30, 2O1O 7:29 PM

6 The course was well presented. Aug 17,2A10 3:50 PM

7 lnstructor developed a very good report with the class. Gorporate and individual
negotiations were part of the scope.

Aug 18, 2010 4:02 PM

1of1



CM Program Course Suruey

Please offer other comments, reflections, suggestions, and the like about
this course. B, a 7t -r u Ra

Response

Count

answered question

skipped question

5

5

51

Response Text

1 It was an excellent oourse, overall. I took away a lot, and the knowledge has been
directly applicable to my personal and professional life.

Jul 23, 2010 4:55 AM

2 Suggest focused marketing the need for this course to senior
managersi/executives - the people who truly need this course. These people are
not participating.

Jul 23, 2010 3:58 PM

3 Courses in January-March work best for DOT and myslef personally. lnteresting
format, I will do it again for sure.

Jul 29, 2O1O 1O:23 PM

4 Prefty much all technically minded engineers would benefit from Big Picture
Thinking. This class should be emphasized. I believe that soft skills classes like
this are more important then technical classes for the purposes of this program.

Juf 30, 2010 7:29 PM

5 Susan Herman was very gifted and had an ability to teach this oourse that few
others have.

Aug 18,2010 4:02 PM

1of1



CM Program Course Suntey

What was your primary reason for taking this course? €.r"ovu I Oq

ResponEe

Gount

answered question

skipped question

11

11

46

Response Text

1 Trying to keep curent with scheduling software use by contractors Ju 23, 2A10 4.10 PM

2 better my skills Ju 24,2010 12:24 AM

3 Interest in scheduling Ju 24,2010 5:16 PM

4 It sounded like it might be useful and it was at a time that worked for me. Ju 29,2A10 10:06 PM

5 To brush up skills in scheduling Ju 29,2010 1O:12 PM

6 Refresh what I knew Ju 29,2010 1O:26 PM

7 Gain new skills and sharpen old ones. Ju 29, 2A10 11:00 PM

8 looking for a higher level of training on this issue. Ju 31 , 2010 3:52 PM

9 Interest in the use of CPM scheduling and how it can help with my occupation Aug 1A,2010 3:14 PM

10 Significant job relevance. Aug 17,2A10 12:08 AM

11 To leam the whole of CPM Scheduling - in order to keep the Contractor on task
and avoid claims.

Aug 18,2010 4:05 PM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please add
changes.

comments about the
€*f eDu t-t rr.tQ

course contert, with suggestions for

Response

Gount

answered guestion

skipped question

3

3

il

Response Text

1 couftie content was great. I would like to see a more advanced @urse on this
subject matter, as the management of construction lies heavily in the ability to
schedule it.

Jul 24,2A10 5:16 PM

2 Course Needs more clarity. Juf 29, 2010 1A:26 PM

3 Excellent course content. Aug 18,2010 4:05 PM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suntey

Please add comments about how the material was presented, including
suggestions for improvements 9.HFDu un q

Response

Gount

3

answered question 3

skipped question 54

Response Text

1 More advanced analysis and techniques, please. Jul 24,2A10 5:16 PM

2 Instructor handled technical video issues with confiden@ and ingenuity. Jul 29, 2O1O 10:26 PM

3 Excellent presentations and scope of leaming. Aug 18,2010 4:05 PM

1of1



CM Program Course Suntey

Please offer
this course,

other comments, reflections,
€c{ EDur-t ^J 6

suggestions, and the like about

answered questlon

skipped question

Response

Gount

3

3

54

Response Text

1 Course offered excellent foundation for scheduling. Jul 24, 2010 5:16 PM

2 General trend-too much information is being covered in too short of time. Befter
plan course scope and examples

Jul 29, 2010 10:26 PM

3 A wonderful instructor- the best! Aug 18,2A10 4:05 PM

1of1



CM Program Course Suntey

What was your primary reason for taking this course? t9A

Response

Gount

10

answered question

skipped question

10

47

Response Text

1 I didn't take this course either, but once again the survey would not let me
advance without text in this box

Jul 23, 2O1A 4:12 PM

2 iltl Juf 23, 2010 5:43 PM

3 job offered, hope to help with advancement Jul 24,2O1A 12:26 AM

4 Interest in the subject, and pursiut of the certificate Jul 24, 2A10 5:18 PM

5 The time fit my schedule and it sounded like it might be useful Juf 29, 2010 10:08 PM

6 I needed to get a better understanding of how to quantify risk. Juf 30, 2010 7:33 PM

7 an area of knowelge but little formal training Jul 31,2010 3:54 PM

8 Leam ways that the contractor and state manage risk. Aug 1A,2010 3:15 PM

9 Offered at right time. Aug 17,2010 12:09 AM

10 To learn the perspectives on risk in the bidding and performance of contracts. Aug 18,2010 4:09 PM

of1
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please add comments about the course content, with suggestions for
(2

changes. l<. 15 l<-

Response

Count

3

answered question 3

skipped guestion 54

Response Text

1 the course content was good. more information on the value of risks would be
nice. I would like to know how to change the risk into dollar amounts.

Jul 24, 2010 5:18 PM

2 Good content, could have been a little bit harder. Juf 30, 2010 7:33 PM

3 A little more focus and less effort to cover the multitiude of theories would be
helpful.

Aug 18,2010 4:09 PM

1of1
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CM Program Counse Suruey

Please add comments about how the material was presented, including
suggestions for improvements Q,, s A

Response

Count

2

answered questlon 2

skipped question 53

Response Text

1 Excellent eye-opener to the many unknowns in the trade Jul 24, 2010 5:18 PM

2 Was your first try at remote teaching if I remember conectly. lt worked befter than
I thought it would but still was a bit weird looking at a screen rather than a person.

Jul 30, 2010 7:33 PM

1of1



CM Program Counse Suruey

What was your primary reason for taking this course? Fru,r ltlot{MENTN

Response

Count

5

answered question 5

skipped question 50

Response Text

1 see previous remarks Juf 23, 2A1O 4:12 PM

2 Better my knowledge base Jul 24,2010 12:27 AM

3 didn't take @urse Jul 29, 2010 11:01 PM

4 expand my knowelge base Juf 31 ,2010 3:56 PM

5 didn't take this course Aug 17,2010 12:10 AM
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CM Program Counse Sunrey

What was your primary reason for taking this course? Ctl t t49

Response

Count

answered question

skipped guestion

24

24

33

Response Text
1 Get ideas for claim advoidance Jul 23, 2010 2:33 PM

2 To study the natutre of claims and learn ftom other aspects to look at claims. Juf 23, 2010 6:06 PM

3 Work related Juf 23, 2010 8:07 PM

4 for better understanding of the issue Jul 24,2010 12:28 AM

5 Interest in the subject matter Jul 24,2410 5:20 PM

6 Continuing education for PE requirements Jul 25, 2010 6:35 PM

7 Work requirement Jul 27,2010 5:23 AM

I To gain additional understanding of the construction claims prooess and be better
prepared to deal with construction claims.

Jul 27, 2010 5:36 PM

9 To improve my understranding of construction contracts, changed conditions
issues, and risks associated with claims. Interested in claims avaoidance as it
relates to preparing construction contract documents.

Jul 27,2010 5:57 PM

10 Sounded like it might be usetul. Juf 29, 2010 10:09 PM

11 to obtain my master degree in ESM Juf 29, 2010 10:11 PM

12 Intrest in Construction claims from work experience. Juf 29, 2014 11:26 PM

13 To gain knowledge in to avoid claims and how to evaluate a claim. Juf 29, 2010 11:44 PM

14 The course was offered as office training Juf 30, 2010 1:50 AM

15 Professiona I development Juf 30, 2010 3:33 PM

16 Opportunity for fornal education to further develop my skills in this field, while not
seriously conflicting with my seasonalwork load.

Juf 30, 2010 4:32 PM

17 An area of construction that I deal with a lot and wanted more "tools" to deal with
the issue.

Juf 31,2010 3:57 PM

18 job related educational enhancement Aug 2,2010 4:17 PM

19 Become more familiar with the problems that contract administrators face. Aug 2,2010 6:00 PM

20 I was involved with a relativley large claim in my job at DOT. Interest in other
case studies of other claims.

Aug 3,201O 12:02 AM

21 relevance to career Aug 17,2010 12:1 1 AM
22 To gain insight on avoiding claims and how to handle claims as a project engineer Aug 17,2010 12:30 AM
23 Required by employer. Aug 17,2010 8:09 PM

24 To study the case law and leam how to realize a management approach by which
I can avoid claims and enhance contract compliance.

Aug 18,2010 4:58 PM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suntey

Please add
changes.

comments about the course content, with suggestions for
CL.Ar HS

Response

Gount

answered question

sktpped questian

13

13

4

Response Text

1 Lots of homework makes it difficult when working full time. Juf 23, 2010 2:33 PM

2 Very good content. No suggestion. Juf 23, 2010 6:06 PM

3 content was good. was nice to have bridge design included with their experience.
Mr Ganley's experience was most valuable as well.

Jul 24,2A10 5:20 PM

4 Excellent course. Lots of new information. Jul 25,2010 6:35 PM

5 Add more from the legal aspect, such as having the AG's office involved. Jul 27,2010 5:23 AM

6 Some additional class time to discuss additional construction claim issues would
be useful

Jul 27,2010 5:36 PM

7 the course was well orchestrated, and the material was beyond my expectation . Jul 29, 2010 10:11 PM

8 I was not able to aftend all the sessions so I just was an audit for the course, and
what I did aftend was very applicable to my work

Juf 29, 2010 11:26 PM

I Add more case law rather than case study. Jul 30, 2410 1:50 AM

10 great variety Aug 2,2010 4:17 PM

11 Possibly more case studies from transportation projects. Aug 3,2010 12:O2AM

12 I thought it was good. I am fairly certain I provided constructive comments to the
instructor following the completion of the oourse.

Aug 17,2A10 8:09 PM

13 Larry will keep our group on the forefront of the institutional thinking, with a
pragmatic impact in the classroom. Mike Herbeck.

Aug 18,2010 4:58 PM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please add comments about how
suggestions for improvements

the material was presented, including
Cr-A rM5

Response

Gount

answered question

skipped question

11

11

4

Response Text

1 Excellent - Quite a motivator Juf 23, 2010 2:33 PM

2 It was good to include different spectrum of people, especially the designer in the
class. Realcase study is a good approach.

Jul 23, 2A10 6:06 PM

3 Presentation was excellent. video conferencing worked befter than i thought it
would.

Jul 24,2010 5:20 PM

4 Excellent instructor. Professionals from the construction industry and govemment
agencies did a superb job.

Jul 25, 2A10 6:35 PM

5 Distance leaming is difficult, but the instructor did a good job. Jul 27,2A10 5:23 AM

6 Technical difficulties with setting up the video conferencing put a little damper on
the class.

Jul 27,2010 5:36 PM

7 Case studies present information in an interesting manner - Makes leaming more
interesting than just reading a text book. The course delivery method worked very
well.

Jul 27,2010 5:57 PM

8 Material was well presented, and guest speakers were very helpful to understand
the concept of the course.

Jul 29, 2A10 10:11 PM

9 Providing materials by e-mail was a plus. Juf 29, 2010 11:26 PM

10 The course was offered remotely to UAS. In general, remote oourses are not as
effective as in-person oourses.

Juf 30, 2010 1:50 AM

11 it was a very intense several weeks, but then it was over. Aug 2,2014 4.17 PM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please offer other comments, reflections, suggestions, and the like about

this course. C.nt t4g

Response

Count

answered question

skipped question

7

7

I

Response Text

1 Interesting having many presenters - from private industry, govemment agencies
etc. All bring a slightly different perspective to the table - which if one can view the
world from the other side of the table, see their needs, then it may be easier to
come to an agreeable solution rather than claim.

Jul 23, 2A10 2:33 PM

2 None. Juf 23, 2010 6:06 PM

3 It's easy to talk about how to improve, but when the people making the big
decisions arent in the class talking about it too, there may not be an opportunity to
use information from the class.

Jul 27,2010 5:23 AM

4 Learned quit a lot, please keep up the outstanding job. Juf 29, 2010 10:11 PM

5 Claims advoidance, in my humble experience, seems to be hinged on
communication skills. Savey communication skills aren't a part of engineering
cuniculum, however communicating effectively makes or breaks the engineer as
far as success goes.

Jul 29, 2010 11:26 PM

6 none Jul 30, 2010 1:50 AM

7 thanks for the opportunity Aug 2,201A 4:17 PM

1of1



CM Program Course Survey

What was your primary reason for taking this course? lrte -tfec a ruouo 6f
ResponEe

Gount

answered question

skipped guestion

10

10

45

Response Text

1 See what was new Juf 23, 2010 2:33 PM

2 expand my knowledge base. Jul 24,2010 12:29 AM

3 lnterest in technology Jul 24,2010 5:22 PM

4 The primary purpose was to earn continuing education "credit" in order to maintain
my Professional Engineers License.

Juf 26, 2010 8:04 AM

5 continuing education Jul 26, 2010 2:50 PM

6 Continuing Education Units Juf 28, 2A10 12:43 AM

7 Relevance to my job. Jul 29, 2010 10:44 PM

8 An area of the industry that is growing and wanted an overview. Juf 31 ,2410 3:59 PM

9 New ideas are always welcome Aug 10,2010 3:17 PM

10 To leam about new technologies being used in construction Aug 17,2010 12:31 AM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suntey

Please add
changes.

comm

L[t-
ents about the course
-fg HNot-.g,|'l

content, with suggestions for

Response
Gount

answered question

skipped question

4

51

Response Text

1 the technology presented was not found in every day life. Would like to leam
about technologies that would help everyday production.

Jul 24, 2O1A 5:22 PM

2 Course content was fine. Since it was a survey of "ne#' technology the course
would have to be updated for every new offering. lt was oriented towards DOT
and its construction and maintenance functions. lf the cource was to directed
towards another group it would have to be substantially changed.

Juf 26, 2010 8:04 AM

3 Course was good. I have still not heard back or recieved credit for this course Juf 26, 2010 2:50 PM

4 Course seemed unfocused and lacked direction. Aug 10,2010 3:17 PM

1of 1
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please add comments about how
suggestions for improvements

the matelial was presented,

N e-fto4NoLo GY
including

Response
Gount

answered questlon

skipped question 52

Response Text

1 Presentation was good. No suggestions for improvement Jul 24, 2010 5:22 PM

2 Presentation was fine for a "general" class. The guest presenters were interesting
and informative. The class projects and related presentations were for the most
part informative.

Juf 26, 2010 8:04 AM

3 I actually never received a grade for this @urse. Juf 29, 201A 1O:44 PM

1of1



CM Program Counse Suruey

Please offer
this course,

other comments, reflections,

r{rh, TE-rl'( ot-czaf
suggestions, and the like about

Response

Gount

answered questlon

skipped question 53

Response Text

1 Would like to see more pertinent technologies for everyday use. computers,
productivity application, how to improve productivity with smart phones, the like.

Jul 24,2010 5:22 PM

2 lf the course if ofiered again and the pdmary audience is DOT then maybe a few
more speakers could be brought in to talk about Departmental initiatives.

Juf 26, 2010 8:04 AM

1of 1



Program Course Suntey

What was your primary reason for taking this course? Nearnr x-(toxl

Response

Count

answered question

skipped question

8

8

47

Response Text

1 Always need to know how to negotiate Juf 23, 2410 2:34 PM

2 To gain a broader knowledge in negotiation techniques and practices. Juf 23, 2010 4:59 PM

3 This skill is incredibly important for Construction Managers! Many situations that
arise in Construction are unplanned and require cost and description of work
adjustments. Skill and tact in handling these issues is very important in order for
the Department to obtain a safe and useable product at a fair cost and in a timely
manner.

Jul 23, 2O1A 7:12 PM

4 Desire to improve negotiation skills Jul 24,2014 5:24 PM

5 An area that is used by me a lot as part of my job. Jul 31, 2010 4:00 PM

6 lmprove my negotiating skills Aug 10, 2010 3:17 PM

7 To learn techniques of effective negotiating Aug 17,2010 12.33 AM

8 gather knowled ge/experien ce Aug 17,2010 7:44 PM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please add
changes.

comments about the course content, with suggestions for
N/ E6o-(t ATra'rl

Response
Gount

answered question

skipped question

3

3

52

Response Text

1 Role playing out situations and evaluating the outcomes was very instructional in
this class. Reading literature about negotiating cant compare with actually
practicing it with a mentor who can skillfully assess what went right and what went
wrong. My only comment would be that some of the examples be more work
related. Field inspectors in the Construction Section, especially the seasoned
ones, could probably provide the instructor with many actual scenarios that could
be changed slightly to teach specific principles.

Juf 23, 201O 7:12 PM

2 Would like to see befter negotiation practice. The practice examples were not
pertinent to the construction industry.

Jul 24,201O 5:24 PM

3 all in all good, it would have been nice to have a wider range of student
backgrounds (most were AKDOT and PF). could have added more work without
undue burden.

Aug 17,201O 7:44 PM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suntey

Please add comments about how the material was presented, including
suggestions for improvements Nra"trATiaN

Response

Gount

2

answered question 2

skipped guestion 53

Response Text

1 Wonderful class that taught useful skills! This class had a lot of homework, but I

enjoyed it.
Jul 23, 2O1A 7:12 PM

2 Presentation was good. Need better examples/mock ups. Jul 24,2010 5:24 PM

1of1



CM Program Counse Suruey

Please offer
this course.

other

f('=
comments, reflections, suggestions, and the like about

46rt p((toxt

Response

Gount

answered guestion

skipped question

2

2

53

Response Text

1 There is a lot to be known about this subject. A one credit dass can only scratch
the surface. I would like to see more classes on this subject as good negotiating
skills can make or break a project.

Juf 23, 2O1O 7:12 PM

2 would like to see actual construction examples of negotiations. Would be easy to
work with Construction Managers to get good examples of negotiation issues and
techniques.

Jul 24,2010 5:24 PM

1of1



Program Course Suruey

What was your primary reason for taking this course? fnhunn,pactnp4
Responae

Count

answered qu*tion

skipped guestion

5

5

50

Response Text

1 I mprove leadership/management skills. Juf 23, 2010 6:55 PM

2 This subject is very relevant in our constantly changing times. Jul 23, 2010 7:21 PM

3 No schedule conflicts. Juf 30, 2010 4:48 PM

4 Continueing grow in my field. Juf 31 ,2010 4:01 PM

5 I thought it would be relevant to my work. Aug 16, 2010 1 1 :16 PM
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please add comments abogt the course content, with suggestions for
changes. MnuAGr nJ a C'tA ^JG 

E-

Response

Count

answered question

skipped question

I

51

Response Text

1 Suggest increased focus on contemporary sifuations and very illustrative case
studies.

Jul 23, 2010 6:55 PM

2 The instructor made the @urse very job relevant by having participants use
examples from the workplace. I thought the topic was well covered.

Jul 23, 2O1O 7:21 PM

3 While my original reason for aftending this course was its and my mutual
availability, both the content and the enthusiasm presented by the instructor were
very engaging. The instructods background, both profussionally and
academically, in the subject of the class contributed greatly to the success of the
class.

Jul 30, 2O1O 4:48 PM

4 Good presenter, Aug 16, 2010 1 1:16 PM
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please add comments about how the material wqs presented, including
suggestions for improvements [tzl4*'tA6' t N) Q (5 A 'sG F-

Response

Count

answered question

skipped questian 51

Response Text

1 The presentation was somewhat haphazard. We seemed to jump around.
Suggest increasing the structure of the courrie and its presentation.

Juf 23, 2010 6:55 PM

2 The material was presented in a very work-relevant manner, which helped
students put the principles into practice.

Jul 23, 2O1O 7:21 PM

3 The energy and techniques used by the instructor to involve each member of the
class were very impressive.

Jul 30, 2010 4:48 PM

4 Add more homework. Aug 16,2010 11:16 PM

1of 1



CM Program Counse Sunrey

Please offer
this course.

other comments, leflections,
MA^J lIarnr4 C4Ad 6z

suggestions, and the like about

Response

Count

answered questlon

skipped question 52

Response Text
1 For meaninful interaction/participation, the students ideally should have

leadership/management background or be serioulsly engaged in those issues.
Consider emphasilng prerequisites.

Jul 23, 2010 6:55 PM

2 This was a wonderful class! My only regret was that more employees with the
authority to make changes did not take it as some changes recently implemented
by DOT/PF have not been received well. Maybe it could be marketed differently
with a difierent course title as many managers I asked to take the course said that
they did not have time and that they had already done other trainings with a
similar name. Maybe the name could be more descriptive of the @urse content
and how it direc{ly afiects managerc.

Juf 23, 2O1A 7:21 PM

3 While | first sat down in the class without a good understanding of the direction of
the course, the message and universal value of the subject matter quickly became
apparent. I would recommend this cource to almqst anyone, however I honestly
can not say whether another instructor could develop the same buy-in, in such a
short time.

Juf 30, 2010 4:48 PM

1of1



CM Program Counse Suruey

4
What was your primary reason for taking this course?Tel'tBu'u>txtQ

Response

Gount

answered guestion

skipped question

5

51

Response Text

1 X Jul 23, 2A1O 4:57 AM

2 We work in teams as a work unit - each season it's a different team Jul 23, 2010 2:36 PM

3 Enhance leadership skills Juf 23, 2010 6:58 PM

4 Our section had no team concept and litfle information sharing. This was causing
frustration.

Jul 23, 2O1O 7:31 PM

5 well taught class by instructor before on other classes, looking for more tools. Jul 31 ,2010 4:04 PM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please add commentg about the course content, with suggestions for
changes. TEA+ 9otuDrr6

Response

Gount

3

answered guestion

skipped question

3

53

Response Text

1 X Jul 23, 2O1A 4:57 AM

2 Content very good. Juf 23, 2010 6:58 PM

3 The course content was very relevant to the workplace. Juf 23, 2010 7:31 PM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please add comments about how the material was presented, including
suggestions for improvements GAA Bot' P rPQ

Response
Gount

answered guestion

skipped question 53

Response Text

1 X Juf 23, 2O1A 4:57 AM

2 Need greater organization and stucture. Especially on transitions to new topics. Jul 23, 2010 6:58 PM

3 As in the Managing Change class, we were required to chose a work-related
project. This was very good and gave us practical applications of principles
taught.

Juf 23, 2010 7:31 PM

1of1



CM Program Course SurueY

Please offer
this course.

other comments, reflectionsn

T= *4ButuDrN4
suggestions, and the like about

Response

Count

answered questlon

skipped guestion

2

2

il

Response Text

1 I did not take this class, The survey will not let me go "back" and change my
selection.

Juf 23, 2A10 4:57 AM

2 This class is very relevant for large organizations such as DOT1PF and
consultants. In large organizations, the team concept can very often get lost as
each section has their own goals.

Juf 23, 2O1A 731 PM

1of1



Program Course Suntey

t 
Au'ED Tte<What was your primary reason for taking this course? Aw

Response

Gount

answered question

skipped question

5

5

51

Respnse Text

1 Interest in subject matter Jul 24,2010 5:29 PM

2 Get more familiar with contractor practices Jul 29, 2010 10:29 PM

3 an aspect of my job that I doo a lot, wanted more info. Juf 31,2010 4:05 PM

4 Leam about dirt estimating Aug 10,2010 3:19 PM

5 Relevant to my position. Aug 16,2010 11 :22 PM
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please add comments about the course content, with suggestions for
changes . A^, *t'tca> Dr eT

Response

Gount

answered guestion

skipped question

4

4

52

Response Text

1 The instructor was not prepared with material/ideas for presentation of content.
He left it up to the class to come up with content for him to present on. Good idea
if the class did not have such a range of experience with estimating. Gave us the
inside scoop on bidding practices and how they vary from one outfit to another.

Jul 24,2010 5:29 PM

2 Course content was hastily put together. There was no powerpoint slides.
Information need to be oresented more cfearly to get good results.

Juf 29, 2O1O 1O:29 PM

3 Discussion seemed to drift off topic. The dirt estimating levels of the participants
seemed too varied.

Aug 10,2A10 3:19 PM

4 The presenter was very experienced with a wealth of experience on estimating. Aug 16,2010 11 :22 PM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please add comments about how lhe material wgs presented, including
suggestions for improvements Aovt Ncfr'> D'ier

Response

Gount

answered guestion

skipped question

3

3

53

Response Text

1 The material presentation was lacking relevance with estimating quantities. No
examples were presented. In class discussions were very educational.
Estimating examples were excellent.

Jul 24,2010 5:29 PM

2 April was n of a good month to have this class for DOT-too busy with projects
starting in field.

Juf 29, 2A1O 1O:29 PM

3 The agenda should be more fully developed ahead of time. lt was difficult to know
what to expect.

Aug 16,2010 11 i22 PM

1of1



CM Program Counse Suntey

Please offer
this course.

othFr com ments,Jeflections,
/+.DvApcED 

'pl RT
suggestions, and the like about

Responae

Count

answered questlon

skipped question

3

3

sl

Response Text

1 lf the instructor had more time to prepare lesson plans class may have been more
tulfilling

Jul 24,2010 5:29 PM

2 Positive-Tony provided all with the copy of training course for grade checkers. Juf 29, 2O1O 1O:29 PM

3 Include more about curent use of computers in estimating. Aug 16,2A10 11 :22 PM

1of1



CM Program Counse Suntey

What was your primary reason for taking this course? 
"t4 

Btof &n7
Responre

Gount

18

answered question 18

skipped question 38

Response Text

1 Continuing education requiements for Professional Registration Juf 23, 2010 5:04 PM

2 To better understand the different elements involved with running a construction
project.

Jul 23, 2O1A 5:21 PM

3 I wanted to leam more about project management as a whole system. Juf 23, 2010 5:55 PM

4 Continuing education credit for professional engineering license. Juf 23, 2010 6:52 PM

5 My position description requires this skill at times. Juf 23, 2010 7:48 PM

6 desire to further management knowledge Jul 24,2A10 5:30 PM

7 To leam more about Project Management Jul 27,2010 11:03 PM

I To gain knowledge in project management. Jul 29, 2010 10:08 PM

9 My primary reason for taking the course was get a broad overview of the pertinent
elements that make up Gonstruction Project Management.

Jul 29, 2010 10:18 PM

10 Refresher Juf 29, 2010 10:31 PM

11 Learn new skilfs Jul 29, 2010 11:02 PM

12 Subject matter pertained to job developmenUadvancement. Jul 30, 2O1O 4:52 PM

13 I took this course in order to expand and clarify my understanding of project
management that I might better myself professionally.

Jul 31,2010 1:03 AM

14 Been taking enough of this classes that I wanted to continue the process. Jul 31 ,2010 4:06 PM

15 to perform my curent job as a construction project manager more effectively. Juf 31, 2010 7:37 PM

16 To better understand the construction project process. Aug 12,2410 6:45 PM

17 Sounded interesting Aug 17,2010 12:12 AM

18 To earn continuing education credits for my professional registration and for
training for my job as a project manager.

Aug 17,2010 3:53 PM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suntey

Please add
changes.

comments about the course content, with suggestions for
?4 Poq A'nP

Response

Count

answered question

skipped question

I

I

47

Response Text

1 A very qick overview of project management with some detail of particular
subjects. The CPM portion was good.

Juf 23, 2010 5:04 PM

2 Course content was interesting. No suggests for changes at this time. Ju 23,2010 5:55 PM

3 An excellent course. Ju 23,2010 6:52 PM

4 Very technically based. Ju 23,201A 7:48 PM

5 the other participants were very enlightening with their experience. More indepth
content would be nice, but it was understood that it was an introductory level
oourse

Jul 24,2010 5:30 PM

6 I thought the course was surprisingly smooth for the amount of information we
covered. Unfortunately the course topics can be complicated and may take some
students (me) more than a week to fully grasp. Overall I was glad to be exposed
to all this information. lf I could change one thing it would be the addition of a
textbook to the class where we as the students could dig deeper and find the
answers when there simply wasn't enough time in class.

Juf 29, 2010 10:18 PM

7 Very well organized course with good examples and discussions. Juf 29, 2410 10:31 PM

8 I do not feel that the content was appropriate for a graduate level course and I do
not feel that I was adequately or even moderately challenged.

Juf 31,2010 1:03 AM

9 The course was very good and went over all of the basics. Aug 17,2010 3:53 PM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please add comments about how the materlal was presented, including
suggestions for improvements ? t4 Bo 'x C* m ?

Response

Count

answered question

skipped question

11

11

45

Response Text
1 Good material that presented the topics well. Juf 23, 2010 5:04 PM

2 Material was presented in an organized, methodical manner. Some topics were
glanced over due to time constraints; time management in terms of topic
relevance could be improved.

Juf 23, 2010 5:55 PM

3 The material content, examples, and participant interactions were very interesting
and applicable.

Jul 23, 2010 6:52 PM

4 The flow chart work was very revealing. Juf 23, 2010 7:48 PM

5 Instructor was excellent. Material presented well. More depth would be nice. Jul 24,2010 5:30 PM

6 Because I took the course over video conference there were some technichaf
difculties. However, I was thought that the distance learning was good
considering I didn't have to travef .

Jul 27, 2010 11:03 PM

7 I did it by video from Juneau. I thought it was well done. Juf 29, 2A10 10:08 PM

8 The Powerpoints were good but having a textbook that we could read with
examples and more in depth information would be better.

Jul 29, 2010 10:18 PM

I Good job Jul 29, 2010 10:31 PM

10 While the material was well presented, I believe that the class size created issues
with covering all the course material, and in its proper depth.

Jul 30, 20'10 4:52 PM

11 sometimes the powerpoint slides were hard to read due to size of television when
only part of the screen was devoted to the slide and the rest devoted to views of
the various rooms. Maybe 2 screens would be befter, one for the people and one
for powerponts or the dryerase board.

Juf 31, 2A10 7:37 PM
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please offer other commentsrqeflections, suggestions, and the like about
this course. ? 14 8"4 C*nP

Response

Gount

answered question

skipped question

I

I

47

Response Text

1 The professior was great and presented the information well. The class being in
several locatons worked great. The class room and support was great once the
figure out how to contolthe lights which would tum off after a few minutes without
some one moving in the room.

Juf 23, 2010 5:04 PM

2 Enjoyed the class discussions. Jul 23, 2010 5:55 PM

3 The course was accelerated which made spending time doing research on
problems/homework a bit difficult while still working full time. Possibly stretching
the course out over a few more weeks to allow time for research and study.
Regardless, the accelerated schedule worked fine, delivered the material and
learning opportunity very effectively.

Jul 23, 2010 6:52 PM

4 I enjoyed having perspectives from other organizational structures other than
DOT.

Juf 23, 2010 7:48 PM

5 Tip to students is finish all the last weeks homework the weekend before - it takes
a long time to do the final assignments.

Juf 29, 2A10 10:08 PM

6 Overall the course was great. I'm planning on applying for and going after the
Graduate Certificate here in the winter.

Jul 29, 2010 10:18 PM

7 Include longdistance groups with different experience level & backgrounds.
Group from city of Ketchikan was interesting.

Juf 29, 2010 10:31 PM

8 When I enrolled in a course that contained "Boot Camp" in the name, I anticipated
a challenging class that would pack a large amount of intense training into a small
period of time. What I received was a broad overview of the most fundamental
aspects of Project Management that. I would recommend reconsidering the name
of the course and/or reviewing the materials in order to provide a class that is
challenging while accessible.

Juf 31 ,2410 1:03 AM

9 I found the method of presentation via the video teleconferencing extremely
satisfactory. lt was nice that all students and the professor could be seen and
heard in the classroom despite the fact that we were all 1000's of miles apart. I

also appreciated that the professor rotated his onsite presentations amongst all
the classroom locations.
the timeftame was good, short and intense, but doable.
I would be interested in taking more of these @urses, but they definitely need to
be during the off season from construction.

Jul 31, 2010 7:37 PM

1of1
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CM Program Course Suntey

What time of year is best for you?

Response

Count

42

answered question

skipped question

42

15

Response Text

1 Late fall. Early spring. Ju 23,2410 5:00 AM

2 Winter Nov thru March Ju 23,2010 2:37 PM

3 fall or spring Ju 23,2010 5:00 PM

4 Fall through Spring Ju 23,2010 5:22 PM

5 Winter Ju 23,2010 5:56 PM

6 Spring Ju 23, 2410 5:59 PM

7 Feb - Mar and Oct to Nov will be good for me. Ju 23,2010 6:09 PM

8 spring and fall Ju 23,2410 6:54 PM

I Winter Ju 23,2010 7:00 PM

10 Early Jan. thru mid-March or October/November. Ju 23,2010 8:01 PM

11 early winter Ju 23, 2010 8:08 PM

12 November thru March, going into Aprif get to be too late in the year. Ju 24,2010 5:32 PM

13 Winter Ju 25,2010 6:37 PM

14 Winter Ju 26,201A 2:52 PM

15 October, March, April Ju 27,2410 5:25 AM

16 Late fall through early spring Ju 27,2010 5:38 PM

17 We are very busy during the summer months with project and inspec{ion related
work. Thus, fall, winter, and early spring are best for oourses.

Jul 27,2010 6:00 PM

18 Winter Ju 27,2410 11:05 PM

19 Anytime but summer Ju 28,2010 12:45 AM

20 Probably the fall and winter. Ju 29,2410 10:09 PM

21 Late September through mid November and mid January though late March. Ju 29,2010 10:11 PM

22 Winter Ju 29,2010 1A:14 PM

23 Current schedule works Juf 29, 2A1O 10:21 PM

24 January-March Juf 29, 2010 10:32 PM

25 Fall and Winter Juf 29, 2A10 11:03 PM

26 Fall-Winter-spring Juf 29, 2010 11:28 PM

27 Winter Juf 30, 2010 1:54 AM
28 fall and winter Juf 30, 2010 3:35 PM

1of 2



Response Text

29 Obviously the winter season is the time of year when most people's work
schedules allow for them to attend these classes. However, similarly if I am going
to be outof-state for personal reasons, this same season will be the time when I

do that. This conflict has caused me to miss a couple of classes which I was very
interested in, and which I hope are cycled through again in the future
(Technology, Materials Estimating).

Jul 30, 2010 5:05 PM

30 Winter, but not around holidays. Juf 30, 2010 7:36 PM

31 Fall and winter are the slowest seasons for construction and thus the best times to
participate in a course.

Juf 31 ,2010 1:06 AM

32 winter (i.e. not construction season) Juf 31 ,2010 7:39 PM

33 dead winter Aug 2,2014 4:21 PM

34 October through December Aug 3,2010 12:04 AM

35 January-March Aug 10,2010 3:20 PM

36 Winter. Aug 16,2010 11:23 PM

37 November - April Aug 17,2010 12:13 AM

38 November through Febru ary Aug 17,2010 12:42 AM

39 January to April Aug '17,2410 3:56 PM

40 wintertime (after/before construction season) Aug 17,201O 7:48 PM

41 Winter, generally. Aug 17,2010 8:11 PM

42 Jan. thru April. Aug 18,2010 5:03 PM

2of2



CM Program Course Suntey

What times of the year should we avoid?

answered question

skipped guestion

Response

Count

41

41

16

Response Text

1 All others. Jul 23, 2010 5:00 AM

2 April thru Oct Juf 23, 2A1O 2:37 PM

3 summer Juf 23, 2010 5:00 PM

4 Summer Jul 23, 2O1O 5:22 PM

5 Summer constuction season Jul 23, 2410 5:56 PM

6 Summer Juf 23, 2410 5:59 PM

7 Summary construction season and end of year holiday season. Jul 23, 2010 6:09 PM

8 summer construction season Jul 23, 2010 6:54 PM

9 Su mmer/Construction season. Jul 23, 2410 7:00 PM

10 May, September, December Fairbanks is the most season{ependent place I

have ever lived. When it's hunting season, everyone is gone. In May, everyone
wants to get outside or is already out on their Construction sites.

Juf 23, 2010 8:01 PM

11 summer Juf 23, 2A10 8:08 PM

12 Thankgiving and Christmas weeks. would be nice to start mid November, so
more courses could be taken in a given year.

Jul 24,2410 5:32 PM

13 May, June, July, Aug Ju 25,2010 6:37 PM

14 construction season Ju 26,2410 2:52 PM

15 Summer, obviously Ju 27,2010 5:25 AM

16 Summer Construction - late spring through early fall. Ju 27,2010 5:38 PM

17 Summer Ju 27,2010 6:00 PM

18 Summer construction season Ju 27,2010 11:05 PM

19 Summer Jul 28, 2010 12:45 AM

2A Spring and summer, construction season. Ju 29,2A10 10:09 PM

21 December, April thoug August Ju 29,2010 10:11 PM

22 Summer Ju 29,2010 1O:14 PM

23 Fall, when the trout are obese and animals can be killed. Ju 29,2010 1O:21 PM

24 April and December Ju 29,2010 1O:32 PM

25 spring and summer Ju 29,2010 11:03 PM

26 Summer Ju 29,2010 11:28 PM

27 Summer Ju 30, 2010 1:54 AM

28 construction and summer Ju 30, 2010 3:35 PM

29 Summer season. Ju 30, 2010 5:05 PM

30 Summer, holidays. Juf 30, 20'10 7:36 PM

1of 2



Response Text

31 Spring and summer. Juf 31,2010 1:06 AM

32 May-September for sure. Jul 31 ,2010 7:39 PM

33 summer and fall Aug 2,2010 4:21 PM

34 May through September Aug 3,2010 12:04 AM

35 May€ctober Aug 10,2410 3:20 PM

36 Summer. Aug 16,2010 11:23 PM

37 April - November Aug 17,2010 '12:13 AM

38 All other times Aug 17,2010 12:42 AM

39 Summer; December Aug 17,2010 3:56 PM

40 construction season (may to late september) Aug 17,2010 7:48 PM

41 Summer, especially AugusUSeptember. Aug 17,2010 8:1 1 PM

2of2
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CM Program Course Suruey

Please add comments on schedule, location, facility, and the like.

Response

Count

answered questlon

skipped question

19

19

38

Response Text

1 I appreciate the segmented class topics. The ability to pick and choose a one
credit course allows me to manage what class I feel is the most time/commitment
effective.

Jul 23, 2010 5:00 AM

2 Overall, interactive video style presentation was good but mildly disruptive due to
technical issues (l think the issues had more to do with the facilities capabilities).
Location of facility was convenient and the facility itself with the exception of the
video conferencing issues was convenient as well. Timeframe was slightly
disruptive to work scheule, but it was managable.

Juf 23, 2010 5:59 PM

3 None. Jul 23, 2010 6:09 PM

4 See prior section conceming stretching the schedule a litUe to provide time for
study and problem research.

Juf 23, 2010 6:54 PM

5 Caution with video presentation. Instructors must be more f;amiliar with equipment
to avoid disruptions.

Jul 23, 2010 7:00 PM

6 As all the participants are fulltime employees and many have families, please do
not overlap the courses as this means the participant has class M T W & Th plus
homework. Also, having a small gap between the classes, even if it's just means
starting the next class on a Wednesday .vs. a Monday, would be helpful. This
gives the student time to close-out and process the material from the previous
class and mentally prepare for the next. Also, if we could get the reading material
for the class ahead of time, this would be wonderful! Some classes have a lot of
reading and it would be helpfulto begin at least skimming this before the class.
Repetition and practical application of the knowledge leamed are the best ways to
retain what has been taught.

Juf 23, 2010 8:01 PM

7 Please start earlier in the winter. Jul 24,2010 5:32 PM

I In regard to question 9. The interactive video was occasionally disruptive when a
microphone wasn't set up properly or the like.

Jul 26, 2010 8:08 AM

I Allthings considered, this is an excellent system for delivering meaningful
educational opportunities around the state. I suspect it could be effectively spread
to other states if there is a need.

Jul 27,2010 6:00 PM

10 I would like to see the startlime moved to 4:30 or 5:00 pm because I get off work
at 5:00pm.

Jul 27,2A10 11:05 PM

11 worked wefl for me, looking forward to starting the next class. Juf 29, 2O1O 1O.21 PM

'12 all was good Jul 29, 2010 10:32 PM

13 Video teleconferenced oourse is not very effective. l'm embanassed that UAF
would offer graduate courses this way. Reputable colleges wouldn't offer
graduate level courses this way.

Juf 30, 2010 1:54 AM

1of 2



Response Text

14 I believe that in the DOT offices, *most* people are usually available as early as
November for these classes. Many people don't seem to start the personal
traveling season until around the Christmas holiday. I am not sure if the
Thanksg iving/Ch ristmas holidays would negatively impact classes scheduled
during the November/early-December time of year.

Jul 30, 2010 5:05 PM

15 The 2:15 long dasses were a bit much (and yes I understand the required rigor,
but I think 1:30 per class is about ideal for paying rapt attention).

Juf 30, 2010 7:36 PM

16 The class schedule worked well with my work schedule. The location and facility
were effective for the intended use.

Juf 31 ,2010 1:06 AM

17 interactive video has very positive benefits but still some chaflenges Aug 2,2010 4:21 PM

18 The homework seemed just a little heavy on the claims class. The Negotiations
class

Aug 17,2010 12:42 AM

19 The instructor was able to hold the same class at multiple locations. Aug 17,20'10 3:56 PM

2ot2
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CM Program Course Suruey

What course topics should we plan to give over the next few years?

Response

Gount

22

22

35

answered question

skipped question

Response Text

1 Managing Change. I was unable to take that course last spring due to a
scheduling conference.

Juf 23, 2010 5:02 AM

2 Managing Multiple Projects
Professional Communication Methods

Juf 23, 2A10 2:38 PM

3 Claims, public interaction, contracts Ju 23, 2010 5:02 PM

4 Altemate Procurement Methods, Arctic Engineering Ju 23,201O 5:22 PM

5 More in depth GPS surveying. How to use CPM in contract delay disputes. Ju 23,2A10 6:49 PM

6 Actually, the list of various topics presented so far looks great. My problem is that
they are not offered in S.E. AK as often as Anchorage or Fairbanks.

Juf 23, 2010 6:59 PM

7 - Collaborative Leadership for Engineering and Technical Projects and Programs Juf 23, 2O1A 7:02 PM

8 same Jul 23, 2A10 8:08 PM

I I will have to think about this and get back with you. This spring I had some ideas,
but they have faded ftom memory right now.

Juf 23, 2010 8:25 PM

10 How to deal with personalities (they make the project succeed or fail).
how to survive in a political world.
Writing lanalyzing change orders
How to write a successful request for proposal.
Advanced scheduling
Advanced boot camp

Jul 24,2010 5:35 PM

11 Faults and failures in construction. The gray area of changing/not changing PE's
stamped drawing.

Jul 27,2010 5:26 AM

12 Construction Claim Case Studies - may change over a few years.
Construction Negotiation - any course in negotiation is good.

Jul 27,2010 5:40 PM

13 Project Scheduling, Cost estimating for change orders Juf 28, 2O1O 12:45 AM

14 scheduling, construction management, arctic engineering, civil and structural
engineering

Juf 29, 2010 10:31 PM

15 Human relations-resolution of disagreements in field during construction

Technical issues are relatively easy, so conflict resolution and teamwork subjects!

Juf 29, 2010 10:35 PM

16 Cost Estimating Jul 29, 2010 11:04 PM

17 Technology advances (not just GPS issues, but also new/proven materials,
structural insulation in roads, etc.) design & contract language- to improve the
quality of plans/contracts which are issued and improve the use/language of
change orders, etc used by project administrators/engineers.

Jul 30, 2010 5:11 PM

18 The more soft skills the better. Juf 30, 2010 7:36 PM

1of 2



Response Text

19 I think that this last round of classes was heading in the right direction. Emphasis
on the'soft skills'for a portion of the cuniculum is importrant. Environmental
issues are an increasing oon@m. Possibly add another environmental class with
guest lecturerc from fnom various agencies.

Aug 3,2010 12:12 AM

20 Construction Scheduling, management Aug 16,2010 1 1:26 PM

21 I have not seen the entire construction management program, but I think that
there are some of these classes that I would like to take.

Aug 17,2010 3:59 PM

22 some repeats - i missed many of them, otherwise keep on with what is there, also
a review economics class would be nice

Aug 17,2010 7:50 PM

2of2
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CM Program Course SurueY

Please leave any other comments and suggestions in the box below.

Response

Count

answered question

skipped question

12

12

45

Response Text

1 Thanks for offering the courses. Jul 23, 2010 5:02 AM

2 Keep up the good work! Juf 23, 2010 2:38 PM

3 None Jul 23, 2010 6:49 PM

4 The more statewide engineering education opportunities you can offer the better. Jul 23, 2010 6:59 PM

5 Definitely need to work on improving outreach, marketing of this program. I

couldn't find in catelog or online.
Jul 23, 201O 7:02 PM

6 This is a wonderful program! | hope it can be marketed to other sections of DOT,
other govemment offices and consultants/contractors. I only found out about the
program from a ftiend as I wasnt looking to take classes, therefore had not read a
UAF catalogue lately.

Juf 23, 2010 8:25 PM

7 Keep it up. Would like the courses to meld with the graduate program in
engineering management.

Jul 24,2010 5:35 PM

8 Keep up the good work! Jul 27,2010 6:03 PM

9 Larry Bennett did a great job! Jul 29, 2010 10:31 PM

10 Address parking issues, sometime was hard to find spot and caused tardiness. Jul 29, 2A10 10:35 PM

11 give a pat on the back to whoever thought the program up Aug 17,2010 7:50 PM

12 I just want to say, "Thank you for your care and concem, for your endurance, and
for sharing your expertise & research"!

Aug 18,2410 5:06 PM
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Roundtable on Alaskan Graduate Engineering Education in the BS plus 30 Era:

Needs of the Professional Workforce and Suggested Responses

Executive Summary

A June 22 2010 roundtable of Alaskan engineering managers and training
professionals considered the training needs of the engineering workforce and how

those needs might be met. Among a large list of identified needs, mentoring,

leadership, mastering the business of engineering, written communication,

collaborative critical thinking, information technology, and ethics were cited as of
highest importance. Observations and conclusions included the importance of non-

classroom learning, the need to utilize a variety of training methods, the emerging

emphasis on mentoring and mentored internships, the multi-faceted nature of
project management, the early success of the new graduate certificate program in
Construction Management, and the need to develop other similar programs.

Among the recommendations are to establish a working group to coordinate and

publicize engineering workforce training statewide, develop a selected set of new

courses to meet identified high priority needs, look seriously at the Arizona
Leadership in Engineering Administration Program (LEAP) as an effective way to
train younger engineers in the business of engineering, publicize the findings from
this roundtable widely, and reconvene a similar roundtable about two years hence.

Introduction

Thirty-one persons gathered at the Coast International Inn in Anchorage on June

22, 2010, to consider the training needs of Alaskaos engineering workforce and

how the profession, the indusfiy, and academia might respond to those needs.

From 8:00 AM until 1:30 PM, including a working lunch, they heard short status

reports, gathered in discussion groups, shared findings, and formulated preliminary
recornmendations to guide Alaska's employers, trainers, educational institutions
and individuals in expanding and improving training opportunities for working
engineers.

A list of the attendees is included as Appendix A. They included representatives

from Alaska's engineering design, construction and petroleum private sector,

public engineering agencies, and educational institutions. Each was invited
because of his or her responsibilities as an engineering employer and manager.



As stated in the roundtable's invitation letter, the purposes and questions to be

addressed were as follows:

1) Background and current status information on the new "BS plus 30"
standard approved by the National Council of Examiners for Engineering
and Surveying (NCEES). This standard will require engineers seeking
professional registration to have completed a baccalaureate degree in
engineering plus 30 post-graduate credit hours of relevant breadth and depth
courses in their areas of specialty. How might this affect your staff and the
types of courses you want your employees to have?

2) Efforts to date in Alaska to provide graduate education that supports that
standard, including the newly approved Graduate Certificate in Construction
Management. Might other similar progmms help your operations and the
professional development of your employees?

3) The latest findings from our on-going effort to identiff Alaska-specific
needs related to fulfrlling these requirements, based on meetings and
interviews held in May and June 2010 with employers and individual
engineers. Can you add to these findings from your experiences?

4) Funher discussion to seek information from you and other key persons from
the Alaska engineering profession regarding their engineering workforce
needs, especially education and training needs.

A copy of the agenda is included in Appendix B. The roundtable's format was
designed to provide opportunrty for each attendee to contribute ideas, suggestions
and comments, as well as to hear somewhat more formal presentations. Most of
the time was spent on two agenda topics, as stated in the roundtable's title - 1)

graduate engineering education needs, and 2) potential responses to those needs.
The body of this report is organized in this manner. It summarizes presentations
and discussions and refers to an extensive set of appendices containing speaker
materials and raw "flip chart" transcriptions from the small group discussions.

This roundtable follows, and builds upon, a similar undertaking held in June 2008.
In that case, the topic was training needs of Alaska's professionals in construction.
The June 2010 event reported here took on a wider scope, seeking to include all
engineering organrzations, personnel and activities rather than only construction.
One of the conclusions from the previous roundtable was that training providers



must continually assess training needs in light of changing employee backgrounds
and indusfiy conditions. This report responds to that conclusion by attempting to
provide such an updated assessment.

Support for this roundtable was provided by University of Alaska through
Workforce Development Funding (Alaska Training and Vocational Education
Program).

Needs

Three briefings on training needs by F. Lawrence Bennett began the presentations.

In the first, a summary of the June 2008 roundtable was given. That meeting
concluded that primary training needs for professionals in construction included
the entire realm of the business aspects of construction, an understanding of the

interrelationships and interdependencies of construction management, various cost

and finance issues, and presentation skills. It then provided more specific
recommendations for courses in communications, other "soft" skills, and technical
topics, and it noted several Alaska-specific training needs. A summary is included
as Appendix C.

The second briefing, whose summary is given in graphical form in Appendices D
and E, reported on a series of luncheon meetings held in Anchorage, Juneau and

Fairbanks in earlier in June 2010, at which a small number of engineering
managers suggested current high priority unmet training needs for younger and

older engineers in their employ. Results showed that, among younger engineers,

communication skills of all types are especially needed, as is knowledge about

environmental law, permitting and regulations; various technical specialties; and
project management training. For older engineers, the most mentioned need was

for mentoring skills, followed by leadership and supervision; project management;

and environmental law, regulations and processes.

The third briefing gave an overview of the proposed change in the law regulating
the registration of professional engineers. If implemented, the law would increase
the educational requirement for eligibility to sit for the second, or professional, part
of the licensure examination by requiring thirty credits beyond the bachelor degree,

whereas the current law requires only an accredited bachelor degree in engineering.
This so-called "BS plus 30" requirement has been developed and approved by the
National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying (NCEES). As such,

this 'model law" is recommended to the various states for implementation, no



earlier tharn 2020. If implemented in Alaska, the new requirements would place

new responsibilities upon trainers and educational institutions and would likely
lead to substantial reformation of the undergraduate-graduate study package.

Appendix F includes Power Point slides from the BS plus 30 briefing.

Three engineering managers then offered suggestions of training needs for working
engineers within their areas of responsibility. Roger Healy, Chief Engineer and

Assistant Commissioner, Alaska Deparhnent of Transportation and Public
Facilities, discussed the departrnent's challenges in recruiting and retaining
qualified personnel. He noted that DOT&PF's turnover rate has decreased from
l2o/o to 9% during the past years. Employees need more knowledge about how
govemment works and courses on environmental issues, arctic engineering and

seismic engineering. An example of the department's current engineering
challenges is the major attention that must be given to the Alaska Marine Highway
System fleet, whose average age exceeds 40 years, over the next several years. A
summary of Mr. Healy's remarked is attached as Appendix G.

Gregory Schmidt is Deputy Chief of the Engineering Division, Alaska District,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. As shown in Appendix H, the Corps' wide-
ranging mission and activities require considerable engineering expertise and the
related need to maintain technical currency. Required expertise includes cold
regions engineering, environmental issues, energy, BIM and GIS technology and
such civil works as coastal and river bank protection and infrastructure upgrades.
Employees of the future will need to think creatively; understand policy, laws and
regulations; be skilled communicators, both oral and wriuen; possess skill in using
technological tools; and be able to understand and perform such economic studies
as cost to refum analyses.

Anne Brooks is owner and principal of Brooks & Associates. Summarized in
Appendix I, her remarks related to the training needs of Alaska's private sector
engineers. She suggested that training must be timely, affordable and relevant. The
need for soft skills was highlighted, since engineers must connect their technical
work with the public. Also, mentoring of recent graduates by more senior
engineers and managers is a skill that is often lacking.

Following the prepared remarks reported above, the group was divided into three
smaller breakout groups for further discussion of training needs of working
engineers. Participants were asked to suggest needs within their orgarizations, for
both younger and more senior employees, and to try to come to some consensus on
the most important needs. Facilitators were Keli Hite McGee, Hilari Weinstein



and Bill McMullen; all three are experienced trainers whose particular benefit to
the groups' discussions was that they are not currently involved in Alaskan
engineering. The intent was to generate fresh listings of needs representing all
organrzations present, using the earlier presentations as idea-starters

Appendix J captures the raw, unedited responses from each group. Those needs

identified as having high importance are listed below. Several were identified by
more than one group. Although they emerged at varying levels of specificity, the

topics seem to give a good general idea of important training needs as viewed by a
representative sample of Alaska's engineering managers. These topics can provide
a basis for developing appropriate responses.

. Integrated/cross-functionaVinterdisciplinary teams, collaboration within such

groups, the engineer's role and responsibility therein
. Mentoring processes and skills
. Visioning, seeing the bigger picture, ffid the engineer's role in vision

development
o Business overview; orgarrrz,ational systems and management
o Communication (many types ...)
. Codes and standards
o Informationtechnology
. Ethics and professionalism
o Critical thinking
o People skills
o Dealing with stakeholders
. Program management
. Project definition
. Leadership
. Recruiting and retention

Responses

Having identified high priority training needs for Alaska's working engineers, the
roundtable then moved to what was probably its more challenging endeavor:
suggesting ways by which the profession might meet those needs. The format was
similar to the earlier "needs" section - a series of prepared presentations on various
existing training approaches, followed by meetings of breakout groups to assemble
preliminary (very preliminary!) designs for courses or other means to resolve
currently unmet training needs.



Bill McMullen described the Leadership in Engineering Administration Program
(LEAP) that he administers for the American Council of Engineering Companies

of Arizona. See Appendices K and L. Introduced in 2000, this career development
program is designed for upwardly mobile young professionals working in
Arizona's consulting engineering indusby. It launches that state's most promising
young professionals on a development track leading to successful project
management, general management and principal positions. More than 200 young
engineers have completed the program.

Next the deans of Alaska's two engineering schools described graduate programs

at their respective institutions. Rob Lang noted several types of offerings at the

University of Alaska Anchorage, in addition to the B.S. degree: Master of Science,
Master of Engineering, graduate certificates and short courses. Examples include
arctic engineering and project management masters degrees, both of which are

available through regular classes as well as on the Internet; a certificate program in
port and coastal engineering; and short courses in earttrquake engineering and
geomatics. Dean Lang's handout is found in Appendix M.

Doug Goering described graduate engineering education at the University of
Alaska Fairbanks, where the College of Engineering and Mines offers fourteen
graduate degrees plus a certificate in construction management. At least three
programs have some connection to professional level continuing education: the

long-standing course in arctic engineering (CE 603), the mechanical engineering
fast track BSA4S program, and the construction management certificate (to be

described in more detail in the next presentation). Dean Goering also noted that
graduate research projects can be undertaken by working professionals pursuing
graduate degrees part-time. Please see Appendix N for more details.

A presentation by Bob Perkins described the new UAF graduate certificate
program in construction management. Shaped and supported by the roundtable
held in June 2008, the program was approved by the University of Alaska Board of
Regents in September 2009. The program leads to a post-graduate certificate after
successful completion of 15 credits of graduate study. To date, courses have been

offered in one-credit-hour modules, with 135 minute classes twice a week for three
weeks. Eleven different classes have been offered, some more than once. Classes

have been offered in Fairbanks, Anchorage, Juneau, Ketchikan and Sitka. Most
offerings have featwed live, interactive video instruction to permit concurrent
participation by students in more than one location. A total of approximately 60



students have taken classes, and many are well on their way toward fulfilling the

15 credit hour requirement. Appendices O and P contain further information.

The final presentation in this series was by Billy Connor. As shown in Appendix

Q, he gave an overview of several different training approaches being used by
various transportation agencies for their working professionals and others. He

compared and contrasted traditional masters programs, graduate certificate
programs, conferences and workshops, short courses and informal training, noting
the advantages and limitations of each. He called attention to a new transportation
leadership graduate certificate program currently being launched as a cooperative

venture among several US universities. Finally, he observed that, to be effective,
training must be flexible enough to use several approaches depending upon topic,
participant and circumstance.

We then asked Keli Hite McGee and Hilari Weinstein, both highly skilled and

experienced trainers, to share insights into training of engineers and other technical
professionals in soft skills. We include Keli's handouts in Appendices R and S,

and Hilari's in Appendix T. Keli suggested that a practical approach involves
research; logical, pragmatic summaries; examples and stories; and discussion
activities about applications. Her examples, using the topics of communication
and confirmation bias, communication and trust, ffid change management, are

shown in Appendix R.

Hilari Weinstein demonstrated some techniques she uses to train engineers and

other professionals in the arts of communication, including the non-verbal

component of oral communications. Her demonstration was clear in the

limitations of book learning and the importance of hands on practice in training
good communicators. Appendix T is a flyer about Hilari's High Impact
Communication.

The approach to the breakout group sessions was to select seven high priority
training needs that emerged from the roundtable's earlier discussions and assign

those needs to the groups, with the charge to l) develop a preliminary list of topics

to be included, and 2) suggest what type of format (credit course, seminat, short

course, etc) might be most appropriate. The seven subject areas were as follows:

Information techno logy

Mastering the business of engineering

Mentoring

o

o

o



Collaborative critical thinking

Ethics

Leadership

Written communication

One group worked on the first three, another group worked on the next three, and a

third group concentrated on the written communication subject area. Transcripts
of the resulting suggestions are given in Appendices Ul through U7.

Afterthoughts

As noted in the agenda, an invitation was extended to any who cared to contribute
relevant comments after or outside the roundtable. We include four such

contributions, as Appendices V through Y.

Conclusions and Recommendations

A final plenary session during lunch sought to summarize the morning's sessions

and give direction to future planning and development of training programs for
Alaska's engineering workforce. To start the discussion, each participant was

asked to contribute one idea, suggestion, recommendation, or other reflection that

seemed important after the morning's intense, multitudinous, wide-ranging
presentations and discussions. The result was yet another flip chan, transcribed as

Appendix Z. The items on this list range from the importance of mentoring to the

need for collaboration among Alaska's universities, agencies, professional
organrzations and other groups; from mastering the business of engineering to
teaching alternative project delivery systems; and from a recommendation that
forums on training needs such as this one be held frequently to the suggestion that
younger engineers, not just their supervisors and employers, should be surveyed

about their needs.

The group was asked to express preferences among the seven courses whose
preliminary designs had been developed by breakout groups. Such a sorting would
guide training planners to develop offerings considered of greatest value. The
intent was to identiff offerings satisffing at least two criteria: "How important?"
and "If we gave it, would they come?" The result was the following ranking,
where the numbers in parentheses show the number of votes, each voter having
been restricted to two votes:

o

o

o

o



1. Mentoring (12)

2. Leadership (11)

3. Mastering the business of engineering (9)

4. Written communication (7)

5. Collaborative critical thinking (6)

6. / T.Information technology (1) Ethics (1)

What can one conclude from all of the above? A review of the text written above

and the attached appendices, plus the privilege of attending the sessions

themselves, may leave one with a headache, but they also leave some general

impressions. Among these are the following:

One size does not fit all.
Different training modalities are available, such as classroom, video, on-line,
different academic models, MS, and graduate certificate. Furthermore, different
instructional methods are also available - solo numerical problem solving, team

collaborations and problem solving, personal training in speaking and so on. Once

training programs are developed that work for some student/employees in some

situations, we must be alert for other types of students and situations and explore
other methods, perhaps, of meeting their needs.

Ivory Tower or Leaning Tower of Pisa (which is still standing)
Many needed skills cannot be taught or learned in the classroom or on the

computer. They must be learned by doing and by close interaction with those who
do know how. The role of the academic course in these areas is to facilitate or
accelerate those learning processes - if that is practical. Some skills are really
personal growth, again academics can help, but professional academics (certainly
in engineering) do not normally think in terms of such growth. "Critical Thinking"
is a great example. A student can memoize the steps that process, but that may
have no relation to their ability to actually think, especially under pressure.

Black and Blueberries
There is a need for integrating all the new communications and data storage and

retrieval into the business process. There is wide agreement of the need for such

training, but no agreement about what it may require.

How to Mentor the Mentors?



Good mentoring seems critical to all steps in the advanced fiaining of engineers

and professionals, as well as retention and succession planning steps of
organizations. But there are no definitive ideas about how to train the mentors,

some of whom are the busiest people in the organization. The tendency is to leave

mentoring to the HR Department.

More specific conclusions from the roundtable seem to fall into two categories: 1)

identified high priority needs, both general and more specific, and how those needs

might be met, and 2) conclusions about the on-going need to organize for,
investigate, coordinate and follow-up on efforts to provide training opportunities.

Category 1) Needs and how to meet them

The highest priority training needs are in the following subjects:

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Communications (of all Epes)
Environmental permitting, regulations, processes; NEPA
People skills
Project management
Leadership and supervision
Ethics, professionalism and liability
Codes and standards

Scheduling
The business of engineering, including orgarizational systems and
management
Information techno logy
Various technical specialties
Mentoring

o

o

o

The area of project management is very multi-faceted, embracing
o The need to move from task orientation (which is the emphasis in

undergraduate training) to project orientation
. Cross- disciplinary teams; team building
. Defining project objectives; clariffing scope
. Role of the engineer in projects
o The notion that many non-engineering disciplines are usually involved

Alaska-specific needs must be part of the training needs milieu
o Cold regions

l0



. Energy
o Environmental
. Project management issues, such as cultural, workforce availability and

training, supply train, cost, and logistics

A recently identified emerging training need for more senior engineers is

mentoring, as discussed above. We must train both mentors and o'mentees."

There is a need for mentored internships for engineers early in their careers. AIA
Intern Development Program has elements that can apply to the professional
development of engineers

Acquisition of the requisite "book of knowledg"," whether or not in preparation for
taking the professional engineering exam, can only be achieved through a

combination of education (undergraduate and graduate) and experience.

Training of working engineers can be achieved only through a combination of
approaches, depending on the type of learning need and subject matter, the

students' and employers' situations, ild the available time.

While some needed training subjects are cornmon to all age groups, some needs

depend on age and experience.

Arizona's very successful Leadership in Engineering Administration Program
(LEAP) could be a valid approach to teaching the business of engineering to
younger employed engineers.

The fledgling UAF Construction Management Graduate Certificate program is
proving useful for those in the construction area. Similar certificates are likely to
follow the same pattern.

Category 2) Organizing to assure needs continue to be identified and met

It is important to conduct meetings such as this one regularly, with participants
from a wide specfum of Alaskan engineering organizations.

It is also essential to publicize widely the outcomes from meetings such as this.

Maintenance of communications with employers, employees and students with
regard to training needs is important. Don't neglect surveying younger engineers.

1l



Statewide coordination of 1) training opportunities for working engineers and 2)
publicity for any such offerings is currently lacking.

Many training opportunities already exist in the University of Alaska system. Any
future planning should build on these in-state strengths.

While not dealt with at this meeting, the provision of sufficient of resources to
support training is an on-going concern and must be a topic of discussion at future
such forums.

Several recommendatioqs follow from the conclusions, as follows:

1. Establish a mechanism to develop, coordinate and publicize, statewide,

training opportunities for working engineers. A small working group
representing the several constituencies is suggested.

2. Develop a selected set of new training opportunities, focusing on those

needs identified in this roundtable. Among the highest priority are

. Mentoring

. V/rittencommunication
o The business of engineering
. Leadership and supervision

3. Continue to offer existing courses identified as high priority needs, including

. Environmental regulations and permitting

. Project management, revised to respond to conclusions from the
roundtable

. Cross-disciplinary team-building
o Scheduling

4. Consider seriously the Aizona LEAP model as an appropriate means for
training young engineers in the business of engineering

5. Attract a wider audience to the existing Graduate Certificate Program in
Construction Management

T2



6. Develop a second graduate certificate program with a format similar to that
used for the Graduate Certificate Program in Construction Management

7. Publicizethe results of this roundtable widely, through

This report to all affendees

This report to University of Alaska leadership; all Alaska professional

engineering organizations; the Board of Registration for Architects,
Engineers and Land Surveyors; and other appropriate engineering leaders

and organizations in Alaska.
Public meetings of professional engineering organizations, faculty
groups, and others
Papers published by the Alaska Professional Design Council, American
Society for Engineering Education, ffid other orgarizations with similar
interests and missions

8. Keep the profession informed about developments in the proposal that
would require additional education beyond the bachelor degree as a
prerequisite to sitting for the professional engineer examination

9. Hold a similar roundtable in mid-20I2 to review progress to date and
identifu contemporary needs and appropriate responses

o

o
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Appendix B

Roundtable on Alaskan Graduate Engineering Education in the BS plus 30 Era:

Needs of the Professional Workforce and Suegested Responses

June 22,2010 8:00 AIVI to 1:30 PM
Coast International Inn, Anchorage

Agenda

8:00 Welcome by Professor Bob Perkins

8:05 Introduction of participants

8:15 Purposes and plan for today -Larty Bennett

Part I. - What are the needs of Alaska's engineers for post-baccalaureate training,
education, development, professional growth?

o 8:20 Three brief presentations by Bennett

o Needs identified at 2008 roundtable on Alaskan construction
professionals

o Needs identified in 2010 by several Alaskan engineering managers
o The coming BS + 30 requirement for professional registration

. 8:35 Alaska Deparfrnent of Transportation and Public Facilities Needs -
Roger Healy

. 8:45 US Army Corps of Engineers Alaska Needs - Greg Schmidt

. 8:55 Private Sector Engineers' Needs - Anne Brooks

. 9:05 Breakout groups to

o Identiff additional needs
o Prioritize identified needs

o Facilitators -Hilari Weinstein, Keli Hite McGee, Bill McMullen



o 9:40 Reports from groups

9:50 Refreshment break

Part II. - How should universities and other entities respond to those identified
needs?

10:05 Panel discussion on a selection of current training programs

o 10:05 Aizonaleadership in Engineering Administration Program
(LEAP) - Bill McMullen

o 10:15 UAA Graduate Programs - Dean Rob Lang
o 10:25 UAF Graduate Programs - Dean Doug Goering
o 10:35 UAF Construction Management Certificate Program - Bob Perkins

o 10:45 Some Transportation Agency Training Approaches - Billy Connor

11:00 Challenges in teaching soft skills to engineers - Hilari Weinstein and

Keli Hite McGee

o 1 I :15 Breakout groups to

o Identiff and prioritiz.e appropriate Alaskan responses

o Facilitators *Hilari Weinstein, Keli Hite McGee, Bill McMullen

. l1:50 Reports from groups

Part III. - 12:00 Working lunch

o Recommendations

o Action plan

Adjournment - l:30 PM

After-thoughts are always welcome. Please e-mail to Larry Bennett at

benco@alaska.net by June 28,2010.



Appendix C

Training needs for professionals in Alaskan construction
identified at May 29, 2008 Roundtable

Summary listing

The entire realm of the business aspects of construction
An understanding of the interrelationships and interdependencies of
construction management

Cost and finance issues
o Estimating
o Cost control
o Forecasting

Presentation skills

Communication skills

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Written communications
o Formal
o Informal

Proposal preparation
Claims documentation
Web-based communication
Readittg wriuen materials for understanding
Public communications
Meeting management
Negotiating
"Toastmasters" -type training
Crew motivation
Listening skills
Power Point preparation and use

'oSoft" skills

Organizational dynamics and interpersonal skills
ri o Supervision,

Page I of 2



o Communications
o Leadership v. management

o Parfirering concept
. Importance and challenges of teams in the workplace

o Therefore, team approaches to some technical courses

Technical skills

Construction schedule and cost management

Legal matters
o Contracts
o Claims
o Dispute resolution
o Environmental
o Labor

Other environmental concerns
Tradeoffs among cost, schedule and quality
Alaska-specific

o Regional differences
o Cultural understanding
o Tribal matters
o Arctic construction techniques
o Local labor training

One conclusion ... training providers must continually assess such needs in light
of changing employee backgrounds and indusfiy conditions.

-- from Perkins and Bennett, "Training Needs of Alaska's Professionals in Construction " Report

from a Roundtable, May 29,2008

o

o

o

o

o
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THE BS PLUS 30 CHALLENGE

A EENTURY OF PRSFESSIQNAL PREPAFATION
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2000 2010

Concern?

rBEND$ ANP PBES9URES

Expanding knowledge base

An increasingly complex world resulting in
the need for greater specialized technical
competence

Addition of non-technical courses to the
curriculum (ABEI core curriculum, etc)

Decrease in BS credit hours

NgEFS, C9N'P

2OO8 - Bachelors Plus 3O Task Force
Established

2OO9 - Reaffirms basic position; changes
some words

2OLA - Begins exploring alternatives

RECENT HISTORY

2OO1- Engineering Licensure Qualifications Task
Force Established
2005 Begins process of changing Model Law
2OOO Adds language to Model Law
[educational requirement to qualify to take PE exam]

Graduation with a bachelor of science degree from
an engineering program of four years or more
accredited by EAC/ABET, or equivalent, plus3O
add itional credits from a n a pproved cou rse
provider(s) in u pper{ewl u ndergraduab or
grad uatefevel cou rsework i n proftssiona I pra ctice
and/or technicaltopic areas. The additional
education requirements would be implemented no
sooner than ZALO.

Appendix F -- BS plus 30 briefing



To Be an Engineer Inlern (El) --

B*.'* FE Exam

B + ffi*" + FE Exam

frlodel Law Section | 30.10 (2020)

And what is the +30 ?
30 credits of courses equivalent in rigor to
upper-level undergraduate or graduate courses.

At least 15 credits in engineering
(ALL 30 credits can be in engineering!).

Remainder of credits can include science, math,
and/ or professional practice topics (such as brusiness,

communications, contract law, management. ethica, publtc poltcl. & quality conrol)

From "approved course providers."

BODY OF KNOWI=EPqE

SWEBOK

EnvE BOK

CE BOK

To Take Professional Engineer (PE) Exam,

you must be Engineer Intern (El) and

M'"."+ Experience

"+30" + Experience

Knowledge, skills, & attitudes
necessary to ENTER into the
practice of civil engineering at
the professional level.

BOK FOR LEARNED
PROFESSIONS

fdrnidWfr,

Appendix F -- BS plus 30 briefing
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Appendix G

Alaska DOT&PF Needs

Department Overuiew:

Approximately 3,8fl1 positions - full, part, seasonal, and non-permanent positions

For purposes of analysis, Workforce Development has segmented ADOT positions into 19 separate

occupational groups: Admin Support, AMHS Shoreside, Engineering, Leasing, Laborfirades/Crafts,

Financial, Environ mental, etc.

All support Department's mission - Providing for the safe movement of people and goods and delivery

of state services.

ADOTs turnover rate for 2(Xl!l was'996, down slightly from t2% in four year average.

ADOTs retirement eligibility is about 30% over the last four years, with -24% (918 employeesl eligible

for retirement in the next five yeanr. About 360 of those 918 can retire today.

Engineering positions trend close to the norm for retirement eligibility. Department is concerned about

losing engineering skillsets, but also broader issues of knowledge transfer.

Providing this Department overview:

Project Delivery functions cut across many disciplines, not just engineering. Successful delivery

of projects is multi-disciplinary. Increasingly, engineering management must have variety of
skills outside of technical engineering to guide project successfully. "Own the project"

throughout its delivery.

Department's mission is tied to other occupational groups that have been difficult to have a

large pool of qualified applicants.

Transportation Pla nners

Right-of-Way Agents

Fleet Managers

Environmenta I Ana lysts

Land Surveyors

Port Captains

AMHS Masters, Pilots, and Mates

Engineering (of all above Engineering profession is not the worst)

Page I of 2



Soecific ensineerins disciolines needine supoort:

o Arctic Engineering.

. Project Management

o Seismic Engineering (within Bridge Section we have limited positions versed in seismic)

o Electrical is waning (Big influx of Airport Projects over)

o Naval Architecture (ferry fleet is on average 40 years old and way past their design life)

o Most of these specialties can be, or are being contracted out to consultants.

Other subiect areas that the +30 concept should address:

Public Policy; Public Administration; Contracting Environmental Process (federal and state); Technical

Writing; Business (abilityto'sell'the proiect); (lf unable to promote and sell the proiect, others will be

substituted and Engineerc may lose proiect lead role); Public Involvement Proc6s.

30+ Conceot is not universallv suoported throughout Departmenfs engineers. More knowledgeable

and more versant engineers are encouraged, but additional educational requirements lead to greater

difficulty in recruitment, and skills are more easily defined and refined in the workplace.

Page 2 of 2



Appendix H

US Army Corps of Engineers - Alaska Needs

Key Points:

- Our needs will be customer driver

Cold Regions Directory of Expertise

- Expand the partnership from CRREL and POA to Cold Climate Housing Research Center
- Promote scientific and engineering knowledge about constructing facilities and infrastructure in

cold climates

- Already provided symposiums

o In Conjunction with AIA (Sept 2009) and Procurement Fair (Mar 2010, Fairbanks)

- Future applications: Foundations, Building Thermal Envelopes, Buiding Matl's / techniques
- Ability of Mechanical Engineers, Architects to do energy audits and analysis

- DoD Infrastructure

Energy related growth

- More efficient production, more green production of power

- Alternate energy sources

o Consider initialcost, Life-cycle cost

Increased use of BIM technology

Increased use of GIS technology

Civil Works funding may decline somewhat in the intermediate term, however, potential areas for
growth include:

Coastal Protection / River Bank Protection

Infrastructure Upgrades to move good and energy to the Bush communities

Vehicle could include Denali Commission

Providing services and infrastructure while minimizing Environmental lmpact

Energy will grow as an issue - provision of energy (sub- 10 MW generators) with low Env lmpact

le, small hydroelectric detention facilities which do not impede fish passage;

Small wind or tidal generation that does not impact environment or wildlife;
economically viable



USACE will need employees who:

Think creatively

Understand policy, laws, regulations

Are skilled communicators (both verbal and in writing)

Possess skill in using the technological tools

Economists (Cost to return ratio)

Enviromental Restoration

- Restoration: FUDS program is growing

o Advanced technology

- Ability to assess risk quickly - many sites on military installations are contaminated)

o Statistics

o Response

- Air Quality: Greenhouse Gases measurement

- Consideration of methane trapped in permafrost

Overallneeds:

- Agility (Humanitarian Assistance, US AID) - EWB

- Expeditionary Mindset and Capability (Disaster Relief, Deployment to support military ops)

- Technologicalexcellence



Appendix I

Private Sector Engineering Needs

Training must be
o Affordable
o Timely
o Northern relevant

. Possible modalities, in addition to university courses

o In-house
o Webinars
o Conferences
o Short Courses

o Importance of the soft skills necessary to translate design to the public and
vice versa

. Importance of mentoring in providing an holistic view of engineering
o Understanding the obligation of senior professionals to mentor junior

professionals

o Importance of clear scope when soliciting work with public sector funding



Appendix J - Training needs identified in small group discussions

Needs - Group A (Keli Hite McGee)

Allocating time effectively (Younger and older)

Mentoring and transition - Training both mentor and mentee (Younger and older)

Issue: How much can the University take care of the needs? Where or when are
they picked up by the industry?

*Codes and standards - what do they mean and how do you apply them?

Contract law and land law (Younger engineers)

Linking the training content needs: business * engineering + sociaVinterpersonal

*IT - Smart Plan - 3D modeling - How do we get the most out of it for the
brrsiness?

Resource issues: Funding limitations, where we can only focus on "hard skills"

*NHI training; short courses

Alaska-relevant training

*Ethics and professionalism

Government impact & process; understanding the public sector

Learning from successful projects

Integrating university theoretical basis and applications

* Integrated/cross-functionaVinterdisciplinary teams

*Critical thinking

*- high importance
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Needs - Group B (Bill McMullen)

Younger

*People skills

*Role in vision development; see bigger picture

Learn to formulate the problem

What IS the problem?

Time management

Mentoring

Change management

*Collaboration within group (bring in knowledge)
o Engineers' role and responsibility
o Multidiscipline approaches

Human resources (labor law)

*Dealing with stakeholders

Construction experience
o Mentored
o Stay current with practice

Older

Policies and procedures

Organ ization managem ent

Project management

*Program management

Page 2 of 5



Information management - IT; codes and standards

*Vision; engineers' role; org mgmt

Human resources
Labor law
Personal management

Professor needs to trnderstand

*Mentoring skills

*- high importance
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Needs - Group C (Hilari Weinstein)

Yotrnger

*Project definition
o Writing good scopes
o PDRI (Project Definition Rating Index)
o Engaging client to get clear answers

Time management

Green issues
o LEED
o Life cycle costs
o Alternative energy

Understanding the construction business

Case studies - lessons learned

* Business overyiew -org anizational systems

*Communication

o Written (formal)
o Targeted
o Oral
o Presentations
o Business development
o Cultural
o On-line
o Cross-generational
o Technical writing
o Outlining
o Coaching

Older

*Project definition
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Time management

Current technology

Communication skills
o Mentoring

*Leadership

*Recruiting and retention

*Mentoring

Community service

*- high importance
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Appendix K

Americon Cq.rncil of Enagineering Componies of Arizono

LEADERSI{IP IN EN6INEERI}I6 AD'I^INISTRATION PRO6RA'I^ (LEAP)

Closs of ?Ott

A career development program designedfor upwardly mobile young professionals worhing in Arizona's
consulting engineering industry. A programto help us develap successful business lcaders who consistently

pkase our clicnts and create value in ourJirms.

The Arizona Consulting Engineers Association continues to offer the leadership training progr.lm it introduced

in 2000. LEAP's goal is to boost the career development of future leaders in Arizona consulting engineering. It
is designed to launch our most promising young professionals on a development track leading to successful

project management, general management and principal positions. Students will learn effective and practical
business applications they can put to immediate use in their firms.

Training is focused on consulting practice and helping students understand the "business of consulting
engineering". Emphasis is placed on the "people skills" so important in our business - effective
communication, teamwork and leadership. The importance of client service, having a client/marketing focus,
and creating value for all the firm's stakeholders is woven throughout the lessons. Several opportunities arre

provided for students to develop and practice their presentation skills.

Specific instruction directed to the selling of professional services helps students develop and sharpen their
skills. Interactive teaching methods and homework assignments help them learn the fundamentals of

project management and how to apply the'tools" used by successful managers. They learn about professional
service contracts, risk management, liability, indemnification and insurance.

The program covers the importance of "external factors" affecting practice in Arizona - legislative affairs,
Board of Registration, professional and business associations. It introduces our ]oung professionals to a broad
spectrum of the engineering consulting industy in Arizona and helps them develop networks to serve their
caxee$ and our businesses for years to come.

The LEAP faculty is a mix of recognized professionals serving the A/E industry, with highly experienced and
credible leaders from our own member firms. Training sessions will be held at the Desert Willow Conference
Center, 4340 East Cotton Center Boulevard, Phoenix. Tuition for the Class of 20ll will be based on faculty,
materials, facility and equipment costs. Our goal is to keep tuition at the $3000 per student charged in 2010.

Scheduled to start in mid-January, classes will continue with one-day sessions on three-week intervals
thereafter. We plan I I sessions totaling 72 professional development hours. The target class size is 25, to
afford each student ample opportunity for active participation in class activities, and to allow individual
attention by trainers. Sessions will altemate from Fridays to Saturdays, sharing the time commifinent between
firms and attendees. Homework, outside reading and small goup exercises will be assigned between classes to
broaden the learning opportunity and provide continuity.

Employees of ACEA member firms having 5-10 years experience will be considered for attendance. Applicants
should be at the point in their careers where they are about to make, or are in, the transition from purely
technical responsibilities to supervisory and management responsibilities.



Attachment: Example Class Schedule (2011 schedule to be similarto 2010)



LEAP ?O1O Closs Schedule
(os exomple for 2A1 1)

Day One, Friday, January 8
Introduction & Administration (1:00). Understandino Ourselves & Others (6:00)

fntroduction- Jim Dowell, ACEC|AZ Board President
Trainers - Jefr Koenig (NCTI), Bill ttlcilullen (LEAP Director)

Day Two, Saturday, January 30
Leadershio Skills for the 21st Centurv 0:00)
Trainerc - PeteWalsh (Peak Pefiomrance Coaching), Jeff Koenig (NCTI)

Day Three, Friday, February 19
Communication Skills for Business Success (6:00). Value Creation Assiqnment (1:00)

Trainers - Hilari Weinsbi n (H igh lmpact Com m unication), Bi ll Mclilul len

Day Four, Saturday, March 13
Perspectives on the Business (3:15). Student Presentations on Value Creation (2:15). Proiect Scope of
Services (1:30)
Trainerc - ttike Ellegood (PSMJ Resources), CG Gnanasambanthan (Premier Engineefing), Hilari
Weinstein, Bill Mcffiullen, Bruce Toro

Day Five, Friday, April2
Proiect Scopino. Plannino & Control fi:00)
Trainer - Bruce Toro

Day Six, Saturday, Apnl24
Manaqinq Business Risk (3:15). Neootiatinq Proiect Terms (1:30). Strateqic Planninq (2:00)
Trainers - Doug Folk (Folk ll Associates), Jefr Genick (Professional Undetwribrs of Artzona), Bruce
Toro, Bill Mcilullen, Darrell Wood, Albeft Romano

Day Seven, Friday, May 14
Human Resources (3:00). Board of Technical Reoistration (1:30). Professional Ethics (2:00)
Trainers - Alan Rhea (Stanley Consultan6), Chet Pearson (BTR), Carolyn Mattick (ASU)

Day Eight, Saturday, June 5
Contracts that Manaqe Risk (3:00). Sellinq Consultinq Enoineerino Services (4:00)
Trainers - Doug Folk, Jeff Genick, Steve Vllilson (Michael Baker Jr., lnc.), Andrea Norman (itind-
the_Gap)

Day Nine, Friday, June 25
Winnino Proposals (4:00) & Persuasive Presentations (3:00)
Trainerc - Andrea Norman, Hilari Weinstein

Day Ten, Saturday, July 17
Manaoinq Construction Phase Risk (3:00). Marketinq Team Winnino Presentations (4:00)
Trainers - Doug Folk, Jeff Genick, Hilari Weinstein

Day Eleven, Friday, August 6
Wrao-up & Graduation
Guest Speakers - To be determined
LEAP Director - Bill ilcffiullen



LEAP Alumni Inpact Arizona Consultirg Engineering

LEAP has graduated 241 students and has another 23 in the Class of 2010. LEAP alumni are making their mark

in Arizona consulting engineering. Many have achieved senior management or principal positions in their

firms. They are prominent on ACEC/M liaisons and committees, and in Arizona business and professional

associations. Three are ACEC/AZ Board Members.

&lected Quotes from Preuious Graduates

'LEAP is the best class I have ever attended. lt can and should be a nationalclass available everywhere."

'LEAP was a great, logically structured program. I looked forward to every class."

'This was probably the best course l've taken since college."

"The program is excellent. Everything is outstanding."

"FANTASTIC! Allof the classes were great."

'LEAP 2009 exceeded my expectations."

"l have already noticed an increased confidence in myself at work."

"Every trainer was very impressive and very good at what they do. They are the best of the best.

"LEAP was a great place to meet so many people and the networking was wonderful."

"l have 25 more friends in the consulting industry now."

"l know this is focused on engineers, but consulting geologists and other scientists could receive great value."

"LEAP made me realize I am not and will not be, a 'comrnodity'."



Leadership in Engineering
Administration Program ( LEAP)

A career development program for upwardly
mobile young professionals working in

Arizona's consulting engineering industry. A
program to help us develop successful

business leaders who consistently please our
clients and create value for our firms.

r Boost the career development of our

LEA1 TfAininO T:st 
promising youns professionals

objecti;;;' 
I 

H:J|li,il :?ilH5;f"'"ess" 
of

r Enhance their ability to effectively
network in the marketplace

I lmprove their critical business skills

LEAP Faculty . Recognized protussional
trainers in the industry
Experienced leaders in
ACEC member firms

:ffsfi#iffi1JfrT"

How Did LEAP Happen?

. ACEC principals' desire to improve
business sav!ry of staff professionals

' Principals' committee formed to define
training needs and develop a program
I Program planned in 1999, launched

January 2000 with 22 students
. Class filled every year since then

t 24tgraduates in first lGyears

LEAP SUCC€SS . 23more wiil graduate August 2010

FOCIOfS . LFAP alums prominent in AZ market
. Many are now principals in AZ firms
. Three are ACEC Board Members

Curriculum Highlights - it's oll obout the
"business of consulting engineering"

. Individualpreferences & ralues . Professionalservice contracts

. Leadership & teamwork . Project planning & control

. Coaching skills . Negotiating contract terms

. Oral communication skills . Strategic business planning

. Consulting business basics . Human resources

. Value creation fior stakeholders . Marketing & sales

. Project scope dwelopment . Group presentations

. Managing business risk . Prorhssionalethics

Appendix L -- Arizona LEAP



QUESTIONS...?
COMMENTS...?
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Appendix M

Graduate Programs and Post-graduate Training at UAA

Area B.S. M.S. M.E. Certificate Short
Courses

Applied Environmental Science and
Technologr

x

Arctic Engineering
x

[web) x

Civil Engineering x x x

Earthquake Engineering Graduate x

Geographic Information Systems

Icrs]
Undergrad. x

Geomatics fSurveyrng and Mapping) x

Engineering Management x

Port & Coastal Engineering Graduate

Project Management
x

[web)
Icohort)

x

Science Management x

Miscellaneous
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Appendix N

UAX'College of Engineering and Mines
Workshop on Graduate and Professional Education

Jvne22,2010

Douglas J. Goering, Dean

UAF Graduate Engineering Programs

The College of Engineering and Mines at UAF offers fourteen graduate degrees as well as the
newly-approved graduate certificate in Construction Management. These degree programs
include the Engineering Ph.D. with concentrations in nine different areas, as well as traditional
master's programs in Arctic, Civil, Elecfiical, ESM, Environmental, Geological, Mechanical,
Mining, Mineral Preparation" and Petroleum Engineering. Many of the students enrolled in these

UAF degree programs are fiaditional full-time graduate students that are supported on college
teaching or research assistantships. However, depending on the program, there is also a large
fraction of students that are working on a graduate degree/certificate part time as they work full
time in the engineering profession. In the past the college has tried to accommodate work
schedules by offering classes late in the day or one evening a week from 7-10 pm.

Programs with an emphasis on Professional Education

At least three of the graduate programs currently offered in CEM have some connection with
professional level continuing education or with the potential BS + 30 requirement. The first of
these is the Construction Management certificate program. This program is designed specifically
with working professional engineers in mind and operates using a flexible curriculum model
which can be tailored somewhat to the needs of specific groups. The courses are offered in l-
credit increments to allow expedited completion, and 15 credits are required to receive the
graduate certificate. Another area of professional emphasis includes the continued offering of
CE 603, Arctic Engineering, both on the UAF campus and on-line via a web-based course. CE
603 is required for professional engineering registration in Alaska and is, therefore, very popular
with students intending to go into professional practice or those wanting to become registered in
the State of Alaska. Finally, the third program that may potentially intersect with the BS+30
requirement is the Mechanical Engineering fast track BSA4S program. This program was set up
to allow UAF undergraduate students in mechanical engineering to complete their MS degree
with only one additional year of study beyond the BS. The total requirement for both degrees is
150 semester credit hours. This program allows completion of the BS + 30 requirement in a
much more structured way, and awards an MS degree in a shorter time frame than is typically
possible in a more traditional MS program. If the BS + 30 requirement becomes the norm for
professional engineering registation, such fast track programs may increase in popularity.

Research end Graduate Student Support

The level of overall research expenditures in the college has increased dramatically over the past
l0 years from around $4M annually in 2000 to about $18M during the 2010 fiscal year. The
level of research activity has an important impact on graduate programs in two areas. First, grant
funds help provide support for graduate students through research assistantships. While this is a



more important funding mechanism for traditional full-time graduate students, there are also

benefits to working professionals who complete their degrees part-time as they are exposed to
active research projects tlrat are of interest to governmental and private funding agencies. In
some cases, working professionals are able to combine the research requirements of the degree

program with their own professional endeavors by completing research in the same area as that
of their professional work. This has the dual benefit of providing research that is of direct value
to the students firm or business and at the same time satisffing the research requirements of the
degree. While such projects have to be carefully vetted by faculty advisors, there are substantial
advantages if appropriate projects can be arrived at. This may be one way of furthering for-
credit work at the professional level, even on a credit by credit basis whether the student is
enrolled in a specific graduate program or not. All existing graduate degree progftrms do offer
flexible credit for research, so part of the required system is already in place.



Appendix O

Univercitv of Alaska Fairbanks Department of Civiland Environmental Eneineerins

Graduate Certifi cate in Construction Manasement

The objective of the Graduate Certificate in Construction Management is to increase the skills of
graduate engineers and other construction professionals in order to accelerate their advancement
into more responsible management positions. The program was designed with strong input from
construction industry employers and will continue to regard the employer as a partner in the
program. Career opportunities are integral to the program along with its devotion to lifelong learning
of key professionals in the Alaskan construction industry.

Program Requirements

To earn a certificate, you must complete a total of 15 credits of courses from the three main
construction management categories and two main associated categories as approved by your
advisory committee, as follows:

1. Human relations and communications,4 to 6 credits
2. Construction project management and scheduling, 4 to 6 credits
3. Technical management of construction and costs, 4 to 5 credits
4, Financial aspects of construction, 0 to 3 credits
5. Other technical areas, 0 - 3 credits

Credits obtained toward the certificate may be applied toward another maste/s degree.

Classes

Classes are given in one<redit modules via live, interactive video at times convenient to employed

construction professionals and are available at Anchorage, Fairbanks, Juneau, Ketchikan, Sitka, and

Nome. A sampling of classes in the prognm includes

Big picture, systems thinking and organizational dynamics

Construction claims case studies

Scheduling for construction administration
Managing risk

Overview of environmental laws, regulations, and permitting

Managing environmental permits on construction projects

New technology for construction
Negotiation basics for construction management

Page I of 2



A one credit counse is equivalent to 45 Professional Development Hours (PDH's) for meeting Alaska

engineering registration continuing education requirements of 12 PDH's per year'

In fall 20G1, at least two courses will be given: Managing Environmental Permits on Construction

Projects and Scheduling for Construction Administration; in spring 2010, four more courses are

planned.

Admission

Qualifications for admission to the program are

. A four-year ABET college degree in engineering and at least tn o years construction
experience, gg

. A four-year non-ABET degree in engineering science or math-field and four years construstion
experience, gg

. A four-year college degree and six years construction experience, 91

. At least ten years of management-level construction experience, plus

. Three letters of recommendation, including one from the line supervisor of the applicant.

Program Aooroval

This program was approved bV the University of Alaska Board of Regents at their September 2flD
meeting. Applicable couns€s taken prior to pnrglilm approval can be counted toward the certificate

program rcquirements.

For further information, you may contast

Dr. Robert A. Perkins, PE

UAF Civil and Environmental Engineering

ffrap@uaf.edu

907474-7694

or visit our website at http://wwrr.alaska.edu ,af m ^ t

June 2O,2010
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Graduate Certificate
Program in Construction

Mana$ement

-"'a

Engi neering Workforce Roundtable

22 June 2010

Students' Needs

I ncreased Opportun ities
o Promotion
o Confidence
o Sheepskin

Education for Workforce Development

. Dr. Robert A Perkins, PE

- 4747694
o raperkins@alaska.edu

Construction Management Skills

. Engineering (nuts and bolts)

- concrete code, inspection tools, safef rules, reports and

forms

. Managerial technical

- planning cost scheduling, contract and environmental

law

. Managerial "soft skills"

- communications, human resources, teamwork, public

Typical Civil Graduate

o Nuts and bolts = 0 credits
o Managerial Technical = 1 to 3 credits at most
o Managerial soft = 3 to 6 with non-technical

venue, 1 to 2in technical venue

Appendix P -- Construction Management
Certificate

Skills vs. Career Stage
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Skills vs. Career Stage

Graduate Certificates

o Typically L2 to 15 graduate credits

- C:n ount towards MS

. Focused on narrow area

- Design of Pharmaceutical Facilities

- Value Chain Enterprise Systems

- Pharmaceutical Process Engineering

o Often distance delivered

Construction Ma nagement Certificate
Program

o 15 Credits
o Divided in three rubrics
o Cafeteria style within the rubrics
o Will not need engineering degree

- Sliding scale

- With supervisor's appronal

Demographics

o Age 25-35
. Family, often with young children
. Already have a good job
. Relocation issues

- Move stress

- Spousal employment

C,onstruction Ma nagement Certifi Gate

Mission Statement

This ptograrn will advance the manatlerial
skill level - Ore ability to malre wise
mana$ement decisions - of gmduate
engineers and oilrer pufessionals in the
construction industry to help prcpare them
for mone nesponsible jobs.

Appendix P -- Construction Management
Certificate

Outline of Certificate Program

Four Discipline Areas

1. Human interactions and communications (4-
6 credits)

2. Construction project management (4-6

credits)

3. Construction contract administration (4-6

credits)

4. Other Areas (3-4 credits total)



Some may alrcady have some crcdits towald iltis
cefiilicate, because the follwing existin$ UAF &
crudit Gounsos Giln be counted:

Huren f,ddclc enl Gcannilcdac
. BA 607, Hunan Besource [lana$enmt
. ES[| 6()1, ilana$ing and Leding Eqlinocrlql

Orfanlzaffons
Gonlncflrn Prrlcd lenetlomt
. ESf,l 6(19, Prolcct ilanatlenent
. GE 620, CMI Engllncerin$ Gonstrucdon
. ESl| 608, Legal ffinciphs for En$lneertng fhnaSenent
Genrlrucdm Tochnlcd
. GE 451, ConstrilGton Cost Estlndng and Bid

Prcparation
. GE 603, Arcdc En$lneedng
. ESf,l 622, Eng$neerln$, Declslons

2OOg CM Classes (Sprin8)
(One credit)

' C,onstnrction claims Gase studies, bridde
emphasis, Junear and Faiftanks (22)

. Construction claims casc studies, nontri4le
emphasis, Sidra and Faiftanks (9)

. New technolotly for construction, Anchora$e
and Faiftanks (l5)

. Negfotiation basics for construction
manalfement, Anchoralfe and Fairtanls (l 5)

2OO8 CM Classes
(One credit)

. Big picfine, systems thinkin$ and
organizational dynamicS, Fairbanks, (l 5)

. Constnrction claims GasB studies, Failtanks
and Anchorage, (5)

. Schedulin$ for constnrction administratiolr ,
Faiftanks and Juneau, (l7)

o [fana$in$ risk, Faiftanks and Juneau, (l3)
. Overview of environmental laws, re$ulations,

and pcrmlttin$, Faiilanks and Anchora$e,
(2)

Gourse format and schedule
o A onecrcdit cou!1se in this pro$ram

typically meets 6 times: twicc pcr week for
2 r/t hourc each time. These contact
houns meet the univensff requircment for
in-class minutes.

o To date, classes have met either ilfonday
and Wednesday or Tuesday and Thunsday
from 3:OO to 5:l5 PDl. Thus, thelt is a
sharing of employer and employee time.

Uve lnteractive Video lnstruction

. How Gan we teach in mone than one placc
at the same timeP

o Thruugh the use of live interactive video

Appendix P -- Construction Management
Certificate

To qualify as a Gredit couruie

. Academic requirement
- Plan of study appruved by colle$e

. S]llabus

- ilust have 'assessment"

- Substantial out-of+lass worlt
. Thus, expect to spend 2-3 hours

outside of class for every hour in
Glass.



Future

o Extend Certificate Program?

o Pre-Construction Management
o Other technical areas

- Transportation

- Environmental Design

- Environmental Management

- Arctic

Appendix P -- Construction Management
Certificate



Existing Graduate Engineering
Education l4odels
r Traditional Masters Programs

r Graduate Certificate Programs

r Conferences and Workshops
r Short Courses
r InformalTraining

Graduate Certificates

t Typically a2- 15 credit hours
r Still high quality education
r No research component
r Provides a compromise wlth Masters

Programs
r Can be more user friendly

Those who depend on
experience for knoulledge are
destined to fail.

Roman General

Master's Pnogram

r Generally considered highest quality
education

r Typically take r.5 to 2 years

r Can remove employee from workforce
r Cost Concerns
r Most don't want a Master's degree

Appendix a -- Transportation Agency
Training Approaches



TRAI{SLEADER Univensities

r U Mass
r City Univ of NewYork
r Penn State
r Univ. ofTennessee
r Univ of Wisconsin
r Purdue
r Texas A&M
r North Dakota State
r Univ. OfWashington

Short Courses

r Focused on agency needs
r High information density
r May be classroom or online
r Little or no learning assessment
I LongTerm Retention low

National Highway Institute

r The NHI is authorized to award Intemational
Association of Continuing Education and
Training (IACET) continuing education units

Conferences and hlorkshops

r High concentration of information within
time frame

r Usually focused on narow subject matter
t Usuafly one way communication
r Retention of technical information

considerably lower than formal education
r Development of Resources

ffr Tff(-Lr b r *r ddrary prr* crrd ry b W.di
!b h-ir -lL?6. - C't'dy Lr.Fh

Acnr dlb lhrl tb tHigt frrTEa Ac-. ir.
itlr Srhi hor hd. d Et Wr*6n t.Hy

lH HIffi ldarE htrn fb Fn EL cogd.tt b
iHi.fi-F.ddffrEitF rarbt*.Sf Firrr ptd d

rdnerir|.*.

Appendix a -- Transportation Agency
Training Approaches
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Informal Tnaining

r Don' overlook
r Based on immediate need

r Hands on and applied
I High retention

Appendix a -- Transportation Agency
Training Approaches
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Are emotions a better gauge of corporate success than intelligence?

Appendix S
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Are emotions a better gauge of corporate success than
intelligence?
by Keli Hite McGee / Inside Business

06.20.10 - 03:10 am
FAIRBANKS - 1z a sndy of skills tlnt distinguish star pedormers in every field
from entry-level jobs to executive positions, the single most irnportant factor was

nnt IQ, advanced degrees or technical experience, itwas EQ. Of the

competencies requiredfor excellence in performance in the job studies,6T
percent were emotional competencies -

- Daniel Goleman, "Working with Emotional Intelligence"

Today's organizations consist of cross-functional teams, constant organizational
change, team problem solving and decision making, and a variety of personalities
and generations.

Our effectiveness takes more than indusfiry intelligence and technical expertise.
We need to possess what often are referred to as soft skills. They include a

multitude of intrapersonal and interpersonal skills such as self-awareness,
flexibility and adaptability to change, skills in confronting and resolving conflict,
and many more.

Soft skills refer to our emotional intelligence quotient, or EQ. Our EQ is our
ability to recognize and understand our emotions and the emotions of others in
order to respond effectively. People at the mercy of their emotions or oblivious to
the emotions of others are more stnessed and consequenfly less productive.

Companies can continue to give top priority tofinancial performance - but
mlrny now also realize tlnt technical and intellectual skills are only part of the
equationfor success. A growing number of organizations are now convinced that
people's ability to understand and to mttnage their emotions improves their
pedonnance, thcir collaboration with colleagues and their interaction with
custorners. Afrer decades of businesses seeing "hnrd stuff' and "soft stuff' as
separate domains, emotiotul competence mrry now be away to close tlnt breach
and to produce a unified view of workplace performnnce.

- Fast Company

Daniel Goleman, one of the key contributors to EQ research and literature,
defines the four aspects of emotional intelligence:

1. Self-awareness is our ability to read our emotions and recognize their impact.

1of 3 6122110 l:23 AM



Are emotions a better gauge of corporate success than intelligence?

2. Self-management is our ability to contnol our emotions and impulses and adapt

to circumstances.

3. Social awareness is our ability to sense and react to the emotions of others.

4. Relationship management is our ability to inspire and influence others while
managing conflict.

Emotional intelligence (EQ) is emerging as a criticalfactor in high performnnce

at work, at sclwol and at lwme.World leading organizations are adopting EQ
practices into organizgtional development and human resources. Likewise,

leading educators,lwspitals, psychologists and coaches are using EQ tools to

create positive results and meet pressing educational,farnily, health and social
needs.

- NexusEQ

How can we increase emotional intelligence?

First, we must increase our self-awareness. Be cognizant of your emotional
rcsponses. Determine what triggers the emotional response.In my experience
facilitating group problem solving, people with low emotional intelligence often
don't recognize or acknowledge their emotions.

Second, we need to improve our self-management by recognizing our ability to
choose our response.

When someone says something like, *They made me mad," the reality is nobody
"made" the person mad. He or she chose to get mad. Our ability to own our
emotions and respond effectively improves our EQ. Pausing to breathe ensures

oxygen goes to our brain and gives us the space to respond appropriately.

Third, we must increase our social awareness by purposefully watching the body
language of others and actively listening. The best form of active listening is
through empathy. Listen to understand a person's message and the emotions he or
she is feeling.

Finally, we must improve our relationship management. This calls for openness

and asking questions. Make a point of asking for someone's perspective. No
matter how high your emotional intelligence, there always is room for

http://newsminer.com/printer-friendly17991637
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Are emotions a better gauge of corporate success than intelligence?

improvement.

The Wall Stneet Journal wrote about the importance of developing your emotional

intelligence to succeed. It stated, "Interpersonal communication and other

so-called soft skills are what corporate recruiters crave most but find most elusive

in M.BA. graduates. The major business schools produce graduates with
analytical horsepower and solid command of the basics - finance, marketing and

strategy. But soft skills such as communication,leadership and a team mentality
sometimes receive cursorv treatment."

Keli Hite Mccee is an executive coaching and strategic planning consultant for
Hites Consulting Inc. and an instructor for the UAFITVC Professional
Development and Corporate Training Program. She can be reached at
hites@mac.com.

@ newsminer.com 24rc

http : //new sminer.com/printer-frie ndly 17 99 1637
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Appendix T \i)
HIGH IMPACT 

-''
coMMUNtcA'o*v

"People will forget what you said,

People will forget what you did,

But people will never forget how you made them feel."
-Maya Angelou

Every client interaction is a presentation and
hitting your target requires the message and the
messenger BOTH must be effective and engaging

There are three ways to influence your audience,
through:

What is Seen What is Heard What is Felt

Exhibit the 6 C's for Powerful Presentations:

Competence
Confidence
Credibility

Care
Conversational

Connection

Hilari Weinstein
602-795-5400

www. h ig h i mpactcommu n ication . com

h i lari@h ig h impactcomm u n ication . com

Order Hilari 's Book
"Selection Success"

www. se lectio n su ccess. co m



Appendix Ul

Responses to High Priority Training Needs - Suggested Courses

Course SubjectMatter: Information Technology

Course Content:

o Informationmanagement
. What is information?
. Data management
. Care and feeding

' OPtimize
. Transforming data into information
. What information is relevant? - Optimize
. State of practice / Best practices
. Information security
. Intelligent systems

Course Format:

o University courses
. Organize special seminars / workshops



Appendix U2

Responses to High Prioritv Training Needs - Suggested Courses

Course Subject Matter: Mastering the Business of Engineering

Course Content:

. Manage client expectations
o Engineering job descriptions and expectations
o Understand competitive advantage
. How do you define business?
o Risk management
o LEAP curriculum

Course Format:

. Tailored faculty

. University courses (seminars)

. Industry expert

. Case sfudies - current

. Internalize through application / mentoring



Appendix U3

Responses to High Prioritv Training Needs - Sugsested Courses

Course Subject Matter: Mentoring Skills

Course Content:

. How to mentor (skills)

. Applied mentoring

. Internship(mentored)

. Young engineers / find mentors

Course Format:

. Incorporate into organization

. Credit awarded

. Activity-basedtraining

. Series of short courses

. Metrics



Appendix U4

Responses to High Priority Training Needs - Sugeested Courses

Course Subject Matter: Collaborative Critical Thinking

Course Content:

Multi-discipline/cross functional
Proj ect-based assignments
Examples & inspiration
Start with the end in mind
Assumptions/confirmation bias
Roles clarified: owner, designer, each team member
Respect among your peers

Problem solving/ decision making
Constructive confl ict/communication

Course Format: Seminar over time; include case studies



Appendix U5

Responses to Hieh Priori8 Training Needs - Suggested Courses

Course Subject Matter: Ethics

Course Content:

o Case studies of ethical dilemmas
o Orgarizational and societaVethnic/cultural expectations
o Balancing fair and reasonable profit with ethics
o PersonaVcareer implications of ethics and decision making
. Matching personal values with organizational values
. Professionalliability
. Managtng ethical perceptions
o Transition figure

Course Format: I day or Yz day; or spiral into other courses
Attorney as instructor or at least present



Appendix U6

Responses to High Priority Training Needs - Suggested Coutses

Course Subject Matter: Leadership

Course Content:

. Expectations

. How to handle criticism
o Effectivedecision-making
. Willingness to take the leadership role
. Delegation
. Time management
o Reading others
. EQ @motional intelligence quotient)
. Trust/Integnty
. Congruent leadership
o Direction/vision
o Mentoring
o Empathy/empathetic listening
. Motivational leadership (involves some communication)

Course Format: Boot camp or semester; must be space between classes



Appendix U7

Responses to High Prioritv Training Needs - Suggested Courses

Course SubjectMatter: Written Communications

Course Content:

Business letter (v. memo v. e mail) - define need
o Different forms of outline depending on type of correspondence
o Deductive v. inductive
o Examples
o Template creation

Project report
o Elements of virtuous reports, including clear purpose statements
o Deductiveprogression

Proposals
o Technical writing
o Persuasive written communication
o Marketer's collateral

Targeted communication
o Headline

Technical writing
E mail etiqueffe

o Rules of appropriateness
o Complete thoughts

Communication strategy fl owchart
o "'When to ..."

Course Format:

o Principles
o Case study
oDo
o Advocacy

o

o



Central Reeion

Management... I think these are relevant any profession, but not always in the forefront of
consideration of engineering actions
o Perspective, perspective, perspective... in any profession, there is more going on then the

project/problem in front of them. Be aware of them and respect them.
o Public verse Private... there is a different working environment in the sectors and resource

allocation of people & money is different in the ability/timely to change
. Appreciate the politics in decision making, by the working engineer should not play politics
o Recognizing the Generations (traditionalist, BB, Gen X and Gen Y) in team. "That older

generation just does not get it!'
o Looking to hire the "righf talent... I look for initiative in the younger talent. I look for a mentor

in experienced talented engineer.

Communications
o Not so much a skill learned... as art gained...

Being a salesman... the stereotypical engineer "can I use the square root", 'V over C ratio", or
because'the model shows" in my public meeting or agency leadership presentation ....is not the
right answer. The ability to sell/ pitch / explain your project is important; know who your
audience is?

Knowing when you're out of your element!

You're rarely the smartest one in the room; don't act like itl

The only person that cares or appreciates that you're an engineer in a public meeting, is maybe

another engineer, your mother or father.

Setting expectations...What is it that the existing university professor tells the young student
engineer to expect their first job out of school to be for technical, decision making and the likely
player/professions in the room when they are working? ls probably wrong?

Technical
o Knowledge appreciation of NPDES / Storm Water requirements and permitting for everything

from environmental to construction.
What is NEPA...? Many young working engineers have no or limited sense of NEPA, its intent,
process or permitting necessary to complete a public works / civil engineering project

Grading... I hear from my working engineers and peers in the private sector that the young
engineer does not understand or how to develop simple grading plans.



1.

2.

3.

4.

Commentary by Dick Cattanach
Chief Executive Officer. Construction Education Fqundation

Faculty involvement. As you know, the construction industry in Alaska is
small by most standards. Even so, most in the indus@ have little interaction
with engineering faculty members. This lack of interaction hurts both parties
and the students.
Relevance of training. Steps should be taken to assure that the education
provided to the students is relevant today and provides a good foundation for
future growth. This can only be accomplished through communications with
current employers and on-going communications with students.
Life-long learning. Unfortunately many students believe that their education
ends when they receive their degree. They need to understand that it is
essential that they continue to be exposed to new ideas and techniques as

they become more senior.
Soft skills. Most students probably have a good understanding of the basic
engineering underpinnings of the indusbry. However, ffiffiy lack the skills
needed to be successful in the industry. The ability to write and speak, to
listen, to communicate clearly, and to make sacrifices is necessary to be
successful in the indusfiry. How do we prepare students to understand the
demands of their chosen field?



Appendix X

Commentar_v by Chris Gianotti. Principal and Senior Structural Engineer.
PINID Engineers. Inc." Juneau

I would like to provide comments regarding what we have recently experienced
and the noted deficiencies and strengths of new hires, several have come from the
University of Alaska system.

Strengths from new hires we have seen include:

1. The more valuable hires have been those with solid education and
backgrounds in fundamentals. They have strong math and physics backgrounds
and are capable, if necessary, of solving problems from the basics and are not
dependent upon rote formulas. Structural engineers need to be well versed in
calculus, physics, chemistry, materials sciences, strength of materials, dynamics
and statics.
2. The more valuable hires have strong knowledge of material codes: AISC
manual, ACI 318, etc. Some have strong knowledge of timber and the NDS
standards. In Alaska we use steel concrete and wood and it is essential for
structural engineers to have several classes in each of these materials. If a student
has had advanced coursework in steel concrete and timber, they are more
productive.
3. The more valuable hires have a good grasp on the Building Code and
ASCE 7. We use these daily and the engineers need to understand what is in these
and where to find the pertinent provisions that affect their work.
4. The more valuable hires axe competent in AutoCAD. It is essential that
new engineers have good drafting skills: they need to know how to lay out plans,
reference and create sections and details. The industry standard is changing from
AutoCAD 2d drafting to REVIT and BIM systems. We do not have available a
sufficient number of CAD drafters, so we rely on our engineers to supplement the
drafters we have. Some hires have done internships with consfuction firms,
fabrication drawing detailers, or design firms. This is valuable experience and
students should be encouraged to obtain summer jobs doing drafting.
5. The more valuable hires have some knowledge of construction contract
documents. General provisions of a contract and specifications.
6. The more valuable hires have construction experience. Those who have
served as laborers or specializedtradesmen have gained experience on how plans
are read and interpreted, the level of detail necessary to communicate the design
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intent, how work is done, and the difficulties of construction. Students should be

encouraged to obtain surnmer jobs doing construction work.
7. Engineers need to be good communicators. They need to have good
speaking and listening skills. They need to be able to write well, in plain terms.
8. Structural engineers need to know how to do more than design
structures. They need to have a good background in other fields so they
understand points of view of the other professionals with whom they work.
Hydraulics and hydrology, fluid mechanics, the basics of thermodynamics, ffid
basics of electricity are necessary.
9. Valuable hires have strong skills in using spreadsheets and structural
calculation progftlms, including frame analysis programs. Skills in programming
languages are not necessary. We often develop design programs in spreadsheet
programs.
10. Valuable hires can assemble a well-packaged, clear and concise
calculation package. It is essential that we can track the basis of a design when
doing reviews and often times several years after the design is complete. The
calculations need to be in sufficient detail and with enough comments to show
what was considered, the methods used, the design criteria followed, critical user
specifications, etc.

Deficiencies we have seen include

1. Minimal drafting skills. Some new hires do not know what a section cut
is or how to designate it on a plan sheet. Some do not know how to use CADD
programs.
2. Very poor writing skills and poor verbal skills. Some cannot write a
paragraph with coherent sentences. These should not have graduated, but were
somehow allowed to.
3. The inability to prepare clear and concise calculations. It is harGto
believe this was not emphasized in college engineering classes.
4. Many structural engineers have never taken a timber of masonry design
class. Those classes should be offered on a regular basis. It would also be
beneficial to occasionally offer an aluminum design class. There are welding
shops in SE Alaska that fabricate welded aluminum structures. Our engineers have
to learn this material design on their own.

Lastly, there are very limited opportunities for continued technical education in SE
Alaska. The University of Alaska Southeast does not offer much or any classes in
arctic engineering, civil engineering, construction management, etc. It would be
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beneficial to have some course offerings for our younger engineers to gain
additional knowledge.
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Appendix Y

Commentary following roundtable by Bob Perkins
UAF Civil and Environmental Engineering

What to teach and how to teach it must consider the three main players: Engineer/student;

employer; and education provider, although we shouldn't forget other stakeholders: public,

clients, non-engineer/professional staff, union leaders, legislature, HR rules, FHWA, Intemal

education apparatus and rules, etc., since these may impact the solutions.

Career

Graph of management skills career,

Management Skilts Required
roo%
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-fschnical(- Managerial
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Years into Career

We see that while the "manager" need mone rnanagement skills sooner, the "technical engineet''
needs many of these skills, but perhaps less of them and they are needed later in the carcer.

Modalities

There are many teaching modalities available today: face to face (or traditional), web-based
pedagogy, webinars and similar, eliminate and other computer-based, video and audio
conferencing, and many variations of smart classrooms.
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Here is a graph of the'time cost of program completion" versus "specificity to employee's

career.
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Time Cost is in approximate hours over three years of the degree, see below. Specificity is in
arbitrary units. Note this asisumes the employee is technically competent and education is to
advance management. However this could be applied to a purely technical advancement, in
some situations. We see that tlrat the more demanding are generally more specific to a career.

Calculations

Type of Protrylm Time Cost Notes
CPE l2lvlyear in AK May not be specific to employer (or

even student's needs)
NHI/PROSPECT Varies, 40 lv/year Say 120 in three years
Graduate Certificate 15 cr * 15 class hr * 3

hr could use 3.5 or 4
but assume relevant to
work and more
efficient

675 over three years, based on 3 hours
total per classroom hour - that is, one
hour outside class for each in class.

LEAP like 8hr* ll classes*2 176 based on one hour in class and
one hour out of class.

MS 30 cr * 15 * 3 (might
use 3.5 to account for
parking and so on.

1350 based on one hour in
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Courses

Can "soft" skill be taught. Proliferation of providers proves it can be taught, but can it be learned?

It may be useful to digress a moment about the nature of tacit versus implicit knowledge

With tacit knowledge, people are not often aware of the knowledge they possess or how
it can be valuable to others. Effective transfer of tacit knowledge generally requires
extensive personal contact and trust. Another example of tacit knowledge is the ability to
ride a bicycle.

Tacit knowledge is not easily shared. Tacit knowledge consists often of habits and culture
that we do not recognize in ourselves. In the field of knowledge management, the concept
of tacit knowledge refers to a knowledge which is only known by an individual and that
is difficult to communicate to the rest of an organization. Knowledge that is easy to
communicate is called explicit knowledge. The process oftransforming tacit knowledge
into explicit knowledge is known as codification or articulation.

The tacit aspects of knowledge are those that cannot be codified, but can only be
tansmitted via training or gained through personal experience. Tacit knowledge has been
described as "know-hod'-- as opposed to "know-what" (facts), "know-why''(science),
or "know-who" (networking). It involves leaming and skill but not in a way that can be
written down. (From Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tacit knowledge )

Many skills, of course, are a mix, can be learned to some extent, but then must be practiced in
order to be useful. By nature, what we teach in the classroom are explicit skills, although a

student may pick up some tacit skills by contact with the instructor or other students.

So below I follow the tasks in Larry's compilation of responses and rate according to my
perceptions of the relative mix of classroom learning versus OJL (on the job learning) that will
be required in order for the skill to develop to be useful. Keep in mind that for those that score

toward the OJL, there is often a classroom component that might help.
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Skills for
OIder

r Older

The highest scored need for older is "mentoring" which I did not score, since the mentor is, in a
sense, the provider of training (more on that later). For the younger and older, I did not score

"communications," since that is overarches all the soft skills, especially the next two, written and

oral communication skills.

Note that most of these skills can be taught in the classroom, but most have a component of OJL
in order to be useful.

Programs

Mentoring

Mentoring would involve a transfer of both tacit and explicit knowledge. By definition, it would
be difficult to train a mentor to transmit tacit knowledge.

NCARB has the IDP (Intern Development Program) for architectural registration.
(http://www.ncarb.org/en/-/media/Files/PDF/Guidelines/idp euidelines.ashx) Which lays out
topics and competencies that the new architect must experience for registration. This is highly
organized but most architects need to know the same things - while engineers are quite varied in
what they need to know. However within anorganization, such a checklist could be developed.
Likewise, the concept of mentoring during "on-boarding" is often mentioned. Could mentoring

v8
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be outsourced? Conhast with mentoring by HR departnent. Mentoring for professionals should

be by members of the profession. The concept of a "mentored intemship" is interesting.

Communications

Communications is an overarching concem, noted for both newer and older engineers. From the

standard, "What we have here is a failure to communicate," to American Sign Language 101,

communications dominates most of our worlq family life, and play. Relating this to "teaching

topics" is more challenging. We make some headway by dividing it into media: oral, written,

and visual communications, or audience: selection committee, curious pubic, angry public,

media and so on. Beyond that, the issues may be better handled as human relations, human

resources, leadership, or similar topics, rather than "communications.o'
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Appendix Z

Recommendations from flip charts for final session

1. Must identiff and deal with constraints on (bariers to) resources (2 votes)
2. Importance of mastering the business of engineering

a. Best practices
b. Somewhat organization specific

3. Prepare for "*30" with experienced people
4. Mentoring
5. Adopt LEAP for Alaska
6. Need for regular forums on training needs, including technical (2)
7. Need for web-based forum for problem solving, including reading list (2)
8. Teamwork and trust - teams must work together effectively
9. Consider adding other requirements for PE, such as ethics
l0.Make Alaska aware of its workforce development needs; distribute this

report widely
l l.Survey younger engineers (not just their supervisors/managers) about their

needs
l2.Alternative project delivery systems & the need for collaboration among the

roles and parties
l3.Develop guidelines for the UA role in training working engineers
l4.Innovation/ creativity training for young people
15.Need collaboration among UA, DOTPF, COE, professional societies, etc

with respect to professional development
l6.Teach the importance of lifelong learning
lT.Continuing education's main purpose is to maintain crilrency in order to

protect the public and meet public expectations.
l8.Consider the organrz,ational costs of not training
l9.Importance of exposure to construction for all engineers, whether or not they

will ultimately work in construction. (internships and other ...) (2)
2O.There needs to be an organized training information source.
2l.Training as an invesfrnent
22.The public is the ultimate beneficiary of our training programs
23.Importance of mentored internships

)






